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'It's called a pyramil, you'jhmuck

'.Jr'ou call this food?!!

Masters

"Well gentlemen, it could be worse

13

Masters Leaving
For five years St. Andrew's College has been very
fortunate to have had a person of Ian Bowell's qualities. His versatility, both in the classroom and on the
playing fields will be very difficult to replace. Being a
Master who can teach a variety of subjects such as
Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science (all in
one year I might add) he has earned respect from his
peers and students as a person of good common sense
as well as an outstanding teacher. Every term he was
involved with the students on the playing fields. He
ran House League programs in the fall, filmed the First
Football games, was a coach of the First Hockey team
for the last three seasons, and was coach of the golfing
team for the last five years. These are a few of the more
noticeable activities. Not too many people realize that
he was an instructor in the cadet program, chief bus
driver whenever some group went camping or needed
a ride to the airport or wanted to go to a rock concert.
For two years he organized and sUmuiated the auto
mechanics club along with a variety of other school
functions.
Whether it was in the weight room demonstrating the
proper exercises on the Universal Gym or in the classroom showing boys Cook's constant, he always did
a first classjob.
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All of us at St. Andrew's wish Mr. Bowell great success in whatever career he chooses next year — I am
sure
he one.
will follow his St. Andrew's tradition of being
number
J. Mulchinock
Mr. Bill Skitch:
After only one year of living in splendor in the renowned penthouse apartment of MacDonald House, Mr.
Bill Skitch has chosen to go on to greater things. He shall
be best remembered for the innovations that he brought
to the School. Who can possibly forget the star trekkers
in the newly formed Astronomy club, or indeed Bill's own
ten inch telescope? The top floor illuminated chessboard
prodded several nearly dormant minds into a state of
greater awareness.
It will take years before the last traces of pipe fumes are
removed from the building, but Bill Skitch and his pet
guinea
"Winnie" will live on in our memop.. We
wish thempigwell.
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It IS with regret and a real sense of loss that we bid
farewell to Mr. Barry Devereaux. Although with us
for only one year, he has added a whole new dimension
to the music programme. We shall miss his leadership
in the Christmas Carol service and the band. We extend
our best wishes to him next year at Lawrence Park
Collegiate.
Mrs. Anne Bedard is not your ordinary triple threat!
To St. Andrew's College she brought not only the skill
and care of the competent pedagogue, the warmth and
dignity of the true lady and the understanding of the
dedicated mother and wife (which would be a triple
threat par excellence!) but she also gave a new and profound dimension to the daily operation of our school.
Her stay with us was all too brief. One can only hope
that the legacy she leaves will live on as it richly
deserves to do so.

We regret to say that Mr. Workman has decided to
pursue his career elsewhere. People make the mistake
of looking at a teacher's classroom contribution before
judging them, but it is in residence life that his absence
will be most strongly felt. Mr. Workman introduced
several tournaments to "Mac House" (badminton,
ping-pong, etc.) and donated the Workman Memorial
Trophy to the annual Crokinole Champion. Mr. Workman was also involved in the House League System
and he coached the "Workman's Wonders" to another
successful year.
Most of all, though, Mr. Workman helped bring
home to S.A.C. His birthday parties and little "gettogethers" helped ease many boys through a spell
of home-sickness.
Mr. Workman, the student body would like to thank
you for helping so many boys through the first year.
Good-bye and good Luck.

It is with great sadness that we say good-bye to Lewis
Pitman, a popular and vital member of the St. Andrew's College teaching staff since 1960.
So many, varied, and impressive have been Mr. Pitman's contributions during his sixteen years at S.A.C.
that only a few can be mentioned here. At different
periods of his career he has been a Housemaster, Head
of the English department. Chairman of academic and
other committees, and assistant Headmaster. All these
duties he discharged with a high degree of competence
and energy.
Those that have had Mr. Pitman as a teacher are
fully aware of his academic excellence, his infinite
patience, and his sympathetic readiness to provide help
and counsel to all who came to him. That he is fondly
remembered by his former students is reflected by the
number of Old Boys who visit him each year.
A keen athlete himself, he has consistently inspired
and coached boys in soccer, cricket, and rugby, laying
heavy emphasis upon good sportsmanship and selfdiscipline. A devotee of long-distance running, he established our Joggers" Club which has become an integral part of the sports' program. Other innovations
of Mr. Pitman have been the Masters' Scholarship and
the Pottery Club.
Lewis Pitman will long be remembered by present
students, maisters, old boys, and parents. To him, his
wife Valerie and their children Nancy, Andrew, and
Matthew we extend "full measure of the best" as
they leave us for the City of Hamilton where he will
pursue his professional teaching career at the secondary school level.
For eighteen years. Miss Sheila Beresford has been
a mainstay of the office of the Headmaster. During her
years here, she has conscientiously undertaken the
multitude of detail which that office involves. She has
been assiduous in guarding the interests of the School
and in maintaining the necessary confidences which go
with her office. Not only members of the teaching staff
but members of the Ladies Guild have, over the years,
relied on her expertise in matters dealing with School
organization. As she enters a well earned retirement,
the whole School wishes her many years of activity in
her many hobbies which include her garden and her
home.

In Dedication
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First Football ISAA Champions
"The Heights of Glory"!!!
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- e&r McLean. Claudio Arduini, Simon Vincent. Kevin Corrigan, Greg Miklas, Craig Farrow. Martin Henderson, James Ernngton.
Front Row: Rob Bruce. Ed Andrew. MVP - Capt.; Lee Devereaux, Capt.; Roland Nimmo, Capt.; Gary Lawrence, Cam Stevens,
Brian Eyers. Capl; Trevor Wilkinson, Absent.
^
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We're No. 1
As the season rolled on. the chant got louder finally
reaching a climax on the fields of Ridley, where we
ultimately achieved our goal; the best in the I.S.A.A.
If ever there was an example of a team effort, this surely
ranks as one of the greatest, because this truly was an
effort by every individual for the team.
Of on
course
season
without
both
and the
off the
field.wasn't
The first
test it's
for highlights,
our team
(later to be known as the Big Red Machine) was against
the Mississauga champions coached by Peter Martin,
an understudy of the "old master" himself. We had our
mistakes, along with our bright spots, and Bo/o Barker
made it two years in a row, getting put out in the first
game of the season again. When it was over we came
out on top of the 27-7 score, securing our first victory.
We never looked back.
In short order we demolished Appleby 49-0 and
U.C.C. 22-0. We rolled on to T.C.S. undefeated with
two defensive shutouts, and the chant grew louder.
The T.C.S. game exemplified our team effort better
than any other game when two key players in the backfield were injured and their replacements were outstanding, as Greg Miklas romped 109 yards for the
first touchdown, after our strong defence halted T.C.S.
three times on the one yard line. The Big Red Machine
rolled on after that, chalking up our fifth victory 27-7.
Ridley was now in our sights, and it was billed as the
LBF championship game, as well as Ridley's "Homecoming". The day
was overcast
and damp,
not your
perfect football
weather
by any means.
The first
time
Ridley touched the ball, they went 35 yards for a touchdown and the Red machines fans had to wonder. All
these doubts were immediately dispelled as we took
the ball and marched 90 yards to regain the lead 7-6,
a lead we never relinquished for the rest of the afternoon. The score was 33-13 in the dying moments, and
the chant was about to become fact. We were No. I
for all to see. Coach was held high on the team's
shoulder's and the word "champs" now belonged to us.
Hillfield was an anti-climax and we deposed of them
28-8 without much trouble.
Then there are various moments our team will never
forget. There was Claudio and his "bag of p . . . t,"
the boys in "That Room," Lee disappearing during the
practises into the bushes, Rita and the 10 yard sprints,
Brian's plunge 24 pass, which was a Ridley favorite,
Myles' deadly accuracy in practise, Albert sneaking out
of the green shed, the engineer didn't appear and Andy
disappeared, the disappearance of the dummy still
baffles T.C.S. students, Mr. Mulchinock taking sideline shots at Hillfield, the cry of "we're all gona die!"
as we crossed the Burlington skyway, the Ridley Rembrandt, and last but not least the "Bermuda."
Maybe you think it is a ritual to praise our coaches
but this is a deep and sincere thanks to from us to them,
as they members of the team as much and probably far
more than any member of the 32 man squad. Their
many hours of hard work both on and off the field
made the team a success.
We would also like to extend our thanks to the
anonymous donour of our team jackets which was
greatly appreciated by the 32 man squad.
Ed Andrew
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Dear Mom and friends,
I'm sorry for not writing to you and letting you know
how I am but I thought it best for both of us to start
our lives anew. I guess you must be worried about me
and there must be a lot of questions thai ha\e to be
answered, so I hope this letter will help smooth things
over.
First of all, I was not kidnapped, I ran away to rebuild ms life. Mom, I couldn't stand the constant
fighting over me, and the way your friends would lock
me up for long periods of time until one of their parties rolled around. Do you know what it is like to be
at the bottom of a hockey bag with dirty jocks and old
socks pressing against you for five and six days at a
lime? What kind of parents do you think you are when
you let your rowdy friends feed me beer and chips
when I was only one month old? Who wants to be
awakened at three o'clock in the morning to be roughly
treated, manhandled into some other dirty dingy room
to spend the next week hidden away in one of your
friend's closets or lockers. Yes, Mom, I had to leave
for my sake and yours.
I know you have hired two men to find me but they
are wasting their time. I covered my trail carefully so
that I could not be discovered. I now have wonderful
parents who look after me, love me and make sure that
I have a clean, decent upbringing. I now go to school
and live in a very academic and stimulating environment. Ieat wholesome food, get plenty of rest and am
allowed to watch T.V. every night. No Mom, I couldn't
trade this new life for anything.
By the way, I hear your friends won the ISL football
championship. This doesn't surprise me as they no
longer have
bully me around. I'm glad someone else
received
theirtoabuse.
Well, I have to close now. Thank you again for being
concerned but don't worry, I'm in good hands. Say
hello to your friends and wish them well. I hope I will
be able to drop in some day soon but in case I don't,
here is a picture of me to remind you that I still love
Love.
The Engineer

you.
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SAC vs Appleby
SAC vs UCC
SACvsTCS
SAC vs Ridley
SACvsHillfield
SAC vs Port Credit
SAC vs Williams

49-0 Won
22-0 Won
27-7 Won
33-13 Won
26-8 Won
28-7 Won
22-7 Won
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Second Football
Our "75 line-up showed a vast improvement over
last year's losers, this is shown by our record that was
compiled of 8 wins and only I loss.
By no means was it an easy year, but with the exceptional coaching of Mr. Kinney and Mr. Lunn and of
course Mr. Skinner, plus some hard practices, they
put together a championship team that uas only
matched by the Firsts.
Our most memorable game was against Ridley in
which we did not onl\ out-paint them, but out-pla\ed
them 38-6.
In our back field there was plenty of power provided
by M.V.P. Greg Baun, "Doc" Calvcrly and Steve Byberg, while the holes were paved smooth by Colin
Mahabir and company, with the great catches by Jamie
Britnell keeping everybody happy. The quarterback
role was executed well by Brian Miklas until he was
injured in our victory over the Thornhill champions
of Ontario, then Paul Cooper came in and provided
the necessary talent which enabled us to win the I.S.L.
Our defensive squad shouldn't be left out, our front
four consisting of T.D. Maw. Charley Ballantyne,
Rob Corbett and Drew Foss, while Bruce "Sweathog"
Watford was exceptional at middle line backer, formerly held by Jim "Merc" McMurtry, whose season
ended early with a wrist injury. The corners were controlled byTed Wright and Hurricane Hargrave, both
of whom ruined many a sweep.
This has been a great >ear; we enjoved our wins
thanks to the coaches; lets do it again next year.
G.B.

SAC
S.AC
SAC
SAC
SAC
S.AC
SAC
SAC

STSSSSTSSSSTB^.

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

UCC
TCS
Ridley
UCC
TCS
Pickering
KmeCils
Thornhill

21-4 Won
12-0 Won
39-6 Won
1-19 Lost
12-6 Won
7-12 Lost
27-6 Won
7-1 Won

I.S.L. Champs

Back Row: Mr. R.
Kinney, Coach;
Mike Elder, Robert
Cheung, Ted Larkin, James Britnell. Drew Foss,
Steve Maw, Chris
Hawley, PhiUp
Chung, Brian Miklas, Mr. J. Lunn,
Coach. Third Row:
Dr.T. Hockin, Ron
Schmidt. Mike Sifton, Rob Corbett,
GregBaun, MVPCapt.; Philip Henderson, Colin Mahabir, Greg Clark,
John Lagerquist,
Paul Cooper, Keith
Crumpton. Charles
Ballantyne. Second
Row: Paul Miklas,
Mgr.; JohnOmstead, Charles Zuckerman, John Stuart,
Bruce Watford, Ted
Wright, Rob Pratt,
Cam McClintock.
Front Row: Rob
Hargrave. Gary
Wei Ilinger, Dave
Calverly, Andrew
Munn. Paul Yu,
Steve Byberg. .Absent: Mr. W. Skinner, Coach.
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U16 Football

Back Row: Stewart III, Brown, Newmarch, Hall, Wild, Moreira, Marsland, Sadler II. Middle Row: Somerville, Jacobi,
MIP; Robertson, Cudmore, MVP; Kerr I, Phillips II. Cheng, Hepburn, Heit I, Capt.; Mr. G. West, Coach. Front Row:
Hsu, Knowles, Edwards I, Horton, Pitts, McGraw. Absent: Mr. D. Hemings, Coach; Offen, Walker.

SAC
0-51
SAC
20-21
SAC
0-22
SAC
13-24
SAC
13-7

vs Appleby
Lost
vs Appleby
Lost
vs Ridley
Lost
vs Applebv
Lost
vs TCS
Win

Although the U16 football team's win and loss
record was not envious, it was an important season.
The training and experience gained through the season under the patient coaches, Mr. West and Mr. Hemmings, came together for the last two games. Losing a
closely played game to Appleby with a new tightened
up defense and a well drilled offensive backfield we
went and beat T.C.S. The passing game was good and
M.V.P. Dave Cudmore and full-back captain Tim Horton kept the ground game strong during that particular game and throughout the whole season. The defense led by "stomping'" Mike Edwards really pulled
together as the season progressed.
The team really got together and played good football as they gained experience through the season.
Future S.A.C. second and first teams will be well
stocked with talent from this team.
J.H.

Ul 5 Football

This year's team enjoyed a year of learning
and gaining experience. With the excellent
coaching of Mr. Smith (defensively) and Mr.
Bennet (offensively) the UI5 squad won their
share of games. They took back to back games
against T.C.S.. split games with U.C.C, lost
to Ridley, and lost two games to a monsterous
U15 (?) .Appclby team. Shawn Craig was the
offensive leader playing slotback and getting
touchdowns on numerous long runs. Naturally
Shawn was the M.V.P. and Tom Omstead and
Geoff Scott were the M.I.P.'s. Even though
this year's team was good, next year the team^
should be even better with many players having
another vear of L^ I .^ eliaibilitv.
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SAC vs .Appleby
6-50 Lost
SAC vsTCS
8-7 Won
SAC vs UCC
33-8 Won
SAC vs TCS
13-12 Won
SAC vsUCC
6-14 Lost
SAC vs Ridley
0-32 Lost
SAC vs .Appleby
16-41 Lost
SAC vsUCC
12-8 Won
SAC vsUCC
1 8.6 Wnn

^H
Back Row: Young III, Jackson, Russell, Minialoff I, MIP; Evoy, Scott, MIP - Capt.; Gathers M, Clark II, Calverly II. Middle
Row: Slessor, Mgr.; Mr. P. Bennett, Coach; Minialoff II, Jacox, Ruttan, Reneau, Gray III, Vail, Heit II, Omstead II, Szarka,
Shields, Ruhl, Mr. G. Smith, Coach. Front Row: Noble, Albury, McAllister, Capt.; Parker. Capt.; Craig, MVP; Stanborough,
Kane. Absent: Sedgewick, Barrington, Mather, Miklas III, Kinch.

First Soccer

We had our ups and douns this year and they were
basically divided into the first and second halves of
the season. The first half produced an undefeated
record of 9 wins and 1 tie, which included a victory at
the U.C.C. tournament in which there were a couple of
good teams. There was also a fruitless and I might add
smelly game in Hamilton against Hillfield where the
score ran up to 10-1 and even Mr. Stuart was hinting
to us not to score too much. Howie Epworth topped it
off by scoring from center. Also featured is our best
game of the year against U.C.C. where John Bailey got
4 goals and the final score was 9-3.
But just before Thanksgiving Weekend, we needed
a good second half to tie Pickering and after the weekend we lost our first game of the year at T.C.S. From
then on, we won only 50% of our games with the worst
one being the Ridley game at our own tournament
where we lost 5-0. It was the first time S.A.C. hadn't
won the tournament in three years: but really Ridley
was an exceptional team this year.
It's hard to pinpoint a reason for our downfall in the
second half of the season, but I could sense the team

spirit going down. Maybe it was the pressure of the
First Football Team being so good. But to have two
championship teams in the same term will always be
difficult because of the inesitable pressures one sport
puts on the other.
One high point was the play of the three \oungest
members of the team (Andy Beckwith, John Bailey and
Sid Karalis) who in many games carried a fair load on
their own. If they keep working at it, they will undoubtedly become some of the best players the school
has ever had. The goal tending was consistently good
all year with Matt Shinkle and Dave Hardy sharing the
duties. And where would we have been without Howie's
"panicking". Randy Hughes - Guests's running into
goalies and John Middup's love of the breakaway.
We would all like to thank Mr. Stuart for putting a
great deal of time and effort into making it a
ful season and sometimes for just putting up
Also John Glascock should be thanked for
after all the balls that were kicked over the net
bv me).

successwith us.
chasing
(usually

MB.

SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC

vs Appleby
vsHillfield
vs UCC
vs Pickering
vs St. Georges
vs St. Georges
vs TCS
vs George Harvey
vs Lord Elgin
vs Pickering
vs Ridley
vs Bradford
vs Crescent
vs Bradford
vs Pickering
vs St. Georges
vs UCC
vs Lakefieid
vs Ridley

mm

3-1 Won
10-1 Won
Won
9-3
2-2 Tie
2-0 Won
4-0 Won
1-2 Lost
0-1 Lost
3-1 Won
2-1 Won
2-4 Lost
2-1 Won
2-3 Lost
3-1 Won
4-0 Won
2-0 Won
2-1 Won
3-2 Won
0-5 Lost

Second Soccer

Back Rou Assing 1, Dobson, Epuorth
Mgr.; Mr. D. Stuart. Coach. Front Ro^
Assing II.

, Stirling, MIP; Khamissa. Rampen I, Palaaos, Pes
I-isher, Bailev, Ki Chen, Capt.; Sillcox, MVP - Capt ; de Premio Real.

SACvsTCS
SAC vs .Appleby
SAC vs Pickering
SAC vs LlCC
S.AC vs Pickering
SAC vs TCS
SAC vs Bradford
SAC vs Ridley
SAC vs Toronto French School
SAC vs Ridley

3-0
2-2
5-i
4-1
2-1
1-3
4-2
2-3
0-4
1-0

Won
Tie
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won

When one generally considers second soccer, no
great legends are summoned to mind. In fact, one can
barely remember distinct victories or losses, but rather
a blend of sweet and sour. Such was the case this year,
but yet there was more. We had fun! .And that is the
essence of sports here at S.A.C. and I hope it remains
that way. Otto Sillcox and Bobby Kirk had fun continually repelling the opposition (and undue jokes from
the coach); or the fun the forward line had missing the
goal time and time again (eh Dave, Ken, Paul, Wait and
other assorted characters); or the fun the halfback line
led by Rob Kitchen had correcting all our mistakes
(and stealing my hat!); or the fun John and Ed had
sharing the porous ten yards of the goaline. .Mi in all
it was, well, uh, well just a fun season.
P.S. !VIr. Stuart I pray you don't end up with the
same cast of characters next year, after all, one man
can only take so much fun.
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Third Soccer

This year's third soccer or House league 'all stars'
were just that; a bunch of guys who were not able to
participate with the better soccer teams of the school,
but who were willing to try to learn at least a little
about soccer, and who were willing to make an effort
in the practices and the few games we had.
Individually, there were few of us who were really
skilled at soccer; most of us were hacks, but some individual efforts come to mind: Don Wilson's fine play
and fine setting of plays earned him the M.V.P. Russell
Kastner, who at the beginning of the season was struggling, worked hard and turned out to be quite a goalie
and was named the M.I. P. Finally, one incident that
happened was our captain scoring a hat-trick in one
game but most of us think that this was more luck than
anything else.
Thanks to Mr. Kamcke, from all of us, for coaching
and giving us a lot of support from the sidelines when
it was needed.

TBack Row: Me|^'Xan«teC,6«firSatJlei'l, Irvdk Whilhoyle, Kastner, MIP; Marechaax I Front Row: Glascock, Boggiar
^-: Minichiello. Capj.^R'gofetti, Witson, MVP:Jlampen i. Absent: Chong, Hollands, Pellowe, Peyer II

Back Row: Earle 11, Bedard II, Webb, MVP; Cole, Hicks, Bick lell. Frost, Mr
DeLeon, Gosal, Capt.: Rigoletti. Creel, MIP; MorUmer II. Absent: Gossman.

D Timms, Coach. From Row: Salinas. Mil

Ul 6 Soccer
Someone said that it's not the winning that counts
but the participation. We certainly didn't win man\
games but the entire U16 team performed avidly this
year.
We were slightly disappointed by the fact that only
four of last year's successful U15A team returned to
play with their team mates; three played for the firsts
and the rest decided to share the glory of football. But,
the team showed great promise in the likes of Fillipe
Creel and Jim Cole — our newcomers. The main problem lay in discovering the appropriate positions for
each player. Eventually, virtually all the team had
played two or more positions! Yet, under the coordination and endless devotion of our coach Mr.
Timms, we formed quite a team, even though we only
had a few more games left to play.
In replacing Colin Earle with Jim Cole, we sacrificed
our top scorer for a speedy, determined forward. Chris
Webb (M.V.P.) held the defense together with his
domination of the air. In support were Chris Frost.
Dan Hicks and Jim IVIills. Holding the middle together
was our solid dynamo Paul Bedard, who, with Sal
Gosal (Capt.) and Filipe Creel (M.l.P.) formed the
industrious midfield. Up front were our goal-hungry
forwards: Gary DeLeon, Colin Earle, Memo Salinas,
Chris Bicknell and the everwilling Peter Rigoletti. Their

basic weakness was in hitting the woodwork instead of
hitting the back of the net!
S.G.

SACvsTCS
SAC vs Pickering
SAC vs St. Georges
SAC vs UCC
S.'^C vs St. Georges
S.AC vs Toronto French School
SACvsTCS
S.AC vs Toronto French School
SAC vs UCC
SAC vs Ridley

2-2
3-0
3-3
0-2
2-2
1-4

Tie
Won
Tie
Lost
Tie
Lost

6-2
2-3
1-2
0-3

Won
Lost
Lost
Lost

As not one member of this team had played at the 'A'
level before, it took us a few games to settle down together and we lost our first three games (two in the
Junior School's Soccer Tournament hosted by Ridley)
albeit by narrow margins. We came together as a team,
however, in our first home game against UCC U15 and
from then on had a very successful season, with only
one school, T.C.S., having a slight edge over us in
regular season play.

SACvsTCS
SAC vsSl. Georges
SAC vs UCC
SAC vs Pickering
SAC vs UCC
SACvsTCS
SAC vs Bradford
SAC vs Lakefield
SAC vs Pickering
SAC vs UCC
SAC vs Ridley
SAC vs Toronto French School
SAC vs Ridley
SAC vs UCC
SAC vs Nichols
SAC vs St. Georges

0-1
4-4
4-1
3-1
4-1
1-2
1-0
3-2
0-4
1-0
3-2
0-4
1-0
6-1
0-1
1-2

Lost
Tie
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Lost

We were a fairly small side and had quite a few injuries over the season but in only one game against a
much heavier and bigger Pickering side was our play
affected by size. Usually we played very skillfully and
courageously and, following the fine example and
strong leadership of our captain, Scott Mortimer, we
won ten of our last twelve. Our defense played soundly
and our attack, led by our speedy centre-forward and
assistant captain. Ken Marshall, scored some exciting
and well executed goals. Scott and Ken were our coM.V.P.'s.
To me, as coach, the season was especially enjoyable,
for the play of several team members improved a lot,
in particular that of Barry Crow and Andy Francis who
also settled into new positions very well and who
would have thought that a broken fingered goalkeeper,
Stephen Young, could play so well at centre half! As
some team members are young enough to play again
next year we should have another good season.
T.E.H.

Back Row: Mr T Harrison, Coach; Scott II, McDonald i. Bonvecchio, Young II Francis I From Re
shall, MVP - Asst. Capt.; MorUmer II, MVP - Capt.; Bedard III, Edwards II, Hadley. Absent: Crow I,

U15B Soccer

SACvsTCS
SAC vsApplebv
SAC vs Pickering
SAC vs St. Georges
SAC vs Toronto French School
SAC vs Crescent
SAC vs Ridlev
SACvsHiilfieid
SAC vs Crescent

Back Ro«;4^r
D. Inglis,
II, MVP;Pperson, Houltc

7-1
1-2
3-1
4-1
0-5
3-3
1-2
1-0
1-4

Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Tie
Lost
Won
Lost

Back r4^\U. R. Ra)."t^<J\i>.iughiin K^heri^- MVi*;
J^iUVMorcland
SjBblo!)«.««agui[t.CoJj»W.Ti,|xinafl.-Capt:tygran:,
Bailes Mc^lmt^Kkij'.-Barnard
111, t row II. Absent: Frencft.

SAC vsAppleb\
SACvsPickerin2
SAC vs UCC
SACvsTCS
SAC vs Lakefield
SAC vs Ridley
SACvsHillfield
SAC vs Crescent
SAC vs UCC

4-2
4-0
2-0
3-2
5-0
3-4
3-1
3-0
5-1

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Won

SAC
1-0
SAC
1-2
SAC
1-0
SAC
2-1

U 13 Soccer
Won
vsSt. Georgc"s
vs UCC
Lost
vs Win
Lakefield
vs Win
LCC

To quote from the fall term wrap-up in "Jock-Talk"
— an obviously unbiased and unimpeachable source the Under 14's were "the most successful soccer team
in the school". High praise indeed, but not undeserved.
Right from the start of the season there were promising
lads for every position on the field, and the line-up vsas
a difficult one to break into. In Mark Tiltman the team
had a capable and loyal captain. Mark's only regret
was that he didn't score as many goals as a centreforward should, but he worked tirelessly to set up his
team-mates and occasionally rescued the defense when
the need arose. Although it isn't possible to comment
on the merits of each member here individually, one
cannot overlook the tremendous contribution of Chip
Flaherty, our fast deceptive and goal-hungr> leftwinger who scored half of the team's total output and
who earned the distinction of being named M.V.P.

MIH

From Rb^>

U14 Soccer,
An Almost
Perfect Team
Nor can an\one ignore the goalkeeping of Allan Crow
who made up in spectacular saves what he lacked in
steady temperament. Scrutiny of the results will show
that we came within a hair's breadth of achieving an undefeated season. The only team that bettered us was
Ridley when we were without our regular goalies and
after we had seen our best defenseman Teddy Sjoblom
carried off the field with a broken foot. This is not to
minimize their fine play: we had a penalty kick on the
final play of the game and failed to capitalize. There
were man\ players who improved significantly over the
season, especially Adam Moreland, Jay Bailey (these
two both in grade 7) and Phil Maguire. I can say without any reservation that it was a privilege being the
coach of this fine group of young men. The future of
R.J. Ray
soccer at St. .Andrew's looks brighter than ever.

Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat

Cross-Country 75-76
I.BedardI
(SAC Record)
2. Ebenhardt
3. Eyers
4. Lawrence
5. Beck with
6. Sifton I
7.BaunI

l.CrowB
2. Mortimers.
3. Gosal
4. Barnard
5. Omstead T.
7.
6. Young
Parker U

19:44
20:53
20:58
21:05
21:06
21:20
21:24

This year's Cross-Country had its successes and failures.
A big success was Mark Bedard's record run in the senior
race, where he beat his closest rivals by more than a minute. As usual there were a certain amount of injuries but
this time there were only fifteen or twenty. Of the 340 odd
people who ran only 320 finished, which gives us room
for improvement next year.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Bruce
Montrose
Douglas
Wallace

41.8
41.0
40.2

14:57
14:58
15:15
15:16
15:19
15:33
15:44

54.5
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ramsev
Fourth
Memorial
Flavelle

52.8
46.0
50.1

Points are based on the average per person of
all the people running.

General Knowledge Quiz
An event that would go down in the annals of history: Havergal vs. St. Andrew's in a general knowledge quiz.
The St. Andrew's team was destined to be the ones
to carry back in victory the evasive Workman Memorial Trophy.
The evening started as the beautiful young girls from
Havergal arrived at 5:00 p.m. in a chauffered limousine which looked somewhat akin to a school bus. After
arriving, the girls were given a tour of our beautiful
campus guided by the superb St. Andrew's team. After
the tour the Havergal team was treated to the ultimate
in cuisine, La piece de resistance of culinary delight:
a St. Andrew's dinner! After the more than ample meal
we set off for the arena of competition otherwise known
as the Science Lecture Hall. This was the place where
the two teams were to do battle!
The actual affair was definitely a black tie affair
with many of the Mac House boys turned out in their
No. 2 "formals".
During the first half of the contest, competition was
fierce and when the half-time intermission came, Mr.
Whitehead and his beautiful assistance from Havergal announced the score to be a tie. The second half
would be the one that would tell the truth!
The atmosphere was tense dunng the second half as
questions were traded back and forth between the two
teams. Everyone breathed a sigh of relief when Mr.
Workman announced the end of the contest.
The air was still, but when Dr. Hockin announced
that St. Andrew's had won there went up an uproarious
cheer. When the Havergal girls left, we thought we
heard them mumble "We shall return"!
W. Stoddart

The Head Prefect:
St. Andrew's College: In the beginning, I was sorry
that I came here and now. I'm sorry that I am leaving.
It sort of looks like I can't win ... but I did and I will.
I was in Grade 9 at Brampton Centennial Secondarv
School when I was asked whether I wanted to come to
SAC. I answered with a hostile no! But my parents
were persistent and my resistance finally broke down
after two years. My defence was paralleled only by that
of our First Football team.
I enjoyed the school in my first year but I refused to
admit it. Towards the end of the year I had no intention of coming back. .As the summer came. I began to
think
of all had
the people
I remember
what told
Coach
.Ackerman
said toI'dmemet.before
I left. He
me
that if it was girls I was worried about, he'd let me
take out his daughter. Eventually I decided to come
back and I'm glad that I did.
This year . . . what can I say except that we're number
I. Our athletes brought si.x championships to the school
this year, highlighted, of course b\ the triple crown.
Our debating team finished second and one of the members was chosen the most outstanding high-school debater in Ontario. In the Photography contest that included many other ISL schools, our photographers
came out on top. The winner of the Aurora Public
Speaking Competition was representing S.A.C. The international relationship with Vastertorps in Sweden
was furthered to a great extent. Something that is very
important to note is the fact that we had more boys
participating in the activities this year than any other
year in the history of the school, these are but a few
of the accomplishments of our school this year.
What is the purpose of St. Andrew's College ... in
my opinion, a great school. It helps prepare a student
to become a useful and valuable asset to soaety. The
achievement of this goal is brought by four main factors: Responsibility, Human Relations. Academic Education and School Spirit.
Why is spirit so important? People who have spirit
care about the community. In the last couple of years.
I think we saw the spirit dwindling but after this year,
I am sure that we realize that it has definitely returned.
The St. Andrew's College spirit was evident everywhere. The support the students gave the teams tWs

year was great. The spirit in the houses was there as we
could see on sports day, on the playing fields and sometimes on the second floor of the Upper School houses.
We had the first signs of the Ghost of the White Rocks
and as Ridley found out we added a new dimension to
our artistic appreciation course. Thanks to all of you
we've got the spirit.
When we get out into society, we will be expected to
accept responsibility to our superiors, our peers and
ourselves. St. Andrew's College offers many positions
of responsibility. Nobody is forced to accept these
positions but if he is prepared to do so, the school can
help him. To be responsible is something that a person
must learn on his own. If he does not take advantage
of these opportunities in his school years it is hardly
likely that he will be able to discipline himself to accept
them in later life. By giving people these responsibilities
at a younger age. the school is helping to develop better citizens.
The academic education that a person receives here is
also very commendable. The school has the best
equipped Science Building as well as a top level of
teaching. It is not facts and figures that we are taught
here, but how to learn and how to prepare and organize
ourselves. These qualities proved to be the difference
between a leader and a follower.
The single most important thing that St. Andrew's
gives us is an education in people. Through our relationships with our fellow students and the staff we learn
many things about people. First of all. that we are all
different and we all have our own plus characteristics
and our own minus characteristics. Secondly, that our
morals, beliefs and attitudes vary greatly, having f)eople from many different parts of the world. With these
two factors understood, we realize that we must accept
people for what they are in order to benefit from this
school. We must not harp on bad characteristics but
recognize good ones and hope that people do the same
to us. It must be seen that everyone has their good
points. It matters not whether he is a great athlete or
a poor one, a great scholar or a poor one, as long as
he participates actively and puts one-hundred per cent
into what he does and what he believes.

Gary Lawrence
In essence, we learn to live with people. This is not
only the most important thing in our small community
... it is the most important thing in our whole society.
When a problem arises, there are many people who
we can turn to. There are fellow students, not necessarily great friends, who will listen and give their honest
opinion of the problem. There are masters who will
talk with you instead of at you. There is a sense of
security tied up in this whole concept of human relations.
Reading the yearbooks of past years, you notice that
the comments of the upper sixth deal with the friendships they have made. Personally, I have friends and
memories that will last long after I leave the gates.
I would like to thank all those who were prefects
over the course of the year for their support in making
this a great year. I would hke to thank the teachers and
the Headmaster, and most of all I would like to thank
you, the students for your friendship as well as your
support.
Speaking for the Upper Sixth, we would like to wish
the school great success in years to come. You will have
a very strong next year which should bring another
very prosperous year.
I would just like to conclude with a thought derived
from a tune by Simon and Garfunkie. St. Andrew's
College builds hammers, not nails.

Gary Lawrence 1973-76
H.P., Mean, Chin, Larry, Jock, Cop, M.C.P., Bill,
Herman. "Get ripped." "Mount it." "Ya see Donna,
this guy walked into the pub and saw Eyers leaning
against
the bar
..."Hockey (Capt., MVP), First FootActivities:
First
ball, First Track (Capt.), Golf, Head Prefect, Cadet
Captain, Debating, Country Club, Fox Island Fishing
Club, Cradle Robbers (Capt.), Brampton Sleeping
Club, Psychiatri.st, day-boy exterminator. Calling Li/
names, suicide with Jolliffe, eating when hungry and
secreting when tight.
St. Andrew's College: I came, I saw and IT conquered.

Chapel

We live, almost all of us, in a world of technological
advance, a world affording a rich array of contradictory possibilities. There is more freedom of choice,
more prosperity, more power, more leisure time, more
of almost everything than ever before. Yet if there
is more variety in this fast-moving, multi-sided world
of ours, there seems to be less coherence, less wisdom,
less direction, less contentment than in earlier times.
In this sort of age, indeed in any age, the first task of
religion must be to make discriminating judgments
about the significance of things, to put a value on them
with clarity and certainty. Every age brings with it, in
new forms, forces which must be evaluated, put into
some
value. kind of order and weighed in terms of their moral
This, then, is an important value of our Chapel. St.
Andrew's Chapel services must, through their messages, prayers, readings and atmosphere, help students
to do these things.
It is, above all, however, a place for rededicating
ourselves to our Saviour and for giving thanks to our
Maker. I have been grateful this year for the significant and moving sermons of Mr. Meagher and our
many guests. On the whole the student body has responded well to the messages and worship of Chapel.
It is my prayer that it improves still further as the centre of worship and moral reflection at St. Andrew's.
T.A.Hockin

Tuck Shop Prayer
DEAR

MABEL,
Who runs the Tuck Shop,

Tastybe thy food.
Thy sucrose come, in bars or gum.
In pop as it isin milkshakes.
Gives us this day our daily sweets.

And contribute to our masses.
As we attempt to remove gase;
Lead us not to starvation.
But deliver us from hunger.
For thine is the Tuck Shop,
The sugar and the starches.
Forever and ever.
Your men.

Operation "Room Raid'
We slinked up the stairs, like desperate criminals hiding from the law, quiet as cats. Each of us was laden
with wiener shaped balloons, which were bursting to
burst. As we crept up they wobbled and quivered like
mounds of jelly.
I was scouting out the top of the stairs and gave back
my whispered opinion only to be shushed for talking
too loud. Two shadows moved up the stairwell, passed
me, sliding along the wall toward room 313, tonight's
bombing target.
We hadn't been caught yet, and didn't plan to, tonight, that's why I stayed at the corner of the stairs
ready to give warning to my colleagues if any suspicious
characters were seen lurking in the coal coloured corners or in the pitch-black recess of the hall which
stretched from Flavelle to Memorial. From my vantage
point 1 could see my comrades-in-arms silhouetted by
the blood red "Exit" light, as they moved cautiously
but swiftly toward our destination. Judging by their

joyous activity they had reached the door, I laughed
silently to myself at the fate of the residents of room
313.
The silhouette on the right cautiously opened the
door which slid open as if it had been oiled recently. I
wonder who could have done the oiling. Then I saw two
bloobs, detach themselves from the shadows, go hurling
in the room, followed by a beautiful splash. Caution
was forgotten as my two companions came charging
down the hall towards the stairs. We then hot-footed
it downstairs slowing only to whip around corners, our
destinations now warm beds and safely behind locked
doors.
When we were snug and had got our breath we burst
out in laughter, which had been contained since that
splash and shout of surprise had reached our straining
ears, knowing we wouldn't be considered suspects.
Keith Crumpton

The Library
It has been another year of heavy use and slow
growth for the library. This year we have been able to
meet most of the students" needs in their research for
course work and have been able to quietly fill in gaps in
some areas of knowledge and pad others. As the shelves
fill up, as the vertical file grows (despite all the efforts
of the grade ten history and geography classes to prevent it) as the magazine room bulges and the a-v equipment moves in and out, the library continues to provide the service and the information that make it once
again the heart, the centre of the school. Eat your heart
out geography!

I

Tiny Talent Time — Variety Night '76
Variety Nights in the past always seemed to be: which
house could get most gross. This, of course, proved to
be the downfall of those shows. This year was different.
It was more like: which house can be the funniest.
The show started with Macdonald House and their
skit about a silent movie. As far as originality goes,
I thought that it was the best skit of the evening. Ne.xt
came Fourth with their various skits culminating in a
direct stab at the intelligence of the masters. Nothing
gross, just some good natured teasing. Memorial House
decided to imitate some chosen masters and won the
'"Best Skit .Award" for their efforts. Flavelle followed
suit and came up with a very ammusing skit. FinalK,
Ramsay put on a very musicalls oriented skit which
turned out very well. Then, "Dry Ice" played some
vibes for us which ended the evening with some good
old audience participation. Even though the majority
of the skits were take-offs on the teaching staff, it was
a good show, with some good jokes (and some poor
jokes) and I was proud to host the evening. I hope that
in future years Variety Night will be a night of originalit\. humor and good inter-house competition. Keep it
clean and it's bound to go well.
P.S.

"Ode to the Haggis

Most of the school dreads an annual event which
occurs in the first term. This is the St. Andrew's dinner,
and the fear is that of eating haggis.
On this one day per year, a few people are heralded
and rewarded, not for school or sports, but for the
much more important task of going through life with
the word "Andy" stuck somewhere in their names. A
Scottish poem is recited by a devout Scotsman, (Mr.
MacPherson) and a sheep's stomach is cut open, leaving the long-awaited haggis exposed. .After the fumes
have subsided, most of the people regain conciousness
and begin their meal. Following this, the sports awards
are given out, and the dayboys finally realize that they
have just spent about three hours of their night.
The St. Andrew's dinner, however, has been a tradition at S.A.C. for about the past twenty years, and
adds a little Scottish flavourC?) to the first term at
S.A.C.

Assemblies
Every Wednesday morning, at 8:25, St. Andrew's
now has an assembly. This has been one of the most
brilliant innovations at St. Andrew's in recent times.
This time allows the school to perform many important functions: firstly, it gives the prefects something
else to do. Secondly, it serves as a form of entertainment, as the entire school gets to see some prefect sweat
as he tries to raise school spint for an ISL fly-racing
meet. Thirdly, it brings money to the school through
advertising profits made by a group of boys who solicit
for MacDonald's. It gives Andreans a chance to publicize their talent, so that they can be discovered and
move onto bigger things, like practiang alone. Fourthly, it allows people to give excuses for their respective
committee's failure to do anything. Fifthly, it gives the
headmaster a chance to make about two brief announcements, and lastly it gives the school a chance to
sleep for fifteen minutes before classes.

Debating
Seniors Come Second
inBidfor Fulford
This has been a year of success and failure. We failed
to retain the Fulford Cup, yet we won most of our
debates.
In Fulford competition we finished a close second,
tied with Upper Canada, and one win behind Ridley
to whom we extend our sincere congratulations. We
were successful in our debates with U.T.S., Appleby,
T.C.S., and U.C.C. We lost to Ridley and Lakefield.
In competition with Girls' Schools we enjoyed considerable success, winning debates with Branksome,
Havergal, and our home encounter with St. Clement's
who defeated us on their home grounds.
We were ably represented at a number of tournaments including those at Appleby, Havergal, Ridley,
St. Clement's and Upper Canada at which tournament
Craig Farrow won an individual award for debating
proficiency and Jim Ryan received honourable mention.
Perhaps the highlight of our debating campaign was
our participation in the Provincial Debating Association Tournament. At the Metro Regional Finals incident to this competition, Brian Mitchell was named a
participant in the Provincial Finals and Martin Henderson, an alternate. Two months later, with tremendous pride, we were advised that Mitchell was chosen
first debater in the province and will represent both
Ontario and S.A.C. at the National finals in Winnipeg during the month of June. As we go to press we
wish Brian every success.
We have been blessed with a strong executive this
year. Our President, Craig Farrow, ably supported by
Martin Henderson, Jim Ryan, Rob Morrow, Hugh
Munro, and Kurt Marechaux, have enthusiastically
kept alive the debating tradition at St. Andrew's. We
have high hopes for next year since a number of veterans will be returning and an equal number of keen
juniors moving up.
Once again this year there was widespread interest

Juniors
In Junior Debating, Mr. Ray had little difficulty in find
ing boys willing to accept a case frequently not of their
own choosing, and the outcome of long hours of preparation invariably gave us a good feehng whatever the
decision brought in by the judges.
In the first debate of the season away Sat Gosal,
Kirk Brierley and Michael Szarka were not successful
in defeating a U.T.S. Government whose resolution
was that mind is more important than body. The supercilious attitude of their Prime Minister was a little
galling; all the same our boys gave a commendable
account of themselves, and Kirk received special praise
from the judges.
John Mortimer, Thane Russell and Ron Schmidt as
Opposition defeated the Lakefield contention that the
Olympics should be abolished. This team was superbly
prepared, but Ron almost "blew" it for us by going,
overboard in his final speech!
Bill Gathers, Larry Dill and Kirk Brierley despite
spirited opposition from the girls of St. Clement's were
successful in convincing the judges that Ann Landers
and Dear Abby perform a valuable service to society.
Very sharp rebuttal by Larry saved the day here.
Rob Minialoff, Phil Maguire and David Kerr attempted todefeat the Appleby resolution that astrology
is a fraud. Despite the coaching of Mr. Whitehead and
the expert advice of Mr. Allen Spraggett, they narrowly lost the decision.
Ed Parker, John Bassett and Peter Moreira agreed
to oppose the T.C.S. case that cheer rallies are barbaric.
We've been wanting to debate this resolution for
several years now and it was great fun. Spirited work
from all three especially John Bassett did the trick.
Richard Evoy, Rob Hepburn and Bill Keech perhaps
rashly decided to defend the resolution at U.C.C. that
high marks mean nothing. The topic turned out to be a
difficult one to get hold of and our inexperience was
telhng. We couldn't quibble with the fact that the decision went against us, but we regretted that more adequate provision forjudging hadn't been made.
Geoff Hall, Allan Crow and Jim McMurtry served
as the Opposition when the girls of Havergal chose to
defend the resolution that pets should be banned from
cities. Jim's strong rebuttal made the difference in
bringing down a close split decision in our favour.

Many thanks to Charles Zuckerman and several other
seniors who helped to prepare the team.
We would like to thank those in the houses at home
who turned out in throngs and took an intelligen
terest in the proceedings. We appreciated their enthusiasm, but at the same time it must be said that there
were occasions when the partisanship of a few became
rude and embarrassing. Debating is more than just
another spectator sport and it has a standard of conduct which must be observed. There is no place for
rowdyism or for an exercise in "get-the-guests".
Although our crowded Science Lecture Hall on debating evenings may resemble a bear-pit, let's not forget
that our mascott Andy the Bear is a beast of impeccable
decorum and good taste!

!n Ihe past there has been some conluMnn about
the tennis schedule during the weei< at St Andrew's.
This memo is intended to clear up this confusion.
To help you understand this schedule, the days of
the week were lettered starting with Wednesday as I,
Tuesday 2, Monday 3 etc., until Thursday is 7. The
following Wednesday would noi be X, but again
would be 1.
Now, the team will have a primary schedule of
3, 2, 7, 6 and 5. However, on alternate Ts the team
will play in reverse order until the next day. The
day following a I, as you remember, was 7. Because
of the regularly scheduled games on 7, the team will
stop playing on the North Court. Two games on the
East Court will then be played on 6, but with only
one game being a Doubles Match, in conformance
with the approved schedule.
This schedule has been designed on the basis of a
leap year. Therefore, if there is no February 29, the
schedule will move back one full day on March 1.

On Ts and 4"s the Courts will have normal maintenance. On alternate Ts when the team is playing
in reverse order the scheduled maintenance will be
done on 6. Since this is the day when the team plays
two games on the East Court, the maintenance will
be carried out during the games.
Of course, not the same maintenance is done at
all times. Perit)dicall\. large maintenance jobs must
be done, which includes routine maintenance, but
must go further in scope. Thus, this one maintenance
job would contain man\ maintenai (to coin a
phrase). When the maintenance contains over three
maintenani, the alternate 6\ heavy schedule will be
deferred to 5.

In addition, months which have r"s in them (that is
the name of the month) will have the schedule moved
back two full days. Thus, Wednesday to Monday,
etc. And further, if it is not a leap year. Wednesday to Sunday, but only after March I .
This is all simple so far, but the Courts must be
maintained in good condition.

If there are any que^tions \ou might have concernSea y
ing this schedule, please don't hesitate toPaulcontact
Mrs. Bedard «ho is the side-kick of Mr. Timms,
the tennis coach.

While walking along the narrow path, I had a feeling
of freedom, because all around me was the freedom of
nature. The forest floor was covered in a thick, crunchy layer of red and gold leaves. All about me fluttered the brilhant colour of maple leaves, descending
to their last destiny, the forest floor. There, upon the
moist carpet, these wonderful creations of art, made by
the blazing sun of autumn, would decay under a blanket of glistening snow. I looked down the snake-like
path, to see in the distance, a doe and her fawn. The
two stood by a crackling creek, like marble statues.
A silver-blue bluejay in a neighbouring tree, sent shrill
screams of a coming danger into the crisp autumn air.
The two marble figures transformed themselves into a
streaking flash of brown against a back drop of gold
and crimson leaves. My eyes frantically watched the
two dart over an old decaying oak tree in one graceful
movement. I saw their slender bodies zig-zag in and out
of the dark brown maple trees, until they disappeared
like ghosts into a deep dark grove of evergreens. I stood
there, my whole body trembling with excitement, and
then, within a wink of an eye, I found myse'f racing
down the spongy, muddy path to home.
Rob Hargrave
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Now this means that on alternate .^'s when the alternate Ts games have interfered with the normal
maintenance, the three maintenani will he deferred
to 3. The schedule will then be: three games on the
South Court, two games on the West Court and one
weekend without leave for all tennis players.
|,.
i
<

WINTER

First Basketball

Front Row :M. Pritchard. M. Hende
Row: S. Smallwood. M. Shinkle, Mr

First Basketball had a very slow start this year managing to win only two of our first eight games.
From this point on we felt that we had nowhere else
to go but up, and so we did, winning ten of our next
twelve games which was quite an improvement.
We went to the GBSSA semi-final before being
eliminated but the game was almost pointless because
even if we had won, our Swedish trip which was on at
the same time, would have prevented us from going
any further.
As far as our Swedish trip went, the best you could
say for it was that we had an enjoyable time off the
courts.

rcJ|tt. Rodlrs. i. McMurtry. Back

Individually, our two real standouts were Trevor
Cargill, our M.V.P., and Rob Sproat who led our
attack all year long. Roland Nimmo's experience and
leadership as captain was instrumental all year proving
to be pivotal in our offence all season.
Greg Pugh, our M.I. P., gave us the strength that we
needed at guard late in the season. Jim McMurtry and
Steven Smallwood were our "other men" who provided
that extra few points that made the difference in quite a
few games. Everyone else played hard and well when
called upon which rounded out the team.
All in all it was a good season and special thanks
from the whole team go out to coach Ackerman.

f^^^^^H
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Second Basketball

'III

Sx
>rVu_
^%

i b.
Front Row: J. Pitts. C. Frost, C. Mc<:"linli>ck, Back Ro

S..^.C.

vs Ridley
vsU.C.C.
vs
vs Appleby
vs Pickering
vsSt.
vs Appleby
George's
vsT.C.S.
vsSt.

33-32
51-23
56- 1 2
60-14
62-15

L
L
W
W
W

61-45 W
60-22 W
58-54 W
50-45 L

vsSt.
George's
Therress
vs Richmond
Hill
vs
vs Bradford
vs Brock
Record

10-8-0

vs "
vs "

58-54 L
70-52
72-54
37-36
47-46
54-52
63-28
63-51

L
L
W
L
W
L
W

M

.-..l'''^^"^-

J Houlton, P. Henderson.

After a slow start, second basketball enjoyed a very productive season. Under the guidance of coach Stuart we
managed to post a 10-8 record after 5 consecutive losses
at the beginning of the year.
Geoff Scott, Grant Overton and Rob Corbbett led a
disciplined, high scoring forward unit. In the backcourt
Chris Frost, Cam McClintock and John Pitts controlled
the play up and down the court. The playmaking of the
team, unified with some outstanding shooting, produced
victories almost everytime they laced up.
When it came down to the G.B.S.S.A. playoffs we
played exceptional, however we ended up on the bottom
of a 58-54 score in the semi-final round against St.
Theresa. We did manage to win the divisional title over
Bradford. Geoff Scott scored high in the playoffs with one
game finding him scoring 18 and the next 20.
It was an enjoyable season; and we wish the best of luck
to Coach Stew, i n the years to come.
.I.D.P.

U15/U16 Basketball
This year's team was quite a bit different than those
in previous years. Last year there was just an U/15
team, and this team faced some opposition from U/16
teams. This year one team was put together, composed
of U/15 and U/16 players, so that we could meet the
U/ 1 6 teams with stronger opposition.
Our team this season was composed of many rookies,
but the talent showed by players such as John Bailey,
Chris Bicknell and Michael Bedard surprised many
people. Although we had a lot of talent, we would have
had to stack George Edwards on top of Arnold Cargill
to meet some of the giants that we faced. We also had
some experience on the team with players such as Chris
Bickenback and Tim Houlton on the roster. After our
second game against TCS. the dazzling dribbling of
Sat Gosal left the TCS players with their jaws dropped
as we proudly walked off the floor, defeating the team
we had previously lost to.
We started the season off slowly but went on to win
the last four out of four games. Our captain was Tim
Houlton, and the M.V.P. award was shared by Tim
Houlton and John Bailey. We would like to express
our appreciation to Mr. Smith for the long, hard hours
he put in working with us.

S.A.C.

vs Ridley
vsSt. Georges
vsCresent
vsT.C.S.
vsU.C.C.
vs Ridley

Record

vs Williams
vs Bradford
vs Brock
5-8-0

33-19
59-41
61-32
55-44
50-41
59-55
68-48

W
L
W
L
L
L
L

63-56 W
54-43 L

Front Row: S. Gosal. A. Cargill, M. Bedard, C. Bickenbach. Back Row: D. Yeung, J. Bailey. T. Houlton, P. Moriera,
Gathers, J. Glascock.
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First Hockey: I.S.L. Champs

Front Row: S. Silcox. L. Devereux
D. Calverly. M. Bedard, R. Dobson. D Richardson.
Andrew, C. Stevens, J. Erringlon, B Houston Abse

I Bowell hsq. Back Row: B Lassaline,
H. Epworth.

As the winter season came to an end, our First Hockey Team had succeeded in completing the second leg
of the ISL's Triple Crown. The team became the champions for the first time since 1924, excluding the cochampionships.
They were a very "closely knit" team consisting of
Sieve, Otto, Doc, Clap, Albert, Sowie, Porky, Boomer,
Chin, Wop, Beast, Shrog, Bunny. Lurch, Pecker, Richie, Dewey, Sine, Filbert and Rhinestone, not to mention the two coaches, Kubby and Jan.
The team began practicing towards the end of November and after about three weeks, they were off to
Boston for a tournament spending one day at Dartmouth College along the way. After a somewhat unsuccessful start in Boston, coaches Kubby and Jan developed a new system and it was at this point that team
began to bloom.
Two close "come back" victories over Nichols and
Ridley at the beginning of their season gave them new
spirit and confidence. Well-psyched going into the first
UCC game, our team defeated them 5-3 in a relatively
one-sided game. As the team ventured into the season.

hyers. J. Baun. G. Baun, E.

winning almost became routine and the only loss of the
ISL season could possibly be attributed to overconfidence.
As the season drew to a close, it became evident that
we would be facing UCC in our final game, with only a
two point lead in the league. With the help of some
ridiculous articles in the Toronto Star on the UCC icefollies, the school as well as the team was ready. Some
students weren't sure whom we were playing. Was it
UCC, was it the Toronto Star, was it Wonder boy or
was it ace reporter Peter Krivel?
Due to some poor scheduling by the Blue team, the
game was postponed but only after UCC had agreed
to play us at home ... in the Bear Pit. Coach Proctor's decision proved to be fatal. It was like throwing his team to the bears. Although the game ended in a
tie, UCC went home a badly beaten school.
This was the climax of the season but the team also
won the G.B.S.S.A. championship defeating Alliston
in the final. They then went on to the zone tournament in Ottawa where they won one game while losing
two.
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The team also hosted the Swedish hockey team that
they visited last year and S.A.C. slipped out the victors
in the two fun games.
It was a great year for both the team and the fans.
Although nine players are leaving this year, Shrog
should be able to lead the team to another good year,
next year!
G.L.
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A Tale of 2 Coaches
In this story the names have been changed to protect
the guilty.
Once upon an ice rink there gathered a group of
young men who called themselves the S.A.C. championship 1st Hockey Team. This was a fine collection
of players of assorted sizes and shapes.
In goal was Bobby 'stop the long shot" Kirk who,
with the aid of super reflexes, extra large pads, and
superior vision, was able to keep the opponents to a
mere 7.2 goals against average. Backing him up in goal
was Baron Otto von Silco.x. who with the aid of his
hulking 7'2" frame, not his body but his special goal
stick he used was able to produce a magnificent 6.99
goals against average.
On the blueline were the heavy weights led by Ed
■Roller Derby' Andrew. Ed was a master at playing the
man. He once exclaimed that when you head toward
the puck, close your eyes, you are bound to hit someone — there's OR ours. Next there was "Jim McKenny" McClelland who was able to break open so
many games with his booming shot from the point that
he was offered a job on the famous pitch and putt cours
here in Brampton.
Boomer Baun that swift little dynamo from the wilds
of Claremont had a great season fouling up power plays
and line rushes. However he had an added handicap in
that he had to see that his partener Sowie Epworth got
to the right arena at the designated time. Sowie was his
usual pleasant self on the ice and the only time we saw
the mellow side of his character was during card games
while on the road. Cliff "Versatility" Sifton rounded
out the defensive corps with his cuddh 170 lbs. With
his devastating shot he took pride in picking off the
goalies between the eyes.
On left wing we had Jamie the playmaker Erringlon
who after reading "How to Win Friends and Influ-

ence People", set out to apply these principles in the
games. Next we had Brian the Bear Eyers who overpowered the opposition in the corners at both ends of
the arena and in general made it easy for his linemates.
Dewey Dalton applied his energy and fines.se as he
flashed up and down the wing electrifying the crowd
with his short-circuited plays. Giving the team that extra depth up front was Cam the P.M. Stevens. He
would hurdle any obstacle - the broads, and the coaches in order to sneak an extra shift on the ice.
Any winning team has strength down the middle and
here is St. Andrew's: Gary the Chin Lawrence who
could swing the chin left with a head fake, and go right
with the body and beat any skilled defenceman was
chosen our M.V.P. (our most vulnerable position).
Mark the Flying Frog Bedard utilized his slick moves,
on and off the ice, to net fifty goals and fifty girls.
Woody Dobson was superb in spite of his size, being
battered black and blue especially by Sowie in the card
On right wing was Lee and Lip Devereux, a strong
games.
skater and hard checker, he kept everyone honest —
their team and ours. Greg the Gasser Baun was a great
rookie especially off the ice as he led the team on its
road trips because of his natural flair for geography.
Dougie the Spy Richardson was a pleasant surprise.
He came to S.A.C. to find out how to win then took
this information to his other team and led them to a
provincial championship.
Finally we had a statistician who dropped math in
grade nine and who can't count past seven in Bob the
Bookie Lassaline, and a manager who can't pack bags,
tape sticks, or open gates in Bill the Bungler Houston.
ship.
Now you know why we won the ISAA champion-

Second Hockey

Although there wasn't an I.S.L. championship as
such this year for second hockey, we were certainly
up there at the top with a record of 13 wins and 3 losses.
The seconds showed signs of being a championship
team from the very beginning. The outstanding coaching abilities of Mr. Bedard combined with a powerful
high scoring offence, strong reliable defence and consistent goaltending gave this team the winning punch.
With all the grade 13's on the first team who are leaving at the end of this year, the firsts should have no
problems next year in finding recruits from the seconds.
All the members would like to the Mr. Bedard for
making this season a most enjoyable one.
G.B.
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Third Hockey
In its first season of games. THIRD HOCKEY
made a very respectable showing with a record of 5
wins, 4 losses and 2 ties. After a shaky start, the team
slowly gained confidence and b\ mid season demonstrated a real team spirit. Our hockey season consisted of numerous close, hard-fought contests in which
the result was in doubt right upto the end. Over the
course of the season, the team provided a valuable
hockey experience for boys in the intermediate grades.
The highlight of the season was our series of games
with our old rival, U.C.C. Every game with U.C.C. was
a real "cliffhanger" — and the series ended in a virtual sawoff with each team posting one victory and
settling for a tie I
The third team possessed remarkable hockey talent
this year. Our goalie. Drew Plaxton, played several
outstanding games and made ever\ game a close match.
Steve Byberg and Tim Dickson formed the heart of a
solid defence. \V'hile our offensive plas was sroradic.
Walt Stirling scored several key goals and John Mortimer never stopped hustling on the ice. The third team,
however, consisted of more than individual efforts
as all contributed to the team's solid record.
Certainly the season was well worth the effort. .All

team members enjoyed themselves and the excitement
of inter-school competition. Special thanks are extended to Mr. P. Bennett, our coach, for his genuine
enthusiasm and determined effort in organi<?ing the
team.
P. Bennett

S.A.C.VS.
Pickering 2nd
Ridlev
U.C.C.
Ridlev
Pickering 3rd
U.C.C.
Pickering 2nd
Pickering 2nd
Crescent
U.C.C.
T.C.S.

Record
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Stirling, D. CudmoreJ. Mortimer, J. Lorimer. Third Row; J. Heit. C. Hawley. G. Kr
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Look out First Team, here we come! This year the
U15 A Hockey Team literally walked over their opponents.
The team was steady all over, and we didn't have to
depend on any one person. We received steady defence
from Kane, Gossman, Marshall and Russell who kept
our opponents from reaching our net. Our forward
hnes, being Mortimer. Basset, Sedgewick; Parker,
Calverly, Minialoff and Larsen, who played steady
swing shifts, seemed to daze the other teams with our
plays and moves. The rear was brought up by great
goal tending by Steve Young and Steve Moore.
This year's highlight was with the winning of the
ISL. I don't think we would have had a chance at this
if
team like
spiritto and
co-operation
hadn'tforbeen
so high.
Wethewould
thank
Mr. P. Stuart
all the
time
and patience he gave us.
E. Parker

J

U15B Hockey
Buzzin Right Along
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Front Row: Maguire, Parkin, Hill, Francis, Elder, Bygrave, Patterson, Barnngton. Second RowRuhl, Mooreland, Tiltman, Parr, Minialoff, A. Crow, Jacox, Dill. Third Row: Hadley, Barnard, Renault. Jenkins, Heit, Flaherty, B. Crow, Nutbeem, Rjchard Back Row: Mr.
R.W. Meager, Esq., Palacios.

That Colossus of the Chem. team, G.R. Smith, once
told a group of battling Bunsen burnerites that it was
not quality but quantity which really matters.
Members of this year's U 15B hockey squad are
quick to rally around the Smith standard. For it was
not, to put it bluntly, a banner year if one looks at the
wins column. But quantity we had by the bushel
load! For thirty-two boys made up a squad which
operated on both the "B" and "C" levels. And when
the smoke of battle had settled and the blades returned
to the land of mothballs, we had gained two ties while
suffering through seven losses. Yes, it was a long season, Alex.
So valuable experience was gained amid humiliation. But there were bright spots; the goal tending
of that dynamic duo, Dennis LaBuick and Mark Elder;

(one hates to think of what some scores might have
been if they hadn't been around) the tremendous
improvement of Lance Bygrave and Butch Jacox; the
dogged determination of Bnan Hill, Chip Flaherty,
.Andrew Heit, Chris Fouts, Adam Moreiand, Bernard
Ruhl, Blair Hadley and Michael Nutbeem; and the
loyal and very concerned managerial job done by Ed
Pelacios who really deserved much more than he got.
Lakefield and St. George's were the teams we tied.
Losses were incurred in our games against Appleby,
Ridley, U.C.C., Crescent and St. George's "A" squad.
Surely there is no need to say more. With our limited
ice facilities and the great number of younger boys
who are eager to play hockey the two-squad solution
seemed a sound one. Taking the long-range view, this
opinion remains.

Swim Team
Swimming at S.A.C., will it ever be a sua
Probably not. For starters, as most of you
pool was not really fit to
the swim team's failure
also trained at Quaker
"sw

train
fully
Hill
and

in. We can't re
on the pi
Pool in Newr
far h

Mac House. Also
training, we lacked e

Near the end of the season, not

hould be given
s trying to get a tear

West who spent
her and let's not
Kitchen
and

Front Row: J Mills. R. Kitchen, A. Munn. K. Brierley. D. Hicks. Back Row: P Bailey, J. McAIUster, B. Mitchell, C Webb, J. Bailey. Mr.
G. West, Esq.

Scuba
This year the scuba club, again under the auspices
of ACUC, got off to a bad start. The number of members was only established late in the course. Also, it
was interrupted by such trivia as the school play, the
"Eiaster" holidays and the Cadet Formal.
Organized by Jeff MacMillan, the course consisted
of hourly lectures on Friday nights and a two hour
pool session on Sundays after Chapel, till a total of 12
hours of each were built up.
At the end of it all there were two tests. A one hour
pool test and a two hour written test, the pass mark in
which was 80%. Our open water dive will be on the 3rd
of June at Kirkfield.
If you can afford the outlay of capital, time and
effort and you are prepared to work a bit, the course
is a good one with plenty of fun in it.
All that remains now is to thank Jeff MacMillan the
student co-ordinator, and Pete Rollins our ACUC instructor for their time and effort. WE all had a lot of
fun.
P.B.
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Curling: on the Rocks
Curling at S.A.C. is getting more and more popular
every year. This year, more people turned out for curling than ever before. This was excellent because there
were six different teams which insured many challenging games.
Unfortunately, with other sports demanding attention, curling suffered. The excellent schedule that Mr.
MacPherson had set up started to lose ground and
soon the scheduled games were stopped.
Aside from this, though, it was a very enjoyable
year at curling and our thanks to Mr. MacPherson for
taking so much of his time to coach the curling.
P.S.

m
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Ski Team '76

The S.A.C. ski team experienced a successful year
with many outstanding downhill and X-country skiers.
Although we did not win the ISL we proved to be one
of the strongest contenders and were always one of
the teams to beat. In the GBSSA, the toughest high
school league in Ontario, we made a great showing in
both alpine and X-country coming fourth among
fifteen other schools in southern Ontano. We missed
the all-Ontario meet by only one placing but just the
same established ourselves as one of the top schools
in ski racing which gave us a reputation which was
lacking in the last two years.
Craig "the fox" Farrow and Peter Jalkotzy made
names for themselves within the circuit and the school
receiving a co-MVP award for downhill while Peter
also got the MVP for X-country, having established
himself as one of the top three racers in the ISL. Special mention is extended to Charles Laing who had an
off year, but who together with D'arcy DeGeer are expected to provide a winning nucleus for next year's
team. The cross-country team, which was made up of

the "love brothers" Hannes and Kurt Marechaux and
Rob Bruce was the strongest the school has seen yet.
Special mention should be directed towards Luke
Koyle, who at the junior level proved to be a fierce
competitor in both alpine and X-country, and will be
a threat next year for the senior team.
Many thanks are extended to our coach, Mr. Jack
Mulchinock whose assistance always made the differwards.ence for us both on the hill and in MacDonald"s afterThe downhill team's showing, we feel, would have
been better if it had been allowed more time to train,
but this proved to be an unsurpassable obstacle which
did not involve the distance from here to King City so
much as the unrealistic attitudes of certain individuals.
Until ski racing is better understood and more fairly
evaluated at S.A.C, it is doubtful that we will have a
"hands down winner" in this highl\ competitive sport
where the difference between uiniiing and losing is a
matter of hundredths of seconds.
CF/P.I

Centipede Club

St. Andrew's College Film Society
MEMBERSHIP

CARD

1975-76
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Once again the S.A.C. film society has succeded in
producing an excellent group of films to entertain
the members of the society after chapel on certain
Sunday evenings. For a mere $6.50, one could view
such films as Animal Crackers, The Maltese Falcon,
or Cabaret. There were nine in all. tiach of these films
was preceded by a short discussion of the films good
and bad points, as well as who made it and how it was
made, which served as preparation for the film. Each
of the films was a classic, and the only factors which
decreased the turnout were unexpected homework or
competition from the Stanley Cup Playoffs. All-in-all
the film society has had a successful year, and our
thanks go out to Mr. Ray for organizing such a worthwhile set of films.
M.S.

Film Society
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Expansion Week II
For a second consecutive year, the first week of
March saw the entire student body mobilized and dispersed to all corners of Ontario, and even as far as
Trois Rivieres in Quebec.
Expansion Week II dominated the energies of the
teaching staff, captivated the imagination of the boys
and channelled one and all into projects that ranged
from basket weaving to nuclear fission. Regardless of
the choice the student made, he was introduced to new
concepts, new experiences; this was the objective of
expansion week '76.

The purpose of this project was to investigate law enforcement interms of day to day operation of regional
provincial and federal police agencies; and the follow
up in the courts of law. We visited York Regional
Police Headquarters and Detention Centre, Metro
Toronto Police, and the R.C.M.P. Our itinerary also
included "drug day" at the Newmarket courthouse, as
well as a stabbing murder, armed robbery and fraud
cases at the Supreme Court of Ontario in Toronto. It
was clearly evident that police operations and courtroom trials are very different from those portrayed
on television.

An attempt will be made here to categorize the 22
possible areas of involvement by classifying them under
the headings of camping and travel, interviews, manual
skills and para-academic and professional development.
Delving into the camping and travel category, we encounter the friends of Grey Owl who set out for the
snow huts of Algonquin Park taking with them a most
formidable array of equipment courtesy of the Canadian Armed Forces. At last count the braves were all
here and well.
Interviews take us to Cabbage town and Little Burgundy, the object of a study by the Underside of Toronto group. Now that we are aware of this sad facet

of Toronto life, wouldn't it be noble and helpful if a
group conscripted for a week of total integration into
that milieu come next March?
Some time soon, or so the promise goes, the Librar\
will be richer b\ ten new chairs courtesy of the Cabinet
Making group. Should some of the chairs be of the
rocking variety, it will add an unforseen benefit to the
end-product.
Most of the successful projects and there were
many — might be repeated another year; but it would
take another miraculous stroke of good luck and good
management to relive the taxing five days the medical
group spent at the York County Hospital. Can you
imagine a .seventeen or nineteen year old being both

a witness and an agent at the caesarian birth of a child,
at a mastectomy, at a session with a psychiatrist and 3
of his patients, at a hysterectomy, a tonsilectomy, shock
treatment, and so on and so on! Added to these, a study
of the general operation of the hospital, from the electronic switchboard, to trips in an ambulance, from the
accounts office to sessions in the emergency ward, and
you will understand why you heard the following over
and over: "this was the most beautiful week of my life."
With testimonials such as above, it will be very difficult to resist staging Expansion Week III.

Mr. Skilch hosted this project at his cottage with the
purpose of observing the sky and recording stellar
motion. The weeks activities were varied: ice-fishing,
toboganing, skiing, snowmobiling, indoor games, singsongs, and even some planetary studies.

^

One of the weeks highlights was the "Olympic" bobsled run which began half-way up a hill, ran in and out
of trees, whipped around a four foot bank at a tremendous speed; then ended up on a slushy ice-rink.
This was known as "The Blair Hadiey Memorial Run".
Although few sky observations were possible, due to
overcast skies, it was a very enjoyable week.

ASTRONOMY^
#

I

1

Some may ask, "what is the purpose of a visit to
Historical Toronto"'.' Well the purpose was to broaden our outlook on history, to see places and, to compare them with other places.
Being a small group had some advantages. For example, at the Grange, had we been a small group we
would never have got the chance to touch the silverware or crystal, .^t Fort York, since we were a small
group, we were shown everything from a close distance.
Most of the places we visited are run by the Toronto
Historical Board: Fort York, Marine Museum, MacKenzie House, and Colborne Lodge.
The presentations were spread out evenly so each
member had a different project to tell about. Over all
this week has been a very educational experience.

The music emsemble was, as the name implies, a
performing group of top-notch musicians. Its purpose was twofold: to provide an opportunity of performance at a high level of excellence, and to observe
the world of the professional musician.
To achieve the first objective the ensemble spent
part of every day in diligent rehearsal. Some of these
sessions were long and gruelling but everyone concentrated on the work to be learned. Two successful
performances of about thirty minutes duration were

given in Ketchum Auditonum on the final da\. Our
own Mr. Meagher became the percussion man, which
added tremendous rhythm to both performances.
The second aim was fulfilled by attending a Toronto
Symphony rehearsal, lunching with trumpeter Johnny
Cowell. and visiting a record company. A visit to a
high school music class and a brass band concert
rounded out the schedule. In addition, Mr. D. Karry
from Aja.x was guest-conducter during one session.

MATHCRAM
For their project during expansion week this year,
twenty seven students from grades nine to twelve
elected to take a refresher course in mathematics. Three
members of the mathematics department acted as
guides and mentors.
For four hours per day. for five days of the week,
this dedicated group revelled in exploring Einstein's
theory, tensor analysis, the theory of infinite groups
and the mysteries of the multiplication tables. After
three days of this demanding routine, some members
of the group felt that they were indeed becoming bilingual Canadians; they had acquired a new language

called mathematics. In the dining hall in the mornings,
people were seen arranging their Cheerios in matrix
form, inverting these matnces. and then by uang
various techniques, reducing them to the zero matrix.
Was the project successful? On a test at the end of
the week, based on the material covered in the various
grades up to the end of February, most of the students
improved considerably by the grades they had received
during the first term. It is hoped that this improvement will be noticeable during the remainder of the
year.
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Well before the opening of Expansion Week 1976 as
teachers scanned the list of names of boys participating in the "Ports of Georgian Bay" project, envious
comments were cast towards me concerning my opportunity for real educational achievement with such a
serious, scholarly group.
We have only to consider a few of the names, such as
Crandell, DeGeer, Deleon, Dick, Dixon, Willoughby.
Cargill and Mair to realise that there was one object
only in each of their minds: intellectual enrichment.
They delved into the local archives of the Port Authorities and Town Halls; they interviewed old-timer
residents; they tramped endless miles along the waterfronts assessing the qualities of the harbour and the
terminal facilities.
Their zeal cannot be praised too highly, especially
when one realises that in their tireless search for truth,
they paid absolutely no heed to the local pool rooms,
beer halls, and girls, all of which abound in these flourishing little ports of Georgian Bay.

PORTS
g
■ GEORGIAN BAY

I

OF

UN DERSI DE OF TORONTO
The primary purpose of this study project was to expose a group of twelve boys to the critical problems of
poor people on location in low income areas of Toronto. The week-long programme consisted of field studies
in poor housing districts and visits to various social
agencies such as the Scott Mission, 51rst Police Division, Central Neighboorhood House and Seaton
House, a hostel for derelict men.
Over the course of the week three distinct social
problems were examined intensively: the destruction

of existing low income residential districts, "skidrow" life, and the quality of welfare and community
services in the central core area of Toronto. .A comreport of the
group's
findings can be obtained from prehensive
the school
librar\
.
.Ml boys in the group found the project to be a stimulating, "eye-opening" learning experience. Special
thanks to Mr. P. Bennet for organizing such a worthwhile, original study project!

Members of the Pottery Club and a few other boys
who were interested in this craft spent an enjoyable
week visiting people and places close to S.A.C. and
working in the pottery room here at the school.
On the Monday we went to Georgian College in Barrie. Mrs. Mortimer allowed us to wander around the
department after a general tour of the premises. After
lunch we were shown slides and movies, all of them
interesting.
On Tuesday and Wednesday we worked at SAC.

POTTERY

S.A.C.ONTAPE

with one of the group visiting the Potters' Guild on
Avenue Rd. in Toronto.
On Thursda\ we all went to the Walsh Pottery in
Mount Albert. Jani Walsh did some demonstration
throwing and freely answered questions.
On Friday we again spent the day working at S.A.C.
No doubt spurred on by the examples we had seen
earlier, ue produced a great number of pots which,
somehow, we all Tired before the end of the winter
term.

Seven keen \oung investigators (Neumarch. Kovie,
Pitts. Rigolett:, Marsland. Marin. J. Stewart) dug
into S.A.C. history by interviewing fifteen old boys
and former masters. We had to prepare questions,
make appointments, find our way to the interviews,
and tape the results. We ran into some difficulties
with the new-fangled recording machines, and one
Andrean spent most of the interview explaining why
he didn't give money to the school (he had had a disagreement with Dr. MacDonald in 1918) but we ended
up with some fascinating gobbets of fact, fiction and
memory.
Did you know ... the school had to move out of
Rosedale into Knox College for two years in World
War I (when over a hundred Andreans were killed)
... a boy did a headstand on a chimney . . . basketball was just coming in around 1920 ... the school
owned the land in Hog's Hollow east of Yonge, but it
moved to Aurora in 1926 to get rid of the dayboys
... the penalty for smoking was a caning . . . boys
could keep horses on campus ... all new boys had to
wear a cap . . . leave dress included a derby hat . . .
leave into Aurora only on Sunday, but boys took off
into Newmarket to play pool . . . find plays produced
in the little gym?
We just skimmed the surface. This might be the start
of a major project on the history of S.A.C.
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Grey Owl
Few would dispute the suggestion that participation
in organized sport is a valuable experience for a young
person, serving as an emotional outlet as well as a
source of physical discipline and exercise. Many pages
of this edition of the Review immortalize in photo and
text the fine young men who have worked hard to uphold the honour of St. Andrew's College in various
athletic endeavours.
There is a growing admission, however, that some
people by nature are not games players. They are,
rather, a different breed who make their contribution
to their school in a less dramatic fashion and who find
their own emotional and physical needs satisfied far
from the arena or playing field. In the words of WaSha-Quon-Asin himself, it is for "those who need and
love the quiet places" that the Friends of Grey Owl
club has been formed.
.A film which was shown at S.A.C. last fall depicted
the life of Archie Belaney from his early years in England when he was fascinated by the tales of the North
American Indian, through his emigration to Canada
in 1907 as a teenager, to his eventual adoption into an
Ojibway band as Wa-Sha-Quon-Asin ("He who fties
by night"), Grey Owl. Appalled by the reckless exploitation ofthe wilderness he loved, he turned to conservation and, by his courage and determination, eventually earned worldwide respect as a lecturer and author. So complete had been his transformation that
only after his death in 1938 at the age of 50 was his nonIndian origin revealed.
The Friends of Grey Owl honour the memory of this
remarkable man by encouraging the thoughtful and
considerate use of our natural surroundings on this
beautiful campus and elsewhere. In so doing, perhaps
we too shall redefine our identities and emerge physically and emotionally stronger, more creative and more
sensitive to the needs of our fellow men.
Club activities during the year included snowshoeing, winter cookouts, and winter sleepouts. Mr.
Allan Abbot of Seneca College instructed us in aspects
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of winter survival. Chief Big Canoe from the Georgina
Island Indian Reserve instructed us in Indian history,
culture and legends. Dr. Bryce Taylor, the foremost
authority on the dances of the North American Indian,
gave a most entertaining and dramatic performance to
the whole school. The highlight of the year, however,
was a five-day expedition into Algonquin Park during
which time we lived in snow houses, hiked twenty miles
on snow-shoes, (much of that distance under full
pack!), ice fished, and explored. It was a week we shall
never forget.
We wish to express our appreciation to Grey Owl's
widow Anahareo and his daughter Dawn, both of
whom have endorsed our group and have offered encouragement. Also, Mr. Lovat Dickson, well-known
Canadian author and Grey Owl's publisher and friend,
has generously loaned us a wealth of his personal memorabilia and will soon be visiting the school to talk to
us. St. Andrew's College has supported us financially,
and the Canadian Armed Forces loaned the equipment
that made our Algonquin trip possible.
Looking for something special in September? Think
about joining! Next year's going to be even better!
May the Great Spirit make the sun rise in your
heart.
J.F. Hiltz

li.-
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Holy Hovercraft!
Grade 10 Science Fair

In the second term, every grade ten has a great opportunity tolearn a usefull skill: how to get your father
(or some other suitable sucker) to make a science fair
project.
The whole ordeal begins with the decision of what
project to make. This is arrived at by figuring certain
factors: what is easiest; what is most impressive: and
which one will get the most suction.
An empty cubicle with a sink is given to each student,
or pair of students, in which he supposedly makes his
project, and about one week before the fair the work
begins, as it takes this long to wade through the instructions, after consultation with any average nuclear
physicist.
The search for materials presents no problem as long
as the student has easy access to all the major stores
in Tokyo. The construction of the project is now the
easy part as almost everyone knows. At least any slightly crazy genius with an overdeveloped "fix-it" instinct
can make it for themselves. The last problem is transportation, easily solved through the rental of a U-haul
van.
The climax is reached as the many hours of labour
spent on this project are put to the test as the project
is presented, and it either falls apart or explodes right
in front of Mr. MacPherson. The last step is weighing
the pros and cons of suicide . . .

The Saint
Perhaps most people believe in the theory that wars
are fought in the fields, commonly called battlegrounds.
That, however, is not quite true, for all one would have
to do is examine the conflict between, let us say, an
editor and his supposedly devoted staff. Let us also
say that the newspaper is none other than S.A.C.'s
one and only Saint.
First come the elections which are as democratic as
the ones held in communist Russia. During this session,
commonly referred to as the choo.sing of the fish, the
class unanimously decides who is the biggest fish
stupid enough to accept the job, or at least smart
enough to realize the consequences, as well as the rising
cost of hospital bills. The former represents my story.
After a week of threatening phone calls, electric time
bombs, sniper shots, and an old lady and her purse, the
editor happily accepts the job. He then proceeds to
make some organization out of complete chaos.
First he calls high level meetings, to which no-one
shows up. Most come up with such excuses as: "I was
attacked by a band of wild Indians," or "I was struck
by lightning," etc.

The editor then moves on to his next piece of strategy, get them while they're in class. However, he soon
finds out that while people seem to listen, in the end
they never hear, but he quickly learns to accept this
fact.
Next come the articles. Here the editor finds that he
can write several interesting stories about S.A.C..
such as: first team vegetating; a wall watching contest;
an interview with a door knob; Mr. Hilt/ meets Blackbird. Grey Owl's mother-in-law; or about a broken
chair in the dayboy common room.
The little problems such as typing and paper supplies are easily solved; you simply get your sister to do
the typing, while threatening to set her on fire, and
the paper is permanently borrowed from the book
store.
Eventually all is done. The newspaper is sold at five
cents per copy, and the proceeds are donated to the
library for a book, such as "How to Learn My .ABC's".
For the future editors, all I have to say is have a happy
swim.
Ron Schmidt
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"Brigadoon, Brigadoon, there my heart forever lies
One need look no further than the lyrics of Frederick
Loewe to describe the feeling toward this year's production of "Brigadoon" of all that took part. This
play was an experience few of us will ever forget.
There was a refreshing difference between this musical and those of years past. This was due to the large
number of "new faces" in the cast, as well as the fact
that the play itself was new to the school. However,
what they lacked in experience, they more than made
up in spirit and enthusiasm. All the lads and lassies involved distinguished themselves in spite of such hindrances as relentless strains of influenza which appeared inthe last week.
Hugh Munro excelled in the lead role as Tommy Albright and his beautiful Scottish belle, Fiona, was
portrayed to perfection by Cathy Baker-Pearce. Cathy
and Hugh each sang beautifully and on several occasions treated the audience to enchanting duets. Myles
Pritchard, a complete newcomer to the stage, kept the
audience in stitches between romantic bits with his

"Obinously thedaughle
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CAST
TOMMY ALBRIGHT
JEFF DOUGLAS
FIONA MacLAREN
JEAN MacLAREN
CHARLIE
DALRYMPLE
MR. LUNDIE
MEGBROCKIE
ANDREW MacLAREN
ARCHIE BEATON
HARRY BEATON
SANDY DEAN
ANGUS McGL'KFIE
JANEASHTON
STUART DALRYMPLE
FRANK

Hugh Munro
Mvles Priichard
Caihy Baker-Pearce
Ca'htenne
Grifluh
Sieve SmalUvood
Iain Mai-Quarrie
Kalhie Llo\d
Colin Mahahir
PaulSeav
GraniOverion
. . Jeff \tacMiilan
Alex Boggia
Ga\ Xckerman
George Edwards
Bill Houston

TOWNSFOLK
Mary Grifruh. Robin Lloyd, Sieve Chin. Rob Kitchen.
Ian Philip.-., Alan Hamilton, Ed Palaaos, Peter McLean.
Janet Roth, Craig Yelovitch, John Omsiead. Peler Makinson, Christie Hiltz. Sieve Young
PIPER
King Howell
ORCHESTRA

under the direction of Mr. Barry Devereux

Brian Mitchell, John Molner. Ted Wright. Steve Maw.
Charles Ballantyne, George knowles, Geoff Jones, Scott
Willoughby. Randy Wiedeman. Stuart Cove, Lee Deve
reux, Dave Edminson, Paul Cooper, David McLean.

bnlhant performance as Jeff Douglas. Steve
Smallwood sang and performed superbly as Charlie
and
Catherine Griffith was a charming and truly "BonnieJean. Kathie Lloyd, in her role as Meg, simply
captivated the audience.
All too often, in the praise of a plav, those behind
the scenes are neglected. These people plaved an
important and indispensible part in making "Bngadoon"
the .succe.ss it was. Neil Hendrickson-s "Lickety-Split"
stage crew kept the sfiow running smoothly for all
performances, while Ron Barker's boys kept everything
under control in the lighting department. The make-up
crew, under the direction of Matt Shinkle, was
notch. Props were handled well by John Stewart topand
his assistants and costumes were well organized by
Rob
Bruce and others. The production staff of Michael
Gardner and Keith Crumpton co-ordinated everythin
g
very well.
In addition to those mentioned above, we would like
to offer our thanks to the following people who donated their time and energy to the cause; to Mr. Devereux and his orchestra (including Mr. Meagher)
for
their great contributions; to Mr. MacPherson and Mrs.
Bauman for their diligent work in the costume department; toMr. Jones for his much appreciated help with
the singing; and of course, to the Maestro himself Mr
Foster.
The cast and crew of this year's production would
like to extend congratulations as well as a special,

ASSISTANT
STAGE

CRtW

LIGHTING
LIGHTING

pg,^^ Jalkut/v
Gars
IXLeon,
Dave Dick.
D'Arcy
De(ieer, John Crandell, Greg Miklas.

heartfelt
who
it all possible"'
by giving thanks
so muchto ofthehisman
time and "made
of himself,
our director, Mr. Kamcke.

Ron Barker

Hopefully, it will not be a hundred years before Brigadoon appears here again!

MANA(,ER
CREW

fKUPbKIIfcS
PROPF^tV?^

Jeff Baun, Andrew Dalton, Greg
Hillz, Russell Kastner

'^^^ '''"'''"■ ^^ Stuarts SemorAr, Class
John Stewart

MAKE-UP MANAC, I R
t^^lV!^^'^^
Conrad Marin. David W.lhovie
Mat.Sh.nkle
^*^t.w
Andrew
Palerson. Satt Gosal, Jack
Slanborough, Stephen Moore, Jamie
Wallace, Bill Gathers. Pete Gathers.
Kurt Marechaux. John Glascock, Ted
Sjoblom. Blair Hadley. Mr. R. Ra>

^^cIH!^^
COSTUME

PUBLICITY

Mfs R
MANAGER

Mr.J.H

Bowman.

Mr L.C. MacPherson
Rob Bruce. Paul Bailey

Hamilton. Mrs

PROm.rPp''''^''^''
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MUSICAL

DIRECTOR

Patricia Ashbv
KeithCrumpton

Michael Gardner

Mr. Ralph Foster
Mr R.Jones
Mr Craig Kamcke
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Lament of a Fish
Here sits a loser on June twenty-first.
Writing a poem that is surely the worst.
From Winnipeg I got a mean telegram.
That told me two pages were not done
oh damn.
To fill these two pages I now must write this.
While hoping that this is the page all will r
iL
'"^t thispoem
■■'"•■•
of blank pages I'd find hard to face.
an old sketch book of Steve Zajac's art.
id he will just have to part.
dpagesaredrivingmei
fillers will not look too bad.
A mere fourteen lines have I written as yet.
And I think this is nearly as far as I'll get.
I'll use lots of art and I'll finish the poem.
For I don't really care now, I'm finally home.
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Feather Duster
There were all kinds of problems around S.A.C.,
And a master called Hiltz tried to solve them for free.
He made groups of families each with a thirteen.
And hoped that through this he'd make our campus clean.
For hard-working students he offered a trip.
To fish in Algonquin and go for a dip.
You would get one small chip for each littlejob.
And a dozen or so would be picked from the mob.
The project had problems and didn't fulls succeed.
For the school was too lazy to fill its own need.

On A Submarine
The commander's limited view was a result of a boyhood fight in which he had lost some sight of his left
eye. He could still see the dark haunting shapes through
the periscope, however, and steadily moving stalactites
which were the roof in this, his fifth, submerged
crossing. The ice twisted and turned and slipped and
fell like ice cubes in some cool clear drink, barely missing the sub as it made its way like a snake through the
meandering 'bergs. The submerged nine-tenths dissappeared off the side only to have more peek out ahead
and start again their assault.
The commander saw all this and noted it duly, but
was beginning to fear the dark lurking shapes which
were not so dark anymore and appeared to be coming
out into the open. Battle stations were called. The
shapes started coming toward them slowly. The sharp
prows cutting cleanl\. the stern leaving no wake, but
now the commander saw something else, something else
that came faster, that did leave a wake in the form of
bubbles. The last thing the commander saw was the
great steel shark as it struck and sank his sub, which
no one saw again.
Steve Byberg
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First Cricket

U16—U15

Cricket

Though we had a very young and inexperienced
side, with only one "veteran" remaining from last
year, we looked forward to an enjoyable season of
eight matches.
Unfortunately, the rainy weather prevented us from
having the practice we needed to improve our skills
and because of it we were able to play only 4 matches.
In these games only rarely did we have any success
with the bat and our bowling, though quite accurate,
lacked penetration! Our best performance was in a
drawn game with Ridley in which captain and MVP
Mark Scott scored 29 runs. We made quite a respectable score of 70 runs but took too long in doing so and
did not leave ourselves enough time to bowl the Ridley
team out.
Results — S.A.C. v T.C. — Loss
vUCSC(RepI)— loss
V UCC( Rep 1) — loss
v Ridley — draw
VTCSUI6B — loss
T.E. Harrison
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Ul 5 B Cricket

It is doubtful whether there ever was a more promising start to a cricket season that this year's —
remember that warm, sunny Eiaster weekend? Then
Canadian spring played one of its cruel jokes on us and
the weather simply fell apart. Adding this feature to the
unusually early June closing and the onset of examinations, made for real frustrations and a certain amount
of disappointment. We had looked forward to a season
of seven games; instead we got to play only three. Barry
Crow and Larry Dill, veterans from last year's squad,
were elected to lead the team and they spearheaded our
bowling attack. We were lucky to have Mark Tiltman
behind the stumps. He demanded a lot of himself and
saved all but the most erratic balls from our novice
bowlers.
The opening pair of games against U.C.C. and Lakefield were both cancelled, so our first experience was
away against T.C.S. We were all out for 52 the majority
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of which came from the bats of John Nassar (27 not
out) and Ed. Parker. We did well to dismiss the T.C.S.
side for 34 — an encouraging beginning. On the following Saturday we received our come-uppance from a
splendid side of young cricketers from U.C.C. Only
Colin Larsen and Barry Crow seemed to get the hang
of the bowling and stretched the team's total of 41,
but still we fell short by five wickets. We were eagerly
anticipating the return match against T.C.S. — indeed
they came all the way to us, but en route the wind began
to blow at gale force and the rain to come down in
sheets. We ended up playing volleyball in the gym.
In order to accommodate our very early exams, Ridley graciously gave up their home field rights and
came to us. Once again we were put into bat first and
the results were hardly auspicious: 35 all out, nine of
which came at the bottom of the order from Steve
Zajac who along with Mike Nutbeem must be regarded

as our most improved players. It hardly seemed possible at first, but slowly the incredible came true: steady
attacking bowling from Larry Dill, a save on the
boundary preventing what seemed to be a sure four
runs, and a series of catches the most difficult of which
was taken high behind his head by Colin Larsen. I
wish it were possible to mention each person's contribution individually. When Ed Parker snatched the last
pop-up, and the whoop went up, we had dismissed
them for 34! The outcome could so easily have gone
the other way; our respect and sympathy goes out to
our sportsmanlike opponents from Ridley. But then
this is all part of the fascination of this game of cricket.
Hopes for fixtures against Hiilfield and Appleby faded
away and we were left with the memory of this exciting
finish.
R.J. Rav
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Tennis Team

Senior Rugger
The record speaks for itself. Senior Rugger - ISAA
Champions. But it also overwords the real success — a
group of individuals, each forgetting his own desires
and working for the good of the team. The motivation
and drive came from the team captains (and CoM.V.P.'s), Rob Kitchen and Ed Andrew; they showed
leadership at every practice and in every game. Some
members of the squad did not play regularly yet turned
out to all the practices and did not complain about
their lot. Other players adapted to new positions as
injuries took their toll and still others played on while
injured. With efforts like this, how could we lose?
Though most of the team will be lost through graduation, their success will be an inspiration as next year's
team attempts to repeat as champions.
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Track and Field: A Change of Pace

Although we didn't do as well as we might have the
track team was as strong as ever. Through the expert
coaching of Mr. Stuart and Mr. Bedard many rookies
soon began producing ribbons, especially in the midget
where everyone was new to the team.
In the senior division Mark Bedard consistently won
the mile with Gary Lawrence and Brian Eyers not far
behind. In the 440 and 880 Lawrence and Eyers would
battle it out with Brian ever winning the 440 once. As
for field events, Claudio Arduini and Peter Hunziker
held us in there.
Intermediate was strong throughout the season. Ed
Palacious had a few fast lOO's, especially in the
G.B.S.S.A. finals where he placed third. John Glascock made a few valient attempts at the 200 as did Don

Wilson in the 100. Sid Karalis, Joe Heit and Collin
Earle fought it out in the middle distance races with a
variety of winners each race.
In the midget Paul Tennyson did well in the 100 and
200 followed closely each time by Steve Young. Ivan
Caiverly and Andrew Heit placed first or second in the
440 and 880 with great regularity.
The team won a few track meets but came second in
the G.B.S.S.A. zone finals by seven points. In the I.S.L.
track meet we ended up fourth overall but our seniors
managed to place second in their division.
All in all this year was successful in that track and
field drew a large number of participant, which, if you
think about it, is better than winning ribbons.

Track and Field Day
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I.MiklasI

imile
2rmle(open
4xll0rel.
1 milemed.
Relay
Sho,
Discus

l.MiklasI
1. Lawrence
I.Lawrence

2 Hardev
2 Hardev
2.Bedardl
2, Bedard I

l.BedardI
I.Eyers
1. Fourth

2. Lawrence
2.Earle

1. Fourth
I.Arduim
1I.Pntchard
Pugh
1 Bruce
1 Cargiil

2 Richardson

Javelin
High J
Broad J

INDIVIDUAL

24.3

3 Stevens
3. tbcnhardt
3.MacMillan

2.14.1
55.9
5.01.8
11.16.4

3. Memonal

22. Flavelle
Ramsey
2. Andrew
2.Hunziker
2. Palaaous
2 tbcnhardl

3. Smallwood
3.Smallwood
3. Eyers

3. Flavelle
3. Bruce

no

50.8
4.04.6

3 Overton
3 Hardev
Sproat
3
3. Ebenhardt

1 MarkBedard
2. Gary Law xnce
3. David Hardev

126'I0'/.

30 Pts
28 Pts
22 Pis

41I0'103'5"

lOOy
200y
880y
irm.
440v

I.Bailey II
1 Baun II
I.Bntnelll

Imile
4xll0rel
Shot
Discus
High J J
Broad

l.Ka rails
1. Dalton
1. Fourth
1 McMurtrv
1 Palaaous
1. McMurtrv
I.Miklas
INDIVIDUAL

lOOv
200v
440v
X80y
1 mile
Shot
Discus
High J
Broad
Javebn

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tennyson
Young 11
Heitll
Heitll
Basset!
Calverlev

Minialoff
1 Rowe
1 Young II
1
U ^DIVIDUAL
Bygrave

11.3
2. Palacious

3. Baun II

2. Bailey II
2.Earlell
2. Dalton
2.Karabs
2. Flavelle
2. Barker
2. Pitts

3.Cudmore
3. Karalis
3 Heit I
3.Heitl
3. Ramsey
3. Maw
3. McMurtry

2. Brody
2. Bailey II

3. Palaaous
3. Karalis

I.Ed Palaaous
2. Sid KaraUs
3. John Bailey
4. Jim McMurtry

2. Young 11
2 Omsleadll
2.0msteadll
2.HoullonII
2 Vaughan
2 Russell
2. Hadley
Flahertv
2. Tennyson
2. Mather

31
30
26
26

Pts
Pts
Pts
Pts

3 Tate
3.Gosal
3. Pound
3. Russell
3. Barnard
3. Dandele
3. Bonvecao
3. Crow II
3. Hiltz
3. Young II

I. Stephen Y oung
2. Tom Omstead
3. Andrew Heit

I8'8"

5-6"
25.7
56.6
2.24
5.16
50.8

1047 'A

35-4 1^"

26.9
5-5"
12.4
61.8
2.34.2

17-6"

5.41
34-9'^
90-P/:

34 Pts
24 Pts
20 Pts

15'3 105-3"

5'0"

Committees
Service Committee
Under the dynamic chairmanship of Scott Sillcox,
our Service Committee enjoyed another significant
year of caring for people beyond the walls of St. Andrew's College.
For years our top priority has been the education
and housing of four boys at Dr. Graham's Home in
India. When two of our sponsored boys completed
their schooling, they were replaced by two others. Thus,
a line of continuity has been maintained and the students of St. Andrew's have the consolation of knowing that their donations in chapel are used for a most
worthwhile purpose.
Walter Stirling, a member of the Committee, was
responsible for organizing a ST.ARVATHON in aid
of a childrens" village in Pueblito under the direction of
Dr. Bruce McLeod, former Moderator of the United
Church of Canada and a visitor to S.A.C. Thanks to
pledges and the generous donations of both school
and dining-room staff, a sum of $2000.00 was realized
and sent to Pueblito.
These activities indicate the ongoing concern of
S.A.C. for those in remote corners of this global village. Eiach member of the Service Committee did much
to justify the profound trust placed in him. All at
S.A.C. are grateful to Scott Sillco.x, Myles Pritchard
and their concerned allies.

Social Committee

The social committee this year initiated several welcome changes, all of which helped to make S.A.C.
#1 in everything. Under the chairmanship of John
Omstead we organized two grub days, three dances,
a cadet formal, and the first Christmas formal which
was held at the Four Season's Sheraton. This was a
resounding success with over one hundred couples
in attendance. With continued support this semiformal will be repeated in future years. Another first
for the committee was the installation of pop machines
in Upper and Lower school. The machines were sensibly used by most of the student body, and we hope
that this will be continued. With the combined wizardry
of Henry Peyer and Alan Hamilton, the committee
showed a profit for the first time in a decade. We combined forces with the Town of Aurora to make the
Swedes' trip to Canada a very memorable one for both
parties. The social committee heartily thanks the
school's students for backing our enterprises all of
which proved successful in one way or another.

Menu Committee
The menu committee did manage to accomplish
several things this year. Under the leadership of Mike
Kalmar, choice was introduced in certain supper meals.
This, however, fizzled out later in the year. Juice despensers were introduced, an excellent idea which allowed everyone as much juice as they wanted. Peanut butter was offered at breakfast, and the meals
were generally improved. Thus, the menu committee
was certainly not a failure, but possibly could have
accomplished more than it did.

Burial Committee

Headmaster's Report
The ISL Championships. The strong efforts shown
by other St. Andrew's teams. The spirit of good sportsmanship. The pride in accomplishment. The gleam of
victory. These memories irresistibly and with good
reason will remain with us in our memor\ of this year
at St. Andrew's.
Yet the school's collective accomplishments in
sports, cadets, debating, the musical, the starvathon
and in other school-wide endeavours will not, I suspect, constitute all of any student's memory of this
school year.
Nor do such memories constitute all of m> recollections of this school \ear. Other more human-si/e
recollections will also remain. I will remember, for
example, one of our student tutors taking as much pride
in the improved grades of one of his tutees as did the
tutee himself. I cannot forget the good-natured uncomplaining grin of the school's biggest eater as he
finished a glass of orange juice. This constituted his
complete dinner and he had nothing left to contemplate but twelve more hours of starvation as he and
other students fasted to raise funds for a worthy cause.
I remember, too, the expression of total surprise on the
face of the school's best cadet as he was announced
the winner. Memories of courage, of grace under pressure, recur as well. Courage is shown, not simply by
exploits on the playing fields, but also in other ways.
For example, I think of the members of the "Brigadoon" cast who were ill with the flu but performed as
if nothing was wrong.
It is striking, too, how individuals mature over the
year. I was struck by the almost instant maturity in
the faces of some of the boys who grasped a new sen.se
of what life is during Expansion Week, whether it was
after watching an open heart operation at York County
Hospital or surviving alone in sub-zero weather in
northern Ontario with nothing but a tent and a sleeping bag. An impression of the improved physical condition of many students lingers in memory as well.
The explosion of interest in tennis and in systematic
exercise on the universal gym are some of the most
significant examples.
Academically St. Andrew's continues to emphasize the core subjects such as English, mathematics,
science and history. I have been pleased with the progress a great number of boys have made. I have been

encouraged by the strides taken by a number of students who have done remedial work. Yet we must be
forever vigilant that good \sriting and a secure grasp
of mathematical fundamentals will continue to typify
the graduate of St. Andrew's.
Finall>. if this was the year of the troph> at St.
■Andrew's, it was also, thanks to the quality of the student body and thanks to remarkably good spirit and
positive attitude shown by the prefects, a year of confidence and good feeling in the student body. I am
grateful to prefects, house-captains and dozens of
others who, together with other students, took initiatives and helped add so much to this school year. Their
efforts will be remembered by me as vividly as all the
trophies.

Stoking the Fire
Walking into the Presidential Suite of the company's
Head Office, I noticed that my copy of the "Riyadh
Times" had been opened and there was a memo attached to the page. Before bothering with the paper
I picked up a direct bne to the New York office to find
out how we were doing on Wall Street. To my astonishment we had fallen four points! This was quite a change
in our recent trend of steady gains. Puzzled, I hung up
and buzzed my secretary. "Susan, could you please get
Mr. Sydney on the line, he's at his London home."
"The Chairman has already tried to reach you several
times, Mr. Stoke. Ah, have you read that article in the
'Times' yet. Sir?"
"No, no I haven't," I replied, picking up the paper.
Brushing aside the memorandum
which concerned
Mr. Sydney's
phoneEXECUTIVE
calls, I was FOUND,
petrified toDOCTORS
see, "REMAINS OF OIL
SUSPECT
MURDER";
" Susan, could you please
hold all calls for the next fifteen minutes or so."
"But Sir, Mr. Sydney is on the line again."
"Well, he'll have to wait!"
"But Si"
I hit the intercom off-switch. Leaning over my desk
I snapped the newspaper open to reveal a half-page
article, which I anxiously read.
(AP News release, Rangoon) BURMESE
AUTHORITIES LAST NIGHT RELEASED A REPORT STATING THAT
THE REMAINS OF FORMER CHAIRMAN OF ADAMAN ENERGY LTD.,
JAMES D. HEDLAND WERE FOUND
LATE YESTERDAY BY GOVERNMENT TROOPS. OFFICIALS ALSO
DENIED AN EARLIER STATEMENT
BY DOCTORS WHO HAD SAID THAT
THEY HAD REASON TO SUSPECT
MURDER.
The skeleton remains as well as remains of
the De Havilland 750, which went down in
the Burmese jungle five years ago on June
1 1, were found in the Arakan Yoma Mountain Range near the Bangladesh border by
government troops as they advanced . . .
Positive identification was made by government dentists in Mandalay . . .
Present

Chairman

of

Adaman,

Lord

Lewis Sydney, was reached at his London
estate but had no comment on the subject.
Mr. Michael Stoke, President of Adaman
could not be reached, however, it is suspected that he was . . .
Mr. Stoke has an additional interest in
this matter seeing as how he managed to
parachute from the plane before the crash;
he claimed that Hedland had died of shock
shortly after the plane began to dive. Stoke
was cleared of suspicion of murder which
was based on an earlier murder case, by a
Burmese inquest on June 25, 1972, just two
weeks after the crash. In the reshuffling of
the Adaman executives. Stoke, then a Senior
Vice-President, became Executive VicePresident, and after the more recent death
of Mr. Lesot Stoke, assumed the Presidency
of the world's largest power corporation.
The earlier murder case (of which Stoke
was cleared), as well as excessive business
ventures, which have been of great profit
to the Burmese government, have kept speculation about murder
alive. Since the
announcement in Rangoon of a major Adaman project soon tc be disclosed, speculation that Stoke did not have an altogether
bloodless hand in the murder of the fortysix year old Hedland . . .
I scrambled for the intercom and told Susan to indefinitely postpone my press conference, at which I
was scheduled to announce a one and a half billion
dollar
project for Rangoon.
I would have a hard
enough time explaining that kind of expenditure in
Burma at any time, but with this. Oh GodI, I sat back
in my black leather chair, thinking.
The blue De Havilland 750 accelerated down the runway, piercing the shimmering heat and then, lifting
her nose into the air, she ascended into the heavens
leaving the oil capital of Kuwait beneath her. Darting
out over the Persian Gulf whose ripples dazzled like a
thousand tiny mirrors of sunlight, Jim pushed the executive jet to a cruising speed of 575 mph. All of southern
Asia was blossoming under the sunshine of that glorious spring day. The flight ceiling was an almost limit-

less 38,000 feet. Our flight path today lay over southern Asia, the Himalayas, then down over Bangladesh to
Rangoon. This was not the shortest, but it was the one
that had been given to us b\ .-Xir Traffic Control. Ordinarily Iwould have preferred the longer flight but today Ihad an awful feeling in my gut. Jim tried to start
a conversation every now and then but I feigned sleepiness. God, but that I could have slept and not been torn
by the thoughts of what lay ahead. The llight was murderoush silent e.\cept for the check-ins with the .Air
Traffic Control centres that spanned .Asia; Kerman,
Kandahar. Lahore, Delhi and Katmandu. It was not
until after we had passed into Nepalese airspace that I
opened my eyes and gazed out of the cockpit. I was
greeted by one of the most awe-inspiring sights on
earth, the Himalayas in all their regal splendour, the
snow-swept peaks reaching for God, and the deep cavernous troughs descending into hell. Then, over to
our left appeared the world's apex, Mt. Everest, with
its frozen peak, battered by the winds of countless
ages.
It was not until after we had left Everest and were
passing over East Pakistan, watching the bombs blossom as Indian troops fought for the freedom of Bangladesh that 1 finally decided how to kill Jim, not that I
mean 1 decided whether to shoot or strangle or whatever, heavens no, I had decided that long ago. What I
mean was that I had decided just how to kill a fnend, a
good friend; it would be quick, without warning, decisive, he would never know what happened and I had
decided long ago that it would be merciful. To comfort
myself I thought of it merel> as killing a murderer; he
had had a significant hand in his quick power rise.
The time came as soon as we passed into Burmese
airspace, I pulled out the revolver and fired five times,
it was actually easier than I thought, perhaps from past
experience I had hardened myself to this crime. It was
another corporate step for me, I would become Executive Vice-President, and when old Lesot died I would
be President; Jim, he had reached the pinnacle, and
toppled.
We were at 24,000 feet when he died so I had more
than enough time to put the plane into automatic. It
took me a few minutes to get my parachute on and level
off to 2300 feet. By this time the body was limp on the
floor, the blood had stopped gushing, but the panelled walls of the cockpit bore a poor testament to m>
woeful deed.
.After locating the cleanng where the Burmese offi-

cials awaited me I sent the jet into a sloping dive, so
that it landed in dense jungle about twenty miles from
the clearing, never to be found. It was during m> jump
I realized what I had done. .As m\ parachute blossomed
and billowed in the wind I threw m\ head towards the
sun and wept on that hell-cast day. It was then that
my great struggle with Guilt began, an eternal struggle.
I found msself wrestling with (iuilt, again but this
time it seemed as though Guilt might win. As I reached
for my upper nght-hand drawer I heard Su.san announce that .Mr. Sydne> was on the phone again. I
must have uttered some response, because Susan connected the audiophone and I could hear Sydney's
voice. Unlocking the drawer I gave it a might> heave
and grabbed the revolver as the drawer fell to the floor.
There was a loud report as that last bullet entered b\
chest. I heard Sydnev shouting and Susan screaming as
m> head lolled forward onto the desk and 1 was engulfed in a haz\ red mist as m\ blood flushed onto the
desk and floor.
(UPI Bulletin . . . June 12, 1*^77. Rivadh)
AN UNNAMED OFFICIAL OF .ADAMAN ENERGY LTD. TODAY CONFIRMED RUMORS THAT MR. MICHAEL STOKE. PRESIDENT OF ADAMAN. THE WORLDS LARGEST POWER CORPORATION, ATTEMPTED TO
COM.MIT SUICIDE IN HIS OFFICE
AT
8:50 am YESTERDAY.
MR.STOKE'SIS
PRESENT
PHYSICAL CONDITION
SERIOUS BUT IMPROVING. DOCTORS SAY THAT HIS MENTAL CONDITION IS EXTREMELY POOR, AND
THEY HAVE THEREFORE DECIDED
THAT AS SOON AS HIS PHYSICAL
CONDITION PERMITS, MR. STOKE
WILL BE MOVED TO AN UNNAMED
MENTAL INSTITUTION. IT WAS
KNOWN THAT MR. STOKE HAD
BEEN UNDER SEVERE PRESSURE
DUE TO MURDER ACCUSATIONS
WHICH CULMINATED YESTERDAY
WITH REPORTS FROM RANGOON
WHICH FURTHER STOKED THE FIRE
OF SPECULATION.
M.S.G.

Ill

Memorial House
This
scene.
is over
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meling

rather fascinating article begins with a peaceful
Just get this setting; its a quiet evening, study
and First T.V. is having a practice; meanwhile
the foyer an oversized sasquatch is quietly pumhis opponent into a mound of vanquished nothingness in a firey boxing match: the fans cheer! G.
Sasquatch Smith as he deftly stumbles, drops his right
and accepts a friendly earth shattenng blow.
Yes, looking back it was a pretty good year, even
better; what else could it be? Memorial exploited its
talents to the fullest. There were the free concerts of
"Beech and Balm", a garage study by budding architects, the house play "Brigadoon," with some assistance from the other houses, the largest club in the
school. Red Duck, and on and on.
As this article ends there is a startling breakthrough.
Max, our intrepid janitor, has discovered where the
brooms are kept!!!, someone show him how to use
them, PLEASE. Now this article draws to a close and
fraysoff into the sunset; roll the credits.
PSM
OFFICIAL

REPORTOFTHE MEMORIAL
HOUSECENSOR

The preceeding paragraphs have outlined the salient details of life in Memorial House this year, albeit with a few glaring omissions. He has neglected
the weird individual who by now must have the world's
largest collection of toilet paper holders; the development of a new weapon by the House R&D Team which
will stop invaders dead in their tracks (I'm really glad
that someone found a use for Mike Edwards" old
socks); the mad shampooer who attacked pillows and
cars without detection.
We had a good year — I'm impressed by the breadth
and depth of House participation in all aspects of
school life, from the activities which garner all the
pubhdty to such unheralded enterprises as cleaning
up after a dance.
My only reservation is the lack of concern by some
members of the House for the feelings and property
of others. Room raiding, petty theft, malicious destruction of personal and school property — while
isolated incidents, these acts quickly break down the
morale and good feeling that the other successes have
nurtured. I hope that next year this aspect of House
life will disappear.
G.R.S.

Fourth House
As the sun rises slowly above the honzon, its rays
seem to spear through the old bricks of Fourth House.
But Fourth House i^ made up of more than just bricks,
for Fourth House is made up of people, not bricks.
Fourth House is people like Memo Salinas, waking
up for an early morning shower, after which he isjoined
by Barry Gray, taking his daily shower. It's like Rob
Bruce, getting up for his early morning rugger run. as
the prefect on duty. Gary Lawrence sleeps in through
E.R.'s. Or like Chris Webb throwing his alarm clock
against the wall, when instead it hits Jim Mills, who
has snuck into his room for a raid, as the sound of the
squeaking door indicates that Mike Cheung is off to
breakfast. Like Bob Kirk and Rob Dobson steabng
Gary Lawrence's cookies, which, unfortunately are
full of ExLax. a fact which Rob and Bob know nothing
about. It's like Crandell and DeGeer going out for an
early morning jog to the back woods, as Stu Cove,
upstairs, looks into his mirror to see if he has grown
after the previous night's sleep. It's like Middup. coming back from breakfast in order to write a letter to a
girl, telling her that he is a spy, who has to go on a

It's like Jeff MacMillan going to his scuba course,
when he really just wants to learn how to swim, as Al
McClelland thinks back to the days of football camp,
with "those boys" in "that room". It's like Dr. Harry
Levinter trying to surgically dissect Henry Peyer's
pizza, while Paul Bailey and Dan Brody try to learn
how to speak English.
It's like Danny Peyer sleeping in the back woods
for a dry-run, experimental Grey-Owl camp-out session, while Mike Szarka finds his entire room moved
and neatly assembled behind Fourth House. It's like
Ted Wright asking Mr. Bedard's advice on a possible
career as a horse jockey, while Ian Phillips opens up
the T.V. room door, as Keith Crumpton runs into it.
It's like York Pei trying to analyse a plant, as Bill
Houston and Greg Miklas having a funnv-walking contest outside Peter Young's room where he is putting
his computer cards in his fridge.
It's like Tony Roman riding his "very cool" motorcycle as Sandy Hale remembers the great movie "Uneasy Rider". It's like King Howell going out on stage
during vanety night, to conduct six other members of
Fourth House, only to find, to his surprise, that they
had already left, as John Omstead. while in his room
with his girlfriend, finds a strange balloon floating in

deadly assignment on the night of the formal. It's like
Mark Shields examining his muscles in the mirror, as

through his window with the crvptic message. "To

Dave Sadler makes his famous moose-mating call. It's
like Judd Kennedy taking a picture of Craig Yelovich's
infamous nose, as Peter Hunziker's super-charged,
brand new Corvette known as "the lemon" fails to
start. It's like John Bailey and Chris Bicknell listening
to their favorite Jamaican song. "Blood Clot", just
before Chapel as Rob Morrow gels out of bed. It's like
Louis de Premio Real pretending he is shaving, while
Rob Hepburn shivers with fear as he realizes that he is

Helene
John".as darkness covers the house, Greg
And from
at night,
Brown puts on his yellow-coloured pyjamas so he can
see in the dark, as Rob Somerville rolls over in bed

three minutes behind schedule. At noon, it's like Peter
Moreira finding a vacuum cleaner on his bed, while
Tom Omstead lets loose with one of his famous Om-

good year.

stead "eggs", as Paul Pei, five rooms down the hall,
wonders what smells so bad.
It's like George Knowles blowing his trumpet in time
to Simon Vincent rocking on. trying to play his guitar.
It's like Steve Mair. shining his purple-shaded, greentrimmed glasses, as he sees David Wilhoyte limping
down the hall, a few days before the Cadet Inspection.
It's like Alex Tang telling Frank Solty the advantages
of the ping-pong ball, as Hawley watches his favourite
T.V. show, "Wonder Woman".

squeakily. as his bionic arms are rusty, due to the frequent visits from the boys in Flavelle. And finally,
Fourth House is our beloved leader, our dad, Mr. Don
Stuart, who during the closing minutes of Prize Day
takes a long breath, and thinks to himself ... it was a
Ron Schmidt

The strongest feeling 1 have perceived in Fourth
House this year has been that of unity. From the good
leadership of the upper sixths to the antics of the lowly
fourth formers, the identification with Fourth House
has been extensive. The positive attitude to most parts
of daily routine, the feeling of good will, and a basic
and a vital respect for the foibles and strengths of
others have been evident in almost every member of the
house this year. For these efforts, and for the many
marvellous senses of humour, we in the second floor
apartment thank and congratulate you.
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Flavelle House
D. RAM PEN: Dickie wasn't really my room-mate, we just had a
connecting door. All I can say is that his stereo was always too loud
and his room looked like a pit.
N. HENDRICKSON: Living next door to "Neilbert"' was like linng
next door to the resident automotive consultant. The only problem
was that his customers used my door regardless of the time.
E. .ANDREW: Didor has developed a great technique of leading me
astray which accounts for frequent bouts of insomnia.
C. STEVENS: Cam immortalized the '"double spare" and "blackout-city" as well as teaching me to find Nirvana and utter the holy
"Our".
G. NEWMARCH:
I enjoyed rooming with "Newmie" although
he did occasionally lean to the fruity side of things, eg rolling his
stomach or dancing around the room
T. ROBERTSON: It's sometimes hard to room with a smoker if you
aren't one
H. MUNRO: Hughie wasa real good cell-mate at SAC. He came in
like a lamb and now he's really screwed up. He always maintains that
consistent standard of being best.
J. RYAN:

Jim: "Why are you still up'"
Hugh: "I'mjust turning out the night light"
Jim: "Hey! Leggo my nose!"
D. H.ARDY: David was the only person 1 knew who never did anything but managed to gel in trouble for it.

R. CORBETT: "Corbs" was son of a joke to live with, but he wasn't
very active.
J. McMURTRY: He is the son of the guy who bothers people about
violent hockey and seatbelts. Jim also bothers people, but in a different way.
F. TAM M: Fred is a very diversified person. He isn't very tall, which
explains why he isn't on top of anything But he's lots of fun at night
(just ask Scott Willoughby.)
J. HEIT: He must refrain from after "lights-out" activities
S. CRAIG: Tennis, tennis, tennis, tennis, tennis, tennis .
G. DELEON: We have had a good time partying this year, on and off
the campus.
D. DICK: He's a pretty good guy as we haven't had a hassle in three
years yet. .Mso a very good partier
S. BYBERG: He doesn't cause enough trouble.
S. WILLOUGHBY: He has never kept me up later than 2:00 A.M.
R. SPROAT: He is well suited to private school life. A great guy!
G. OVERTON: He is hard to room with, because his nose almost
knocks you over when he turns to face you.
D. MAIR: He gets crusty often but his bark is worse than his bile
R. GORE: He's an okay guy to room with if you can put up with a
room that looks like a tidal wave hits it every morning.
P. M.\RSL.\ND: "Nipsy" has been an average guy. even though I
have to listen to his problems with his girlfriends.
D. CUDMORE: "Cudsie" has tried to turn me into a pauent for his
future career in psychology.

J RICHMOND: He's the quiet type who keeps mainly to himself.
Probably the reason for us getting along is our opposite personahties.
T. HORTON:
a mess.

He's an okay guy to room with but tends to make quite

G. H.ALL: Geoff has a "sweep" tnck (sweep it under the bed). FreD.J. SLESSOR:
quently "Borrows".Always peeing his pants with laughter. He has a
thing about telling people to shut-up. than talks himself.
S. GOSAL: He never really bothered anybody, but when he did, he
wasa pain in the rear.
D. McLEAN: He wasn't a person that you would see often because
he'd be partying or in Toronto.
B. MIKLAS: He was seldom around but when he was he was
usually too "pailed" to make any sense
T DICKSON: He's a hell raiser; the kind that keeps St. Andrew's
alive.
J. IRWIN: He IS basically a decent head
D. EDMINSON: David must realize that other people's minds exist
also. Otherwise he's a quick minded person.
C. .ARDUINI: If you're going to live with McDuini you have to put
up with his bread crumbs.
K. CORRIGAN: After four years of knowing K.C and one year
rooming with him. it's good to see him awake once in a while.
P. JALKOTZY: As before, we were hell mates His door was always
open and his stereo always turned up.
B GATHERS II: Somehow I have managed to survive a whole year
with Bill.
K

BRIERLEY: The "Boeham Kid" has tned to make life impossible . . and he did.
R. CHEUNG III; He loves fnends . . . especially their girlfnends.

p. YU: He laughs all day long so that ever>one can see his teeth.
E PALACIOS: He has an unusual fondness for walking. Glen Newmarch and Michelin Tires. Makes a good alarm clock.
F FOREMAN: Rooming with "Froggie" was'"Copas
T. CARGILL: Rooming with Trevor was a real jive!
Our housemaster thought it would be a change of pace to have the
comments of almost everybody's roommate instead of the usual verbal spewage that is becoming more and more common these days.
The persons name has been put down and after it, is the comment
from that person's roommate.

Ramsey House

\

This year, for the first time, the ninety-five day boys
in the school were incorporated into Ramsey House.
This total indicates that day boys now comprise a
quarter of the school's population, and there can be no
doubt that as the numbers of day students increase so
does their intluence on school life. This is especially
true in terms of formulating school policy and in making rules and regulations that reflect the particular
problems of day boys as members of a primarily residential school.
Once again most of the boys have contributed greatly
to school life and hopefully have received much in return. But, also, as in any community there are those
who are not anxious to put anything into St. .Andrew's
that might restnct their lives beyond 3:30 p.m. each
afternoon. It is my only regret that I have not been
able to get these boys to understand that S.A.C. can
only survive as a community by each boy giving of his
best for the full three terms and that coming to St.
.-Xndrew's must, of necessity, be a total commitment.
Day boys have gained a large share of academic honours and have contributed greatly to the very successful school sports teams. Also in evidence is good participation in the Service committee, plays, debating.

band and choir. An excellent innovation in the form of
a sport's newsletter called "Jock Talk" was started by
two day boys. Bob Lassaline and Hugh Stuart and
more important was the fact that this project was maintained at a very high level throughout the year.
My thanks to the Prefects, Jamie Errington and Roly
Nimmo and to the Clan Captain, Martin Henderson
and the Sports" Captain, Howard Epworth in helping
greatly to make the year run smoothly and I am sure
that these four have learned and profited greatly from
their experiences. Also my thanks to all the boys in
the House who have made this year a very pleasant
one for me by accepting the ups-and-downs of day-today existence with
generally - good humour.
A final note to all parents and their sons is that Saturday school will once again be a fact of life next year
and to those families who lost all their relatives on successive Saturdays this year my sympathies, and I look
forward to newer and better reasons for their sons" absences inthe coming year.
I hope everyone will enjoy a good summer vacation;
most will certainly have earned one.
P. Stuart
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MacDonald House
The Training Centre

1 party by Mr.
jiiit (Jtupic, whoever got
nothing but suction cups,
eighty kids were invited
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suction, one applying to each of the four resident masters; Mr. Harrison, Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Workman
and Mr. Skitch. The first and most important group
of suction cups are Mr. Harrison's teddy bear huggers
Mr. Harrison is probably the hardest man to get suction with because of how hard it is not to get in trouble
with him during the school year But his teddy bear
huggers have certain advantages over the other pea
sants of Mac House. The number two man in the house
to get in goixi with is Mr Whitehead His very select
few are in a class of their own. This is the fool-around
but-don't-get aiught by-him class A few other elements also help and these are tell him you like his io\
stereo and that you like his portrait photos 1 he num
ber three group is Mr Workman s ditch diggers He is
There are only two things vou have to do to get sue
tion him: laugh at his jokes and wear flood pants linally, the easiest man to get along is Mr Skitch Fvery<»ne
has suction with him exctrpt the very few who step
on his black chihauhau. while sneaking to the wash
room at midnight So next lime you decide to sneak
to the washroom at night and you hear a sharp yelp
you had better hope its his dog and not him (Mr
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Play Festival

CRHDS
Steven Chin 1975-76
Chinny Chin Chin, Chin from
Chinidad, Harry (Hairy?) Chin.
Elbow. "What?" "Ha, ha. ha.
Hee, hee." "It kinda cold you
know!" Activities: Sleeping during
study. House League. Ping-pong,
and reading skin books.
Your future lies where you look
for it. Thanks to St. Andrew's
am better prepared to look to the
future now than 1 was a year ago.
Now that year has past and it"s
time to say good-bye. It's sad to
say you're glad to go, but 1 am
glad to say good-bye. Who isn't?
My one year at St. Andrew's
wasn't unpleasant, naturally there
were the good times and bad.
Life here isn't easy it never was
and never will be. You have to
earn what you get. .All in all St.
Andrew's is a pleasant place to
live but it isn't home.

AlvinAssing 1975-76
Alvin Baby, Ed, Eyeballs. "1
want to go home!" "Winter's not
for me!" "How many days again?"
"Thank God it's all over!" "I'd
rather be imprisoned!" "Why
don't we get some food in this
place?" Activities: Second Soccer,
First Cricket, Listening to disco
music. Guitar fooling. Letter writing. Sleeping.
My stay here at St. Andrew's,
though short, seemed like a lifetime. It was an interesting experience for me as a boarder.

Colin Mahabir 1975-76
Mama. Bear, Mama Bear, Rila
McMama. Tini. Immigrant. "I
wanna go home." "Lei me out
of this jail." "Why is this place
so #'&(S)*&! cold?" "Any seconds
yet, Chris?" Activities: Second
Football, First Cricket, Brigadoon. First Eating, First Drinking, Skipping Math A. Teaching
Corrigan Math. Striptease dancer.
Writing letters.
There 1 was, sentenced to one
years" imprisonment and
labour to be served in St. An
drew's College Penitentiary
still don't know what crime I
charged with but whatever it was
it must have been serious. This is
all I will say because never in my
life has so much been said to so
many in only three words.

Kenneth Assing 1975-76
Many,
varied,
(and

obscene).

"What
yuh
want?"
Activities:
Soccer,
Cricket,
and
sleeping
through study.
My

stay for my first and final

year at .St. Andrew's seemed to
me like a one year sentence; but
my fellow cell-mates seem to make
hfe worthwhile with unexpected
room-raids while the "guards"
are all asleep. Head of the security system, G.R. Smith, is unpredictable and sometimes "crusts
o({" because of the mysterious
disappearances of the daily "Toronto Star", the illegal use of
banana peels in the halls, and the
hoarding of the toilet paper rolls
(maybe the "gross-beef has something to do with it).
One last note: I'll be over the
security walls by 4th June, 1 976.

i
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Matthew Shinkle 1970-76
Newf, Shink, Meathead (Meatface), Matty Newfa, Stuffy Mueller, Max Lurve. "Hev Blair, you
meathead!" "Me EH?" "Hey
now!" "Fuzzzyyy!" "R
dolphhhh!" "Hey Ernie, where's
Murphy. Dudley. Ruliff and
Harry?" Activities; First Soccer,
First Basketball, Quitting First
Cricket, Thinking of my loving
wife Joyce, Cadet Lieutenant and
o/c Quartermaster Stores, makeup manager Brigadoon, Review
(Grads), Senior Choir, Trying to
figure out the Head, Building the
body beautiful, 1st Clan Colours,
Drinking.
HOPE AND REALITY
I am a soft man on a hard road.
A displeased being without any
meaning.
May 1, surrounded by negation
and despair,
Try to show an affirming air.
1 am tormented and torn.
Why was I born'
Defenseless under his might
This school in a stupor lies.
Why can't he open his eyes
To the reality within our sight.
Between two worlds 1 am hurled.
With thoughts for one, for the
other none.
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Hannes Marechaux 1969-76
Mare, Weenis, Maresow. "M>
you're looking mighty athletic
today, Kurt." "Atta-go braincell'" "Feefawed." "Bccbop
Deluxsioso." "You fctoid mass!"
Activities: Third Soccer, First
Skiing, First team Intelligence,
Pipe Major, Flavellc House Clan
Captain, House-breaking Dave,
Keeping Pete on the path of righteousness. Having friendly and coherent discussions with the Head.
Practising Kung-Fu on I lavelle
House doors. Convincing certain
people that I'm not my brother.
Deputy Prefect
I am:
yet what I am none care or
knows.
M> friends forsake me like a
memory lost;

f

And yet I am, and live like
noise.
vapours tossed
Into the nothingness of scorn and
Into the sea of waking dreams;
A nd where the dearest, that I love
the best.
Are strange, nay. stranger than the

Randolph Wiedemann 1970-76
Randy, Dolph, Wied. Goose,
Nazi, Kraul, Fon/ "Where's
Ange?" "If there's one thing
you don'l do it's a jive me boy!"
"Will it hurt? Of course it won't
hurti" "You stupid newfiel"
"What a nurd! " "Oh' It's a stranger in a black sedan (or a gold
VW)." Activities: Cdt/IVIWO.
Choir band, 1st Basketball statistician. Probation with John and
Howie, Looking for Ange. Rum
running with Ange, Spares, Spares
and more spares. Bartending at
the 'Stones.
Six years at S.A.C. has given
me many things: good friends,
good times, a lot of laughs and
good memories. In spite of all
this I am glad it's over
"Life is like walking in the snow
Be careful how \ou tread it
For ever> step will show."
(Author Unknown)

Judd Kennedy 1972-76
Captain Kennedy, Kid Kodak.
Juddy Buddy, Stud, Mud. Cool
Man Kennedy. "Hold it " " - .
m> camera isn't cocked." Activities: First Rugger, Curling Skip.
Top Shot. Review Photographer.
Cdt. Capt., Skiing, Badminton
Club. Choir, 50 and Brador, Taking pictures. Keeping K.C. away
from his camera. Deputy Prefect,
Having Rap sessions with Ace,
Having fun.
1 have learned a lot about people here, and that is much more
important than knowing how to
find the square root of pie cubed,
or any other Mathematical jargon.
In these four years, I have found
many friends of which the majority are sincere, but there are always those few fakes. Although I
have had many great times here.
I am happy to say Good Bye
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Michael Earlel97.V76
Mike, Mikey, Mikey Boona,
Boon, Duke of Earle, Eiarle the
Peter Dupuch 1974-76
Fuzz, Razzmeyer, Atney, Bert.
Peley
Earle!"later
"What
it
is''" Nazu.
"Whoa"Hey
" "Much
for
this action!" "HEY Rubbie."
s the greatest." ActiCentipede Club, Food Services, Menu Committee, Table
16, Midnight .Swim Club, Memonal Mercenaries (Softball), Sunday
Skiing with the Gang, Colonial,
Deputy prefect and father of five.
My atwovery
yearsunique
at St.experience.
Andrew's
were
I had a lot of good times and
made many close friends. I'm glad
I came here but I don't think I
Id take another year.
found one major downfall in
the school and that's the idea of
not treating students as equals.
In S.A.C. you have to participate
in a representative team to be
recognized. I find this is a great
downfall and it should change
quite soon or the students will
start to lose respect for the school.
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Pearl, Squirrel. "Whaddya want,
DuPUCH''" "Whaddy hapnin',
Fuzz?" "What it is, you stainheads?" "Really is, Chrees!"
"Hey man, it's so outrage, I just
can't cop the situation." Activities: Centipede Club, Second
Hockey, Pottery Club, Memorial
Mercenaries Softball, Midnight
Swim Club, Table 16. Food Services, Habs Fan Club, Sunday
skiing with the gang, the Colonial,
Gourd imitations. Pounding on
the Turbo, Deputy prefect, Father
of Five.
"Well the luch separation enfolds
A nd the products of wealth push
you along
the bow wave
Of their spiritless undying selves.

And you press on God's waiter
last dime
As your
he hands
you the bill.
And you spin in the slipstream —
Tideless you —unreasoning — paddle
Ian Anderson
right out of the mess."

Mark bbenhardt 1973-76
Eb. Ebber, Ebbie. Ebbah. •Alney.
Atney. what \i is?" "Grand Central, come in." "Get outta here
Frodo!" "Ask me if I care . . .
Nol" Activitie>: Deputy Prefect.
Third Hockey, Softball, Tennis.
Jogging, Cdt. Cpl., Pottery. Table
16. Sunday skiing wth the gang.
The Colonial, Graystone Stomp.
Father of five, Fizzies gardners.
Midnight swim club.
"A man's gotta do his own growin', no matter how tall his father
Fred Shero

Peter Hew I97S-76
Peteburt, Burlus. Burt. Pewie,
Pub-c, Spearchucker. "Get your
. . . out of my room Fuzz." Activities: Sleeping till 8:25 am. Discos, Photography Club, G.B.
Club, Softball.
I heard of the excellent reputation of S.A.C. before coming here
and indeed the school has lived up
to it's reputation, with the exception that in order to be a somebody at S.A.C. you have to be
regarded as a someone by the masters. Imade a good many friends
during the year and will be leaving
with many pleasant memories.
All in all the year was a vers
worthwhile experience

lain MacQuarne 197-V76
Frodo, Militia Man. Joe, Hair,
Spud. "Hey Earle, playing softball this year . . . CRASH!" "Who
was ill?" "Ye woke me up!" Activities: Softball. Brigadoon, Table
16, Midnight Swim Club, Cdt./
RSM, The Colonial, Ottawa
(Hull) Trip.
Upon
St.I feel
Andrew's
after
three leaving
long years,
mixed
emotions. While I have experienced much that will be of value
to me and made many good
friends, I can not help but look
forward to an environment which
is more in the mainstream of life
and not as obscure as that of St.
Andrew's.
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PaulSeay 1971-76
ZAK!, Shorty, Turkey. "No we
haven't got a manger . . ." "Don't
do anything I wouldn't do!" "1
playshould
betterhave
doubles
singles."
"I
been than
a House
Captain." Activities: Drama, Tennis,
Skiing, Curling, Typing Editor
(1 typed all this!), Fulford Cup
Debating, Menu Committee, Variety Night, Lifeguarding, Sleeping, Listening to Renaissance,
Going to Aurora with Kurt. Skipping lots of classes (especialK
Economics), Writing CONTROVERSIAL LETTERS to mv good
fnends Andrew P., Allan C,
Larry D., Ian M. and various
other people in that class, attempting to get the Battalion hailed in
front of BSS, writing outrageous
tennis notices, trying to figure
out House Captaincy choices.
I'll never forget . . .

NeilHendnckson 1971-76
Bush Bunny, Bush, Jamaican,
Neil Man, Goggles, Bush Niggi,
Philburt, Neilburt. "Duddy, this
has got to go!" "How about a
Hush Thrush, Kevin'" "Brian,
ya
asking for
more food!"
"Hi
Philburt."
Activities
Sergeant
Major, Photography, Shooting,
Stage manager. Auto Mechanics,
Cross-country and downhill skiing. Cricket, Ex-soccer player.
Ex-track
runner,
Ex-Jamaican,
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Becoming a ski-bum, Midnight
painter at Ridley, Curhng. Official wall builder at S.,'\.C.
I have left St Andrew's with a
lot of memones of old friends and
good times. Life has gotten easier,
the food has gotten better, and
the masters have become equals,
but I hope that the standard
doesn't fall. It would be a "dreadful pity". To those who wish to
slay on, good luck.

Jim Ryan 1973-76
Wino. VOPPP'. Ryano the Wino.
BeeeBop and FeeFod. "He)
Roman you VOP!" "Wania gei
beaten al a game of gammon?"
"I'll never touch another drop!"
"Sorry, I'm on the wagon'" "He>
Huggghhh' 1 think the wheels just
fell off my «agon!" Activities
VOP!, First Debating (Mr. Speaker). Ryan's Cassino and Backgammon Club, the lottery. Rear
Admiral and Economic advisor
of Fishing Club, VOP again, believe me 1 did a lot!
1 have never been happier in m>
life. Look to the future and learn
from the past, keep your life out
of the red and in the end make ;i
profit. We must all remember
men are but made of dreams.
"Some get the elevator and some
get the shaft!"
Birkett/'7?
End result; Anything above
Desmans and Roman: anything just
short of Hughes and Getty.
Goodbye
Wing
Commander
Thomas .A. Bird.

Kurt Marechaux 1969-76
Mare, Maretoke, sometimes Kurt.
"I'm jus checkin" the screens."
"I don't knovi " .Actnities: Deputy Prefect, Centipede Club. First
Skiing, Rugger, MacPherson Isl
Clan colours. Pipe Band (MWO),
Debating (clerk). Lifer, Make-up
crew. Going to .Aurora with Paul,
Going to Toronto with Jim. Sailing with Mr. Gibb. Listening to

MacLean and MacLean, Duck
dirt cowboy, JFH Fan Club.
Decorating, Bricklaying.
Having been a student of S.A.C.
for seven years I will leave remembering my friends and the
good times.
"As the past perishes so the future
becomes."

Alfred North Whitehead

Hugh Munro 1974-76
Human, Hugo. Huge. "1 want to
get ...
out ...
of . . this
here!"has"Are
you
weir"
"Duddy.
got
to go!" .Activities: The Musicals.
Lieutenant, Rugger, Debating,
Centipede Club, Mmemmberr
off ththe Sssunday night Pardy
Teemm, Foreman: S.A.C. Bricklayers INC.no doubt about it, this
There's
place can realK get you down — if
you're not involved I always
figured the gu>s with the biggest
mouths were having the best time
here. St. Andrew's gave me the
chance
to dobefore,
a few thanks
things for
I'd
never done
that. Bye' PS. Wing Commander
Thomas A. Bird says bye too.

Dave Edminson 1973-76
The Little Man. The stub. Activities;
Fishing Club, President S.-A.C. Country Club, First Soccer. Social Committee, Cross-Country Pleasure Ski
team, Elkins West Virginia, Don and
Pete in Nassau, Geronimo's customer,
The Family, Backwoods with Blazer.
S.A.C. has the finest grounds of
any educational institution. The
back woods are simply fantastic as
they really bring out the nature in
you . . . Bewildered and Befuddled.
Flavelle House was fantastic as it
housed the greatest array of characters A benefiaal learning experience
in the house and classroom.

Craig Farrow 1974-76
Foxy, Bishop Farrow, Son of Dad,
Crip, Silver Fox, Stump, Peg Leg,
Flying Fox, Father of Two, Gi"Bogus."
"Don't
let the raffe
factsLover.
stand
in the way
of a
good story." "What are you doing
awake, Kevin?" "Bloody immigrant." Activities: President of
Debating Society, First Football
2 years. First Skiing 2 years MVP,
Sports Captain, that room that
night that bottle with those boys
= V12, the lottery, VI, The Chaplains, Mafia, Family, Trailrangers. Co-chairman of Fishing
Club, Bermuda, Ottawa, Peach
and Nassau, Geronimos, Running
from coaches Ackerman and Mulchinock.
Waiting
letters. Waiting
to for
hear Carol's
Howie
say one nice thing about anyone
or anything.
SAC. is a mixture of good and
bad events, but this is all part of
the learning experience which the
school provides a student with to
better himself. S.A.C. is like anything else in this world, it's what
you make of it.

Lee Devereux 1971-76
Uncle Lee, Wop. "Where are my - glasses!"
Activities: That room, that night, that bottle, those boys = V12, Prefect, First Foolball (4 years). First Hockey (5 years). Rugger Vet, Rita's, Golf, little yellow Vega,
backwoods and Blazer, remembering Donny,
Nassau, Boston, Montreal, Ottawa, Sweden.
Gunner, Kent, Danny, Ronny aftershave,
hiding
from the
coach,
Balhurst,
David,
Peter, K.C.
sunshine
boy. where's
West Virginia,
hair regulations, breaking . . . and . , . Peter
Frampton, almost always getting caught,
W03 Sergeant, First Platoon the Best Platoon, Beer Bust Club, smoker, partier. The
Family, W-W-30, talking to the Head about
Flavelle House, Geronimos, Grundy's stereo,
cheating everyone but myself, upstairs for a
toot, losing my glasses, up north, taking a
month off, skipping EngEcoGeoHistMu,
Country Club, friends. Timmy Time.
For me S.A.C. was the above.

Roland Nimmo 1971-76
Rollie, Rollo. Dad, Hngers.
Knees, Golden Noah. "Order me
jusl one more." "What a drag!
I'm going to Montreal!" "What
a snap!" Activities: First Football (Co-Capt.), First Basketball
(Capt.), Track and Field, Prefect.
Cadet Captain. VI 2. V2, Three
Wise Men. First Fishing, Country
Club, Swedish Subway Crawler,
Going to Montreal, Cheering the
Buds and Les Canadiens, The Family, Keeping my sons out of
trouble, Making speeches at city

hall. Pulling all-nighter,s. Thinking about the girl at the other end
of the Turbo tracks.
In my five years at S.A.C. I
have met a lot of people, some
who will remain good friends for
a long time. Through good times
and bad we've stuck together,
and I think we always will. For
this 1 am very grateful.
"Some men see things as they are,
and say why? I dream things thai
never were, and say why not?"J.F.K.

I

Edward Andrew 1972-76
Porky. Snoffan, Granddad. Dad.
Father Andrew,
lO-W-30.
"Where's my son?" "What're
we
to do now?" "Can't
wait going
forThat the
Activities:
room,weekend."
those boys,
that
bottle, that night = V12, McDonalds Land Gang, Lottery
(chairman). First Football (MVP
and Captain twice). First Hockey,
Senior Rugger (Captain), Chaplins, that room, those Swedes,
Their beer = no prefect, Sweden,
Boston, Bermuda, Ottawa. Great
Pumpkin, Geronimos, Timmy
Time, Trailrangers, Cadet Lieutenant, Fishing Club (Co-MVP
blue division with A.M.), Bearnapper (Andy), Convict (the
brains), Rita's, Country Club
(President), Beer bust club.
Coming to S.A.C. four years
ago was a big step in my life and
1 don't regret it one bit. I enjoyed
the many many good times and
made a lot of friends I'll have for
life; I wish them all the best. The
school certainly isn't perfect
though. There are a lot of mistakes made.
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Allen McClelland

1974-76

Sparky, Albert. Jim McKinney, Einstein, Missing Tooth "M.irks aren't important." "I'm here
for a good time not a long time." "Never let
school interfere vMth your education." "No
seriously " "Fill 'er to the line." .\ctivities; That
room with those boys on that night = V12, Trail
Rangers, hishing Club (Co-MVP blue div. with
E.A.), The Table, The MacDonald's, Jolly Miller. Lottery, Studying the velocity of flying
chickens. Beer Bust Club. Brampton Sleeping
Club, Humiliating Boel in cards. First Foolball, First Hockey and First Rugger
I hope everybody gets lots of Fittsaft this
summer and at University next year. 1 feel that
the greatest
the many
strengthened
last message
now we have

Bob Kirk 1974-76

Puck Svvallower, Sieve, Mud Puppy,
Larry, Slapshol, Squonk. Bobby
"Outside the Blueline " Kirkv. "It was
INSIDE. Ed." "They're not broken
in yet." Activities: First Hockey
('75 MVP), Second Soccer, House
league baseball. House Chieftan (4th),
1st Team Concerts, Hayloft Club,
Sweden Subway Curator, Family
(son). Lottery. Not recording any
shutouts in 2 seasons because of Ed
and Al, the Macdonalds. the Brampton Sleeping Club, .Acquiring some
good friends over some great times.

asset St .Andrew's has to offer are
friendships which begin and are
on and off the ice, and fields. One
to Jack and his cronies: You fools,
the engineer and the bear too.

" Marching to the promised land
Where the honey flows and takes
you by the hand.
Pulls you down on your knees.
While you're down a pool appears.
The face in the water looks up.
And she shakes her head as if to
That its the look
last time
> ou'll
like today.
Sail away, away
Ripples never come back.
Gone to the other side.
Sail away, away."
Rutherford/Banks.
Genesis.

^
Simon Vincent 1973-76
Si, Dylan. The Kid. Hawkcyc. Chcckov. Loner.
Cookout. HiFi. Vince, Yukon Jack. "Who
told you'.'" "Don't flaunt your ignorance."
"Skal." Activities: First Football, First Basketball. Fourth House Softball. Debating Sociel>.
Society Society. First Guitar. Fishing Club.
Yearbook Photography. Friend of Grey Owl
(Chief Scout). Deput\ Prefect. Father of Five.
Instructor of Yukon knowledge and Swedish
interpreter. The Table.
1 believe in the ideals of the school and tried
to live with their execution as much as possible.
It is. however, a profound disappointment when
one has such a respect for this Institution, lo
become disillusioned by personalities which are
operative in the power structure of the system.
All in all it was an educational, long and good
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three
years, and I've met many fine people I'll
never forget.
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Campbell Stevens 1969-76
Son. Tonto, Turk, Steve. Ernie
Frey. "Hey Murphy, where's
Ruliff. Dudley. Stuffs and Harry'?" Activities: That room that
night with those boys = VI2. Member of the family. Dad's oldest
son. Convict (the rapist), the Bermuda, Beer bust club. First Foolball, First Hockey, Senior Rugger.
After having been one of St.
Andrew's six, seven year veterans,
I have developed and heard many
opinions. 1 could express more
negative ideas, than positive ideas
after this year. My advice is that
either you go all out and get what
you want and use your strong inhaling techniques, or don't do anything. If you are in the middle
then you will be very disappointed.
My "hats off goes not to the
school Itself but to the guys who
make it. When everyone is out
from under Andy's wing then the
friends are what count not any
forty minute test or lecture.
Kevin Corngan 1975-76
King Coil, KC and the sunshine
band, Brooklyn boy, baby face,
black
out. "It's bedtime
wanna'
go home."
Activities:
That room with those boys and
that bottle on that night = VI2,
First
Football,
Crosspleasure ski team, Mr. Grundy's
stereo, Senior rugger. Good customer of Geronimo's, Jolly Miller
class, Bermuda
tavern,
John's
room, Peter's room, Sweden, Not
getting caught after that night.
1 have only been here for one
year but I've made a lot of good
friends which 1 hope to keep a
long time.
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Andrew Chan 1974-76
Charlie, Stork, Sa-ak, Harsh.
"Th-they did it." "You know."
"Small-1-wo-od." "Just make."
Activities: Badminton, Curling,
Houseleague baseball. Bridge
club. Tennis club. Skipping out
to Aurora, Telling lies to Mr.
Smith, Messing up the room.
Stuffing quarters into pop machine. Playing hockey in the halls.
1 have mixed feelings about the
school, but the expansion week
projects opened my mind to lots
of wonderful things.
"There are more things in heaven
and earth Horatio than are

Michael Chung 1973-76
Activities: Scuba diving. Fencing,
House-league all star soccer team.
Tennis,
Shaolin
Martial
Arts
(Kung Fu), Wing Chun, White
Crane,
Watching
Bruce
Lee,
Chuck
Norris, Steve Mc-Queen
and Charles Bronson.
YEAR
new.
"Ring out the old, ring in the
Ring, happy bells, across the
The year is going, let himsnow:
go;
Ring out the false, ring in the
,
nn
Te yson in
Memonam
Keepit up, Andreans!

true."

dreamt of in your philosophy ..."
William Shakespeare
Thank-you S.A.C.

Sandy Chong 1975-76
Smihe, Sang, Sundae.
"Wasted days and wasted nights!"
Activities: Superstar of all-star
house-league soccer. Fencing,
Member of the undefeatable Chinese table tennis team, roommate of the King of the Toads.
It is a lot of fun being a boarder.

Ian Philips 1971-76
Sean. PHILIPS!!' •'Hmmm"
"You nerd." "Fubar." Activities: Debating Societ>, Brigadoon,
Cross-country skiing. Swim Team.
100 mile jogger. Deput> prefect.
Cdt. Sergeant, Track and Field.
Residing at 26 Sussex Drive.
Trying to keep a straight face.
Lending Ace chem notes, R. 103,
2nd floor, 4th House, just across
from Hunz.
Academic education is important but don't let it become the
ruling factor in your stay at S.A.C.
I consider the friendships made
here, the many activities, illicit
and others and the learning to live
together to be of far greater value
to >ou than any math equation or
physics formula. I hope you enjoy
St. Andrew's as much as I have.
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Peter Young 1974-76
Pablo, Picasso, Charles Atlas
Body Builder. Hustler, Stink

Rob Morrow 1974-76
Spanky. Robby, Lad. Junior
'Burns. Bucky. "Ale.\y . . that's
not funny!" "Shut up Huntz."
"Batallion: A . . . ten . . . shun."
Activities: ISLDebating. Secretary of Debating Society, Track
and field. Fencing, Mac House
coach. Cadet Adjutant, 3 i/c of
Corps. Deputy prefect. Coordinator of 4th House Wake
Up Service. Manager of Happy
Acres Retirement Home. "Little
Rascals" fan. Listening to the
theme from the "Little Rascals".
The journey through St. Andrew's covers but one stretch on
the long and mnding road through
the present to the future. What
lies beyond the next bend?
None can tell us for no one
knows.
The discovery awaits our
arrival.
We follow the road and do
stop.not
Looking back only to yesterday
but ahead to forever.
Fainting not. fearing not, halting not now.
last, at
For we've learned our lesson
lege,
the credo of St. Andrew's Col"ones reach exceeds his grasp".

Foot. Bar belcher. Alfalfa. "Starting tomorrow, boy. I'm really
gonna work." "Occasional rude
noises." Activities: Absolutely
nothing important. Deputy prefect. Member of Happy Acres
Retirement Home. Being a cleptomaniac, L'il Rascal.
It is difficult to write a farewell paragraph, or give any advice.
I only wonder what I have got myself into. It is impossible to see
far ahead, painful to look back
This blindness seems to be a permanent stale, there is an inabilit>
to extract oneself. Yet blindness
is comforting and worrying. Do
you really wish to know your
future? 1 1 is not pleasant and it
won't last and its beyond your
control. Stay blind.

Peter Jalkotzy 1971-76
Super Chimpy, Jap, Yarcotski,
Ratbird. "I know, I know, I
know, bula you see ... " "Duddy,
this has got to do." Activities:
Third floor deputy in Flavelle,
First Skiing (MVP), Cadet Sergeant, Official Mural Designers
Member (1st price for Ridley),
Employee of bricklayer society.
Member of Fizie's Gardieers
1 came to S.A.C. with a deep
gut feeling, something real bad.
After five years at S.A.C. I still
haven't accepted all the rules and
I don't expect anyone ever will,
but as I look back we all had a
good time. I learned to accept
both the good and bad. I also
learned aspects such as: living
together with your closest friends
and teachers and living in a society
of this sort. St. Andrew's College
was a great experience that will
never be forgotten but this being
my
out. final year 1 am glad I'm getting
ClaudioArduini 1975-76
Hector the Wop, Chief Chimp,
Icecream Man. "Where's Kevin?"
"Helloooo." "Craig, what's happening night
tonight'" that
Activities:
room that
bottle That
with
those boys = V12, First Football,
Shot put. First time skier. Bermuda Tavern.
I met the greatest group of guys
in my life: Craig, Lee. Ed, Cam.
Dave Roily, Peach, Charles, King
Gizim, Corb, Willoughby. 1 hope
to keep these greai guys for hfe.
St. Andrew's has opened my eyes
to the spectrum of life which
could not have happened anywhere else. I wish I had come here
earlier in my school career.

Martin Henderson 1969-76
Marty, Hen, Hendo. "Make mine a double "
Activities: First Football, First Basketball,
First Rugger, Scholar, Lieutenant, Ramsay
Clan Chief, Debating - Mr. Speaker, V 12 (That
Room), Co-founder of U6 laugh. Capitalist,
Wine, Women and Song, Sweden. Ottawa, Ridley, Swede beer bust.
St. Andrew's provides a precious commodity
in today's world, that being a well rounded
education. Through this educational process.
a "total" individual is created. In a world where
the norm is specialization, these people will have
the scope and motivation to be the leaders. However, one must beware not to disregard authority
and traditions altogether. If this occurs, the educational process would be incomplete To give
orders, one must also be able to take them I
have made many friendships here that will last
for life, and all in all, 1 can think of no better
place for a boy to turn into a man.
James Errington 1972-76
Smiley. "Benedictus, benedicti . . .
Amen!" Activities: Prefect, First
Football, First Hockey, First Rugger, Drum Sergeant, Debating, Saying
John Molner 1970-76
Lips, Johner. "Who's got a beer?" Activities:
That night in that room with those boys namely
VI 2, First Football, Golf, Member of S.A.C.
Fishing Club, Cross-country Skiing'', Snowshoeing'?. Unscheduled two week holidays, WOA in
Pipe Band, Member of V3, Member of that table
at lunch, 2nd team sleeper in English, Swedish
trip.
I've been at this school six years, the first two
were good, the second two were terrible and
filled with mischief. These last two years though,
have been my best. I've met and made friends
which I consider higher than any schooUng. I
also made more of an accompbshment than any
marks I got. I'm glad to be out of this school,
but I'll miss it at times.
I'll always talk highly of SAC. and in closing would Uke to say GOOD RIDDANCE but
many thanks S.A.C.

grace.

Robert Bruce 1974-76
Rock Bruciekins, Trucker, Hoover, "Hey Larry." "Ah come on
Bunny." "If we play our cards
right we can make this a double
header." Activities: Bugging
Lawrence, Goosing Errington,
Prefect, First Football, First
Skiing, First Rugger, Cadet
MWO, Costume Manager, Fourth
House Veg Club, Assistant fire
chief. Gold suction-cup award.
Taking care of Big Al, Debating,
Librarian, Cradle Robbers Club.
Fox Island Fishing Club.
What can 1 say? St. Andrew's is
the best thing that ever happened
to me. Give to St. Andrew's and
you shall receive. St. Andrew's
has taught me many things that I
will always remember but the
most important ONE was how to
cope and get along for the most
part with my fellow man. I learned
that people are more important
than things, St. Andrew's is more
than people it is friends: friends
whom I will never forget.

Peter Hunziker 1971-76
Hunz, Hunzboor. Humbum, Hunzburger,
Corvette Pete. "The thing about a Vette
is ... " "Now 1 know what you're really
like." "Do you want to race. Ace?"
"AAAcce!" Activities: First Track and
Field, Ski team. Second Football. Jogging
Club, not taking a hint. Teaching Claudio
and Kevin how to be playboys. Dreaming of
Evelyn. Loving Mr. Hiltz, Building a Molson
muscle. Deputy prefect. Father of Five,
Social Committee. Ottawa trip. Cooking
Club.
St. Andrew's was a great experience.
"It granted me the Serenity to accept the
things I cannot change, the Courage to
change the things I can and the Wisdom to
know the difference." Farewell, and good
luck to all.

Salim Khamissa

1974-76

The Rat. Paki. Dim

D-k. Slime, (he Missing

Link. "Hey Howie!" "Whal d'ya warn'"
"You're a d--k." "Why you . . " Activities
Second Soccer, Curling, House League Hockey,
Ramsay House Baseball, Bug Bob Club, Running around school with Howie right behind and
finally getting beat up by Howie.
I think these past two years have been an
experience I'll certainly never forget. S.A.C.
has It's bad points but they are greatly outnumbered by the good ones at least two to one I
think what S.A.C. did most for me was u helped
me develope good study habits.

Chris Harrison 1969-76
Chrissy.
Activities:
Crosscountry, Judo. First Swimming '72-'75, Jogging, Houseleague.
.Mlhough SAC.
has its
faults it is a pretty good school.
However I feel I can't leave
without pointing out one of
its major faults: the worship
of the super jock by both boys
and staff Many of the people
who are gifted enough to make
the First Teams think that it
is a passport to doing as they
like. It is a pity because these
boys could have a great deal
of good influence on the rest
of the school.
As
more

one of the not so coordinated Iwould like to see
attention payed to the

majority of the school who are
like me.

Dick Rampen 1972-76
Nerves, Dicky, National

Rampoon,

Rampiones. "Hey Chris, why are
you so ugly?" "Hey, who stole my
..." .Activilies: Brigadoon, Monty
Python, Confusing Mr. Pitman,
Cadet Sgt., Soccer, Baseball, Drawing in class. Having spares. Photography. Art, Poker club, MacFarlane
jeep driving course.
A school is nothing without people.
The people make the school good or
bad. In my case I've been lucky to be
with a lot of the good people.

John
■"r'ouGray
mean1973-76
you have friends."
"How did it go Fuzz? Show us
again!"
"Ebbbberr."
"Gorrrden."
Activities:
First Rugger.
Curhng.
Jogging.Private.
Midnight
Club.
Cadet
TableSwim
16, Yonge
St. Encounter sessions. Skipping
Chapel,
French Trip.Sunday Skiing, The
I've had a lot of fun here and 1
think it has helped me learn a lot!
Not
meeting "different"
people,onlyandbyimproving
my marks,
but seeing how much 1 can get
away with, without being caught.
Besides that I've enjoyed the atmosphere. 1thinkto it's
place for anyone
get aa good
good
education, and have fun too.
If 1 were to thank one person,
it would have to be Mr. Smith
my Housemaster, Tutor and
Chemistry teacher. He has helped
me a lot. and boy, I needed it.
Thanks. I'm looking forward to

Brian Eyers 1973-76
B.J , Bunny. ■Come on Jock."
"Vou'sss guys ..." Aclivities:
Prefect, hirst Football (Co-capt.).
First Hockey, First Track, Cadet
Major 2i/c, Sports Captain. Trying to get dates with Gail, Debbie.
Andrea and Nance . . . etc.. Be-

next place.
year — but I'm sure I'll miss
this

coming a "Midway Millionare".
and looking after Donna, but not
exactly in that order.
It's hard for me to believe that
three years have gone by. I came
to S.A.C. not knowing what to
expect but. what I've found has
been just great. I've made a lot of
great friends that have made my
stay here very enjoyable and I
hope I've done the same for them
I think S.A.C. is a great school.
Us done a lot for me in many ways
and I'm going to miss it when 1
leave. Thank you for a memorable three years and GOOD
LUCK in future years. Remember,
at S.A.C. WE'RE* I.

Peter Byberg 1974-76
Beach, Brother Bybs, Grave, Moe.
"1 did it for the room. Bri."
"How's it goin' Boss?" "Hey
Bert." "Shut up you jocks." "1
give tleup.
"You adance
litwith DO
me, 1?"
I dance
little awith
you ..." Activities: First Football, Second Hockey, Memorial
Mercenaries baseball team. Cadet
Private (first class), Sunday Skiing, First team cider-making,
I.T.S. of Midnight Swim Club
(Inverted Tree Speaalist), Spanking Bert. Honourary member of
table 1 6, Half of "Beach 'n Balm".
Friday night encounter sessions
on Yonge Street
Reflecting over the past two
years, I realise my decision to
board at St. Andrew's College was
a good
I shallone.cherish, always, the many
fond memories of my boarding
davs.

Peter McLean 1975-76
Curly, Cowboy, Romeo. Stiff.

mm

Peeter, 1st Mate. "I'm serious."
"Hey Moe!" "It's a poiTict coicle." Activities: First Football,
First Rugger. Play. Curling. Golf,
Midnight swim club. Painting
boats. Singing. Table 16. Balm of
Beach n' Balm, arguing with Paki.
Babysitting.

%ii5% ^

An enjoyable time at St. Andrew's. I sincerely think that
anyone that has the opportunity to
go to St. Andrew's should accept. '

/
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Robert Kitchen 1971-76
Kitch, Zitch, Paki, Robby Zeenu.
"Fuzzzv! Ohh Melocoton."
"EBBBBBER!" "Joeeey!" Activities: First Rugger (Co-Captain),
First Soccer. First Swimming
(Captain). Prefect, Commanding
Officer. Clan Captain, Play, Table
16, Beating Coach out for his seal
at lunch. Midnight Swim Club,
Trying to get the first date with
the waitress at Georgian Peaks,
Spying on Gordina and his sweetheart. Borrowing food from B.J.'s
fridge.
S.A.C. has taken five years of
my life. Some people will say it
did me good, others will argue
this point. I feel, the balance
weighs towards the good The
school creates a world of its own
and enables you to appreciate the
good things in life, and how
friendship and brotherhood are
the greatest assets to life.
I hope that this has been impressed upon me enough for me
to succeed in life.
Next year at University will

Angelo Minichiello 1969-76
Dago, Wop, Mini, Ange. "Where's Dad? "
"Where\ Wied'" "Where's Hugh'" Activiues:
Scholar, MGR First Basketball, Third Soccer
(Capt.), Cdt/Cpl, Choir, Chaperone o( 1st Basketball in Sweden, Grundy and Smallwood's
private chaperone in Sweden, MGR of the \'2.
Co-president of Bay City Rollers Hate Club,
Looking for Dad or Wied or Hugh, One of the
Stockholm Subway Crawlers, Rum running
with Wied, Going to Dad's to watch hockey
games. Helping Dad get to Westmount as often
as possible.
1 have many memories, after seven years who
I have only two credos that I cbng to: "Today is the first day
of the unknown)
rest of your life."
wouldn't'.'
(Author
"1 hope 1 die before 1 get old."

Howard Epworth 1974-76
Howie, Sowie, The beast. "You're
a d-k!" Activities: First Soccer,
First Hockey, House league baseball. Sports Captain, Cadet Private. Poker club member. Playing
the numbers game.
Anyone coming to S.A.C. expecting a Utopian socHety is very

disallusioned on the school and on
life in general. There are some
sacrifices that must be made in
going to St. Andrew's but the capital gains far outweigh the time the
school taxes on your personal life.
My school
life at St. for
Andrew's
has
been
most rewarding
me.

Peter Townshend

Hugh Stuart 1971-76
Stu. Hug, Hugs, Huber T. "Sittler's great!" "Where's Ange?"
"Who won last night'" "I got that
album . . . that one too . . . and
..." Activities; Second Soccer,
Track, Jock Talk co-editor. Leaf
fan, Argo fan. Cadet Lieutenant.
First B-Ball- stunt man. Debating,
Choir, Play festival, Co-president
of Bay City Rollers Hate Club,
Member
of Happy Acres Retirement Home.
1 putof aget
lot the
intofeeling
St. .Andrew's
and
1 sort
that S.A.C.
is going to be paying me back the
rest of my life.

Steven Smallw.Kxl 1975-76
Sneevly, Woodstock. Miniwoods,
Bob, Tony Curtis. Aclivities:
First Soccer, First Basketball,
Track and Field, Brigadoon
(Charlie), Senior Choir, Brass
Choir, Senior Band. Trying to
achieve more suction than Rob
Bruce and Kitchen's put together;
Living in Memorial House for a
year without Mr. Smith knowing.
Member of the International
Committee to Strengthen Relations in Sweden, the onK nonplayboy dayboy .
"Ask, and you will receive; seek,
and you will find; knock, and the
door will be opened to you "
I have Malhew
carried 7,
this7-S.belief wth
me for many \cars. .AppKing ii
literally at SAC. was easily accomplished through the wisdom,
help and friendship of everyone
I ever met through the school.

Charles Kisher 1971-76
Gordon. .Activities: Second Soccer. Second Hockey,
Baseball.
Tennis (try). Jogging.
Pottery.
Cadet Sergeant.
When I first arrived at S.A.C.
had the impression that S.A.C.
was special, "the best" quoting
both Headmasters during my five
years
here. me a while to reali/e that
It took
a school is only as-good as the people, both students and masters,
who make up the school.
Being a boarder at St. Andrew's
for five long years. I have discovered that S.A.C, can be a very
lonely place at times. I sometimes
wonder about all the time on
weekends wasted here; the large
sums of money spent, and ask myself ifS.A.C, is really worth it?

Greg
1971-76Eagle. Speed,
Mik. Miklas
Running
Eight-Ball, Gimp. Mummy. "Jesu
Murphy. Huh?" "Who are we
going to hit tonight?" "I have to
gain
weight."
Activities:
First
Football.
Curling,
First Rugger,
Sports Captain, Fishing Club.
Lottery Club. Friend Of Grey
Owl, Deputy prefect. Father of
Five, Auto Mechanics, Social
Committee, Vice-president of
K.C.CIub.
It has been five years since I
took my first step through the

Robert Lassaline 1971-76
Bob, Philburt, Pill. Vas, Harry
Irving. "Hey guys, where's Dudley and Ruliff?" Activities: Jock
Talk Co-editor, Keeping stats for
First Hockey, Curling. Ramsay
baseball. Debating. One term centipede. Cutting down Brampton,
Mickey Mouse Club . . er Cadets.
It may sound like the same old
Andrean line when 1 say that 1
thoroughly enjoyed most of my
years at S.A.C. and that 1 believe
I have gained an invaluable education, but 1 feel that these things
are true for me. 1 sometimes grow
slightly disillusioned at the way
the school seems to be heading,
especially when principals are
sacrificed for the sake of innovation, but 1 guess that's progress.
I'll take many memories away
from S.A.C. and at least one im-

gates
St. Andrew's
At
first 1of was
reluctant College.
to become
part of the school. Aside from a
few minor difficulties, I became
accustomed to the policies of the
school. Through it all, 1 came
out with the positive attitude
about the school having met peo-

Eric Jolliffe 1971-76
Murphy, Eric J., Gimp, Flash,
Enc the Red. "Hey, it's time for
another spare " "Stuffy, where's
Ernie, Dudley,
Ruliff toanda five
Harry?"
"Great
advantages
day

and personalities
never pleforget.
All in all that
it was I'lla
beneficial and educational five

week." "It's the happy hour!"
Activities: Playboy Dayboy, Drum
Major, Deputy Prefect, Social
Committee, V2, Swedish Subway
Crawlers, 3:45 track team. Past
President of the Gimps foundation, Ramsay Softball, Ex-football, e.x-basketball, ex-track.
Trying to become a Ski Bum with
Lawrence, First Painting. Promotional Manager for the Errington
look.
In the many years that 1 have
been at this palace of learning
the doors have been wide open.
But one thing 1 have become very
disillusioned about are those
bloody speed bumps!

years at St. Andrew's.

lesson - Justice
blind: it portant
sometimes
only failsisn't
to
open its eyes.

^C
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Mike Kalmar 1974-76
Duddy. Duddk. Kraviu, Mordecai. "Heachllo." "Listen you
Go>s!" "Best of both worlds"
"Gehupt de Chicken." "Talk to
Seayl" "Mr. Smith, can I ask you
a question?" Activities: Curling,
Head of Photography Club, Review photographer, Ciuzzling beer.
Eating fast. Sleeping till 8:25,
Horse races. Menu Committee.
Deputy prefect.
Although St. Andrew's can be
regarded as one of the finest
schools in the private system,
it 100 has its drawbacks. Too
much time and effort is spent
worrying about "the good old
tradition" going down the drain,
and keeping up the "S.A.C.
image" to the parents. For these
and other reasons, we the students,
get the short end of the stick.
All in all, SAC. has given me a
lifetime of memories and friends
and it has taught me the true
meaning
of friendship.
now
time
to look
ahead to theIt'sfuture.
To those I leave behind. Good
luck — you'll need it.

Charles Ballantyne 1969-73, 1975-76.
Chuck, Charlie. Tyner. "What are
Activities:
Football, Omer?"
Tennis,
you
doing Second
this weekend,
Baseball, Sunday Ski bum. Last
hockey, First prize in Ridley Paintathon. Pipes and Drums, Cooper and
sleeping, sleeping, sleeping .
Coming back after a two year absence, Ifound myself an old-boy of
four years being placed in the slot of
a new-boy, with such a change of students in two years I knew few.
Throughout the year I have gained
little in concrete matter, but cherish
some very excellent times, and that
these times I find hapf)ened out of
school or against school policy.
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Essay Contest
The Tyranny of Social Behaviour
Of all today's pressures, the greatest exerted upon
the individual is the tyranny of social behaviour. Certain modes of behaviour are expected by soaety as a
group, and conformation with these modes is imperative to acceptance within society. Individuals often
incorporate personalized social habits which are not
acceptable to the remainder of society. Through this
rejection individuals may be driven to serious conflicts with society.
Most often, the greatest social conflict or pressure
concerning behaviour, is that experienced by most
adolescents. Teenagers, among whom are included
most of my peers, are without doubt subjected to a
behavioural disagreement with their elders. During
one's teens, social intercourse becomes increasingly
important and seemingly more necessary. Today, teenagers drink alcohol freely and many take dangerous
druas. not only as an expression of maturity and enjoyment, but as a gesture for acceptance due to behavioural pressure by society. Bitter conflict often
results between parent and child concerning the use of
the car, the late return home, drinking habits, and
other social activities related to the teenager's sudden preoccupation with females. During this period of
adolescence, adults usually attempt to dictate more
ngidly their rules to their children in order to keep
them along the "straight and narrow." Or are parents
actually trying to prove to themselves, their control
over their children dunng this penod of a youth's expansion?
As any individual passes the adolescent stage and enters his or her twenties, he or she is burdened again
by social pressure. One is expected to obtain a steadv
job, get married, start a family, work towards owning a
nice little house in suburbia, and ultimately fit neatly into the basic role of any upstanding citizen. Of
course, many who couldn't cope with adolescent pres-

sure, don't feel obliged to follow this expected mode
of behaviour and consequently become social outcasts.
Employers won't hire them and many citizens openly
persecute these outcasts. Naturally, this is a gross case
of over-simplification, but it does illustrate an important idea, when one really considers it. Can any individual be different, without society castings its wide
eye of suspicion and making those thought upon as
wayward, society's outcasts?
Certain types of people are immediately recognized,
scrutinized, categorized, and filed away by the big
social machine. These people, who don't conform
with society's regular pattern of behaviour, are the
alcoholics, the drug abusers, the ex-convicts, and the
suppressed, often violent, racial minority groups. These
people are not exactly examples of the ideal citizen, as
everyone will agree. But where do they belong? Should
they be incarcerated, or aided towards useful lives?
Society, to me, has failed to provide an acceptable
answer to these questions.
Our society is indeed one of basic totalitarianism,
and always has been. We are all pressured by our society to behave both physically and mentally within
definite socialogical boundaries. Today, and I hope
it is becoming increasingly apparent, social behavioural boundaries are being slackened. By no means
do I intend to advocate a rebirth of the bizarre ideas
which arose in the 1960's among many youths and social outcasts. In fact, 1 strongly oppose any such course
of action. I merely wonder whether certain social injustices can become very isolated incidents through a
deeper understanding of human behaviour.
Is this not the tyranny of social behaviour? Or am 1
merely moulded b\ unavoidable society into a strangely bizarre and sporadic train of thought?
P.J. Henderson
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P. Chung, PC. L. Bailey. S.N.C. Cove. W .Cr Gray. R.K

Back RE Hughe
C:W. McClintock,
ter. PS. Makinson. A

Foreman

erquisl^ J.K, Howell. Middle;
stead. Front: H.S. Levin-

Back: S.L. Sillcox, C.E. Zuckerman, R.C. Sadler, D.F. Rodger, A.E. Racine, R.G. Sprout. Middle: J.P Roman. G.C.
Weilinger, M.H.A. Pritchard, G.C. Overton, CM. Sifton, D.W. Richardson, Mr. S. MacFarlane. Front: G L. Pugh.
H.W. Peyer, G.E. Wright, D K. Wan, P.W.L. Yu.

Back: R.J. Cole. R.B Barker, J.W Bntnell, K W. Brown, K.R. Crumplon, J h. Crandell. P.A Dalton. Middle: Mr.
C. Kamcke, M.J. Elder, C.H. Alexander, R.J. Dennys, J.N. Baun, C.D.H. Bicknell. P.D Gathers, D.J. Dick. Front:
S.P. Byberg. I.M.D. Carlsen. T.B.W. Dickson, G.L. DeLeon, D.M. DeGeer, DM. Calverly

Back: H.S.H. Hsu, R.S. Gore. G.R. Jones, CD. Hawley, A.C. Foss, D.G.P. Mair, P.J. Henderson, J.W. McMurtry.
Middle: Mr. J. Mulclunock, E.T.N. Larkin, J.R. Jacobi, D.J. Kerr, D.P. McLean, B.D. Miklas. Front: R.B. Hargrave,
G.D.H. Knowles, S. Gosal, J.H. Irwin, C A. Mann.
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for the future,
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Back: BR. Watford, E.A. Smith. D.E. Wjlhoyte. B. Wild, ED. Palaaos, C.S. Willoughby. Middle: J.D. Stewart, W.
J.S. Stirling, D J. Peyer, D.J. Mosley, D.W. Plaxton, L. de Primo Real. Front: F.L. Solty, R.J.M. Pratt. D.T.K.
Yeung, F. Tamm.

After (School.....?
What

are your prospectsi' Your aims, hopes, intentions'' Where do you see yourself in

six months?

Six years'"

Sixty'

The future is as near or as far as you want to make

it. Tomorrow.

Or 2001. Whatever

your time-span, the basic resources you will have then are what you learn now. By
building your resources well you will have a firm grasp on your own future.
Figure Confederation

Life in your future also. For career work or as a customer. For

over 100 years we have been helping people meet their financial needs. When
comes, try us as an employer
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the time

and for your personal financial planning. Either way, we

can help make your future prospects brighter.
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Back: J.W. Heit, D.B. Johns, D.S. Stewart, D.J. Cudmore, M.G Siflon, M.T Hollins, A A. Beckwith, A. A Bonvecchio, G.G. Newmarch. Middle: J.W. Glascock, P.E. Bedard, T.J. Houllon, J.D. Pitts, C.C. Frost, G. SaUnas. R.W A.
Mitchell. Front: J. P. Mortimer, W.S. Mortimer. J.A. Mills, PA. Rigoletti.
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Back: I. KaraUs. J.R.H. Bailey, R A. Schmite, G.C.R ScoU. P D Moreira, T S. McDonald. T.K Philips, C.R. Fouls.
Middle; W.C. Cathers, B.V\ Gra>, S.I. [)ingwall, R G. Hepburn. T.E Horton, S.R. Young, T.L. Omslead. W.G.C.
Walker, Mr. R. Gibb. Front H.A Ruttan, J.R Stanborough, D. Wilson. M.D Pellowe. S.E. Zajac, G.R. Edwards.
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OF

LESLIE L.SOLTY
& SONS LTD.
LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS
AND CONTRACTORS

TELEPHONE;

267-8294

3850 KINGSTON RD.
SCARBOROUGH, ONT.

-4B

Back: R.K. Somerville, CM. Earle. MM. Edwards, C.P. Webb, D.W. Offen, T.D. Robertson, D.B. Sadler. J.C. Epworth. Middle: G.A. Baun, A.H. Cheng, M.R. Gossman, E.G. Koyle, J.K. Brierley, A.R Hunter, Mr. P Bennett
Front: W.J.M. Shields, J.W. Richmond, S.A.N. Craig. M.G. Szarka, P. Marsland, N.J. Leach.

photo-graphics camera
Now Available
Letraset Products

custom framing
camera repairs
wedding
passport and
service

GRANDVIEW
LIGHTNING
RODS
A Division Of Scott Sillcox
ENTERPRISES, LTD.

727-2423
9 Wellington St W
Aurora. Ont LAG 2N5

Home

Lightning Protection For
Cottage
Farm
Indu?
Call
Scott Sillcox
Grandview Lightning Rods
R.R.#3. King, Ontario
416-727-3377
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TORONTO

AIRWAYS

IS

"ITS FUN

TO FLY"

Learn to fly at one of Canada's largest and best equipped schools. Over
35 aircraft . All levels of licences from the private pilot to the air transport rating. Fly for pleasure today — it may be useful for business
tomorrow. Cost of training is tax deductable.
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TORONTO
"AN

AIRWAYS

IS

ECONOMICAL TOOL OF
MODERN BUSINESS"

We have a fleet of multi engine aircraft for the safe and speedy transportation of people and freight anywhere in North America. We can get
you to hundreds of airports not served by the airliners.

TORONTO AIRWAYS
297-1422 TORONTO

IS "360' OF GENERAL AVIATION"
BUHONVILLE AIRPORT 297-1422
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900 Dixon Road
Toronto (Rexdale), Ontario
(416)677-1500

THE GOOD

HOTELS

LIFE IS

3407 PeelatSherbrooke
Montreal, Quebec
(514)845-1231

MINES UMITED
4 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5H1C2

Back: R. Kramar, J.D. McAlUster, E.G. Parker, R.W. Evoy, H.L. Tate, B.C. Hadley, R.W. Rowe. Middle: T.G. Russell, R.J. Minialoff, J.F. Cadogan, R. Richard, l.P. Calverley, D.J, Slessor, Mr. R. Meagher. Front: K. Bickenbach,
W.R. Kane, J.B. French, A.J. Crow, A.G. Kerr.
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of

MITCHELL & PERRY
LIMITED
CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

38 Arnold Crescent,
Richmond Hill, Ont.
L4C3R5

Telephone: (416)889-4200
883-1500
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phoenix roofing
& waterproofing
limited
2676A DREW ROAD,
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
L4T 3C4

telephone: Toronto 416-678-7380

Specialists in Buiit-up Roofing
CAULKING
WATER PROOFING

Serving
MONTREAL
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THE
GINGERBREAD
ANTIQUES

HOUSE
LTD.,

A SELECTION OF
FINE EUROPEAN
AND CANADIAN
ANTIQUES
LOCATED
APPROX. 3 MILES SOUTH OF AURORA,
ONTHEWESTSIDEOFHWY.il
(YONGE ST.)
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GRADUATE TO THE
FINEST!

We sound better

Step-up
SOUND

step-down
PRICE
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MODEL

2220B AM/FM

STEREO

RECEIVER

(40 Wattswith
totalPLL*
RMS power)
*Phase-Lock-Loop
The Marantz
20 Watts

Model

2220B

per channel,

20 kHi, with no more

FM Multiplex Demodulator
Stereo Receiver has It all. Delivering

minimum

RMS

than 0.5%

at 8 Ohms

from

Total Harmonic

20 Hi to

Distortion . . .

this receiver has all professional features to meet the professional specs Like separate Bass, MicJ ancJ Treble Controls for
precise settings. AncJ the Horizontal
your

music

right where

you

want

Slide Balance
it. The

Low

Control puts

and

Hi Filters

remove unwanted noise from old program material. The Loudness Control boosts those frequencies when listening at low
volume

levels. With

Touch Tuning Wheel

the Dual Purpose

Tuning

you'll find instant optimum

Meter

ond

Gyro-

reception every

time. And here's something special. The Phase-Lock-Loop FM
Multiplex Demodulator for maximum separation and minimum
distortion on FM stereo broadcasts. Not a better receiver around
in this price range. After all, it's a Marantz. Ready to step-up to
a superior stereo system without stepping up in price? Step in
to our store today.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

BEST WISHES

ALL GRADUATES OF ST. ANDREW'S
COLLEGE
YOU'VE HAD THE BEST IN
SECONDARY EDUCATION
AT ST. ANDREWS . . . GET THE BEST IN
SAILBOAT HARDWARE . . . INSIST ON
GIBB
M.S. GIBB (CANADA) LTD.
UNITS
57 GLENCAMERON ROAD
THORNHILL, ONTARIO
GIBB FINE YACHT EQUIPMENT MAKES

FOR

EVEN BETTER SAILING
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Back: M.D Nutbeem, D.B. McCUntock. G.D. Hall. J.E.K. Dandele, C.W Braymore, PA. Tennyson, M.D. Young.
T.G.R. Barnngton. Middle; W.H. Keech. W.I. McDonaH. J. P. Van Nostrand, F. Creel. A.C. Heit, A.J. Franas,
A E.S. Paterson, N. Soltv. Front: J.B Crow. F.J.C. Rampen. C.S. Larsen. S.R. Cole. MR. Scott, Mr W. Skilch.

Ml, ft"! ri

h

IU2A

Back: Mr. I. Bowcll, L.M. Bygrave. S.A. Hunter, L.G Hilu. J.G.S. Hebert. K E Marshall. S M. Pound Middle:
E.G. Wigston. J.M. Minialoff. K.W. Brown. R. Vaughn. J.W Stoddart. E.P. Contini. J.C Basset Front: G.C. Baillie. W.A. Mollard. R.N. Morrow. W.M. EWer. A.T. Pitman.

Compliments of

11 iiini 11

MEXICO

CITY

MEXICO

m.

U2A-

Rear: Mr D Whitehead. RW Jenkins, GM Jackson. S.D Mylrea. D N.Barnard. M.C.Noble. D.P.W. La Buick.
Middle: T.W. Sjoblom. F.W .E Mcintosh. M.C Dennis. J.J. Jacox. N A Stuart. J.C. Da vies, T ..A Herbinson. Front:
A. A. Cargill. J,C. Sheppey, M.B. Bedard, J.B. Burns, MA. Tiltman.

Compliments

of

TRIO STEAK HOUSE
and

TAVERN

ii,^

Banquet Facilities
"for the best meal in Aurora"

Reservations: Phone 727 4073
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55 Yonge Street
AURORA,

ONT.

INDEPENDENT
EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT PLAN
CONSULTANTS
SPECIALIZING IN
PRE-RETIREMENT
COUNSELLING

Back: J.T. Harns, B.T White. D.W. Evans, J.G. Franas. AW Moreland. T.C. Watson, C.C.H. Ives, W.S.R. Ardill. ME. Carfusz. Middle: D.E. Parkin, D. Dunkleman, G.G. Pastor. J.S. Wallace, T.J. Bntnell, J. Prado, CM.
Stewart, J.R.P. Bailey. Mr. R. Jones. Front: J.E. Lonmer, BR Mitchell, T Carlsen. S.A. Melson, BE. Hill. JR.
Dunkleman. C G.T Braund.

PRECISION

MACHINE

TOOLS

From the basic model shop and tool i
ultra modern production machines -

#69

TO

"TW"

SAVE UP TO 60%
L

— "WLj

£

"FRAME IT YOURSELF SHOP"

'INSTANT FRAMING" - Large Selection
of Ready-Made Custom Frames

INSPECTION

GRINDING

TURNING

MILLING

"QUALITY CUSTOM FRAMING"
with over 1 ,000 mouldings to choose from

m
JL i*a\
#nH

5* Ifra-m-artJ
I #69

rtJ
'
HOURS:
MON.-WED.

■^Q.
PRESSING

JM.

#99

SWISS INSTRUMENTS
LIMITED
1920 Mattawa Avenue, Mississauga, Ontario
Tel. (416) 279-1275
Telex: 06-961242

Dr. H.J. F.Irwin,
40VictonaCres..
Apt. 13,
ORILLIA.Ontano

DesideriusCzirfusz,
301 Base Line Road West,
LONDON, Ontario

Re\. Robert G. Gardner.
P.O. Box 8.
CAYUGA. Ontano

Dr. M.L. Bygrave,
2338 Eglinton Ave. West,
TORONTO, Ontario

Victoria & Grey Trust Compan>
198 Main Street,
NEWMARKET. Ontano

Dr. «fe Mrs. Edgar A. Ryan,
188 Princess Margaret Blvd.
TORONTO, Ontano

Ben & Yael Dunkelman,
9 James Fo.xway,
WILLOWDALE, Ontario
M2K2S2

K. Braymore,
P.O. Box 1569
GRAY EN HURST, Ontario
POC IGO

.Mlison McConnell,
Jeweller,
AURORA, Ontano

Ing. FedericoTamm,
Santa No. 12,
MEXICO20, D.F.Mexico

Michael C. Sifton,
c/o .Armadale Company Limited,
BUTTONVILLE, Ontano

Marshall Rank& Son
JEWELLERS
OPTICIAN
Box 125 Yonge Street South
AURORA, Ontano

PATRONS

Graham Watson,
7 Deebrook Trail,
AGINCOURT, Ontario
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Advisor's Remarks
Pulling together ail of the component pieces of a
school yearbook into a complete and representative
account of the year's events is no mean task. This fact
became clearer to me as the year progressed. There have
been many excellent people working on the book this
year, and I look forward to the capable leadership of
Stephen Young on ne.xt year's Review.
who helped, but especially to Steve
chael Szarka who gave up a few days
to put together the loose ends after

My thanks to all
Young and Miafter Pnze Day
our editors had

abandoned the project. I sincerely hope that next year's
executive staff will act in a more responsible manner
and see the book through to its final completion.
There is still a vast reserve of talent in the school
that could contribute a great deal to the yearbook.
Offer your services and make the 1977 Review even
better.
D.G. Whitehead

Review Staff
Co-Editors-in-Chief:
Editors:

P. Mackinson, M. Gardner.
P. Seay.
S.
Young, M. Szarka.

Typing
Editor ofEditor:
Photography:
Business Editors:

J. Kennedy.

Sports Editors:
Graduate Editor:
Assistant Photographers:

Faculty Adviser:

J. Ryan, H. Peyer.
B, Eyers, R. Bruce.
M. Schinkle.
J. Glascock, M. Kalmar,
N. Hendrickson, A. Paterson, R. Minialoff.
Mr. D. Whitehead.

Infirmary

1^'
—

k

iMiMiiiflii

Directory
Crawford. Douglas ES
47 Daneswood Road
Toronto. Ontano
Burns. J Brendan
2143 W\ndalcCresce
Ottawa. Ontario
KIH7A5 731-1476
Bvberg. Stepncn P
Bvberg. Peter K
Greenwood. PO
Greenwood, Ontano
Ardill.W
ScephcnR
PO 80x249
Kingslon 8. Jamaica.

LOH I HO 683- 1 337
Bvgrave. Lance M
3472 Ponytrail Dnve
Mississauga. Ontano
L4X IWI 625-0912

Emnglon. S, James
1 75 Beechwood Crescent
Newmarket, Ontano

M4N3J7Felipe
489-66I9
Creel,
Cerrada dc la Amargura
San ngel
Mexico20.D.F.,
5482693

No

Mexico

Evans,
66
ForestDavid
GlenW Road
Newmarket.

Ontano

895-^

Crow. Allan J
Crow, J Barry
5041 Lakeshore Road East

Evoy,
Richard
W
148 Euclid
Avenue
West Hill. Ontano

Burlington. Ontano
L7L1B7

M6J2J9 705-726- 1 566
Fanghanel, Jorge

Crumpton. Keith R
c/o Canadian
Forces Attach
Canadian
Embassy

c/oAgenaadeScrviaos

Postutlak.Oslol
Cudmore. David J
2Hartsdale Dnve
Weston, Ontano
M9R

2S2 247-9020

M9B2P5 239-1606
Fisher, Charles E.
112 Robinson Drive
Thunder Bay, Ontario
P7A6G5
87
Flaherty. 807-345-81
LCharles(Cobban)
203 The Bndic Path
Don Mills. Ontano

dor Gate
wdalc. Ontano
46 F, INI 444-5055
N6A 3B4 672-1084
Barker Ronald B
4«8 Rulherford Road
R R K2. Woodbndge.

Ihor rest Park Cresc-ent
hill. Ontano
M7 881-1688

Carlsen. lanM D,
Carlsen. Thor
60 Eairwa> Heights Drive

Willo

L3T 3A9 889-7642 226-2338

1 II
Dav,

S.J Farm
Clivc Dnve
uce
wdalc. Ontano M2H

Kingndge
Earm
RR #1. Kettlcbv.
Ontano
LOO I JO 727-81 69
Gathers. Peter D
Gathers. William C

LOH

Dennis. Mark G
1 10 Mason Boulevard
Toronto. Ontano
Cheug.AndyH
I9F/Flal D. SheungShing

lEOMtlOSn
Homantin.

Kowloon

Hong Kong 3-01 5406
Cheung. Rovcn C.W
2.30 Pn nee Edward Road
Bedard. Mark R
Bedard. Mrchael I
Bedard. Paul E

Bagota. D E .Colombia

L^ggian. Alexander E
; PKmbndgeCrcsccni
iillowdale. Ontano

4/ F. Block C.
Kowloon. Hong Kong 3-363806
Chin. Stephens
Tornb Tabaquite Road
New Grant
Chong.SandiHS
8A Chung Shan Terrace. 1/F
Kowloon. Hong Kong
Chung. Phihp
236TaiPoRoad.3/E
Kowloon. Hong Kong
Clark. R Gregory
Clark. Michaels.
Gtenbourne Park Dnve
Umonville. Ontano
LOH I NO 887-5660
Cole, R James

M9P 1R7 247-5670
Foreman,
Richard K
2 Edgecombe Avenue
Kingston 6. Jamaica, W.L
Foss, Andrew C
Glenmaura, PO Box 490
Oak Ridges. Ontano
LOG IPO 884-8875
Fouts, Chnstopher R.
IRoad

DeLeon.Garv L
4800 N 36th Court
Hollywood. Flonda 3301

7MheBndle Palh
Dun Mills. Ontano
M3B2BI 449-ti78:
Baun. JclTre> N
Baun. Gregory A

M3C 3P6 44 5-0269
Ford. Randal D.
1 5 Weston. Wood Road
Weston. Ontano

M5M 3 E3 486-6349
Dennys. Robert J.
76-29th Avenue. R R #1
Richmond Hill. Ontario
L4C 4X7 884-7806

M4V2L9
483-9355J
Franas. Andrew
263 Lucas Street
Richmond Hill.Onlano
L4C4R2 884-6551
Francis. John G
Deer Run Ridge
R R,#2. King. Ontano
LOO
727-9726
FrenchI KOJohn
B
4Thornbank Road
Thornhill.Ontano

Mexico, Mexic

lev B.W.
NOA
Dick. David J
l9EdenbndgeDnve
Ishngton, Ontano
M9A 3 E8 233-2037
Dill. Lawrence J
lOlClouston Ave.

I EO

Glascock,
John W.
3908
N- Charles
Street
Gore. Richards,
Flonda 33432. USA

Dingwall. Stewart I
Uingwal
256
Rivt

30-5-311-7748
Gosal, Satwinder
7778 Kittndge Dnve
Mississauga, Onlano

M6S4A8
767-2742
Dobson. Robert
B
45 Pinnacle Road
Willowdale. OntarHo

L4T3J6 677-5732
Gossman, Mark R.
378 Elmwood Avenue
Richmond Hill, Ontano

"The Cedars". Penwmkle
Road

Braund.CarlG P,
6 Argonne Cresccm
Willowdale. Ontano
223-0340
Bravmore, Chnstopher
P O Box 1 569
Gravenhurst. Ontano
705-687-3286
Bnerley. J Kirk
PO BoxN7506
Nassau. Bahamas 3- 15^
Bntnell. Timothc) J.
R R,#l. King. Ontano
LOG I KO 833-51 59

.Aurora. Ontano
Conuni. F Paul
18KingcrossDnvc
R R# I. King. Ontano
LOG I KO 833-6807
Cooper, PaulC5 Bellehaven Crescent
Scarborough, Ontano
MIM LH2 261-3037
Corbctl. Roben J
II 69 Queensland Place
Brockvillc. Ontano

5 Simeon Coun
Willowdale. Ontano

PO Box 5529. Dicks Pom
Nassau, Bahamas 4 1 283

Earle.CohnM
810 West End Place
Cranford,NewJerse\070l6
Ebenhardt, Mark A,
Hong
Kong Road. Apt b4l
10 Po Shan
, David F
R R #2
Markham.Onuano

L4M2L9 726-1 II
Ekier. Michael J
EWer, W. Mark

Box28. Ballanuae
R R.#3,Stouffville.
Ontario
LOH I LO 640-3503

Bruoe, Robert W.

881-2337

1 17 Breezy Pines Drive
Mississauga, Ontario

L4G 3G8 727-9875
Epworth. Howard J
Epworth. JohnC.

Harns. Jonathan T

Okjnelds,
Boi
L'xbndge, PC
Ontano

Harnson. Chi
Si Andrews College
3295
Aurora, Onlano 852-32
Hawley.ChnsloplKr D
28 Wembley Avenue
Unionville. Onlano
LJB2A9 297.I723
Heben.CarardS
Box IM5
Bradford. Onlano
M5M 3S94m .8(11.1
Heil. Jo<xph W
Heit. AndreuC
Toromo. Onlano
M5M-3S9 481-881.1
Henderson, Marun J.
Henderson, Philip J.
26 Cedar Foresi Courl.
Thornhill, Onlano
L3T-2A4 889-9236
Hendnckson, L Neil
42 Silver Aspen Drive,
Thornhill, Onlario
L3T-3T2 889-8453
Hepburn, Robert G.
30 King George's Road,

Fo»rield. R R i2.
King, Onlano,
L0G-IK0 727-f452
Hew. PeierL
I BOslend Avenue,
Kingston 2, Jamaica.
Htcks, Daniel W
9Killarney Road,
Toronto, Onlano
M5P- 1 17 4864)968
Hill, BnanF

Thornhill, Ontano

L4J-IC3 889-1279

Jolliffe, D Enc
73 Riverside Biwlevard,
Thornhill, Onlano
L4J.1JI 881-3259
Jones, GeofTrcv R.
R.R.»3.Newriiarkei.OnlaM
L3Y-4WI 895-3808
Kalmar, Michael K
Conslellalion Hotel,
Suite 1408,
900Dixun Road,
Rexdale, Ontano
.M9W- 1 J7 677-1.500
Kane, William R.
PO Box67.
Gorm lev. Onlano 727- 1 636
Karahs. Isidons

UG-3A7 727-8435
Kaslner. Russell M.W,
R R XI. Keltleby.Onti
LOG-I JO 727-5165
Keech, WilhamH.
899 McLaren Street.
North Bay, Ontario
PIB-3M2 705472-7451
Keller, Jaime
208 Barranca del Muerl
Mexico 20, DP.
Mexico \<4. 81-46
Kcnnedv.S Judd

M8X2M9 233-MI3
Molnei. John S.J.

65-78093
Mair. Steven A
26 Millsborough Crescent.
Kingston 6. Jamaica 927-0516
Mair. David GP
23 Duke Street.
Kingston, Jamaica 92-7M38

R.R-#3. Newmarkel. Onlano
L3Y4WI 8954798
Khamiss^. Salim

Toronto, Ontano 967-2838

Sudbury, Onuno
P.IA 4B2 705-566-059;
Mann, Conrado A.
PO Box 1624,
Lima I. Peru 2283.57
Marshall Kenneth E
Cedar Valley. Onlano
"'
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Ste

L4G 2L8 727-2230
Mather. David C.
7811 Yonge Street, Ste 1103,
Thornhill, Ontario
L.1T4S3 889- .1958
Maw. Stephen F
Bevan Road

c/o Falconbndge Dominican.
Aparlado 1J43. Santo Doming
Dominican Republic 525-3653
McClelland. J Allen
1 Tullamore Road
Bramptdn. Ontano
L6W

22 Tecumpselh Slreel.
Onllia, Ontano
L3B-IX8 705-.125-7868
I«s.ChristophcrC,H,
Box 18,01d YongeSlreet.
Aurora. Ontano 727.6588
Jackson, George M.
124 Wilson Avinue.
Simcoc, Onlano
N3Y-2E7 519426-5326
Jacobi,John R
Sou ffnlle, Onlano
LOH- ILO 640- .M30
Jacox, Jeffrey J
161 Inglewood Dnve

P O. Box SO.
Fort Smith. NW'.T
XOE-OPO 403-872-2448
Jenkins. Ronakj W
390 Burnhamthorpe Road.
Isbngton. Ontano
M9B- 1 Z9 6224979
Johns. David B

B3K5K5 902422-2639
Moreland, Adam W.
R R »2. Ridge Road
Aurora. Ontano
L40 3(iK 7274517
Morrow. Ross, W.
70 Chapman Road,
Weston,
RR»J, Ontano 248-9501
Mosley, David J
Slourrville,Onuno
LOH ILO 640-2774
F
,, John
W Scott
191 Park Avenue
wmarkct, Ontario
L3YI
Munn, Andrew B
1.10 Portugal Cove Road,
St John's Newfoundland,
Munro,HughF
AIB2N2 709-726-6478
22 Rachael Street
Toronto. )895-<
Onlano
M4W 1M5 925-8695
W'eslon.Onuno
Mylrea,
Scott Cresccnl
D
32
Ashmounl
M9R

1C72414867

714 The West Mall.
Apt.
1502. Onlario
Etobicoke,

owdale. Ontano

Apt. 01202.
238 Pnnce Edward Road,
Kowloon, Hong Kong 3-37.12:
flunter. Alexander R
R R.«l
Bradford. Ontano
L0G.IC0 77.5..1043
Hunter, ScotI A38 Se villa Boulevard,
Kleinburg. Onlario 8931913
Hunziker, Peter
Georgian Manor Drive.
Colli ngwood. Ontario

625-2816

Habfax. NovaScoua

136459-2071

L4G 3B2 727- .1232

I2L-2T9 444-3878
orlon. Timoths t
Drakelield Road.

L3Y3G4

44 Charles Strort West,

Maple. Ontano
LOJIEO
McAllisler. John D

27 St Andrew's
Aurora.
Onlano Court.

R R #2
nob' I TO 5 19.833-98.10
Moore. Stephen E.
3222 Cedar Tree Cre seen
Miss ssauga. Ontano

M9C

4X1 622-3310

King. Onlano 727-2061
McDonald. W Ian
l9Countr\ Club Dnvr.

Kitchen. Robert G
210 Alwington Place
Knowles.GeoigeDH
77GlengGwan Road.
Toronto. Ontano48l-8002
Koyle. LukeG.
"Ridgewood". R.R.ir I.
:.Onla
L9W:
519-941-190
LaBuick. Dennis PW
Kenneds RoadNorlh.
R R »l. Unionnlle O
L1R2L6 887-5779
Lagerquisl. John E
10 John Beck Crescent
Brampton. Onlano
L6W2T345I-6I6I
Charles W,

Mcintosh. F W. EiT
79 Charters Road.
Brampton, Onlano
L6V2S8 453-2622
782 Tudor Close,
McLean,

[)avid P

LOH ILO 6404535
Nimmo, Roland B.A
66 Lakcnew Crescent
R,R.#I Gormley, Ontano
LOH
888- 1010
Noble,I GOMalcolm
C

RR.»2,

Sutton, Ontano
LOE 1 RO 722.5833 D
Nutbeem,
Michael
Harbour Beem.
Harbour Grace, Newfoundland
AOA 2 MO
OConnell,

Hugh K.

7 Argon ne Crescent
Willowdale,
Ontario

JoUfVoi

M2K2P6 223-3091
Offen, David, W
Newmarkel.

Ontano

89.5-932

R.R.#I. King. Onlano
LOG IKO 833-6331
Lassabne. Robert T
105 Eagk: Street.
Newmarket. Ontano 895-9.12'

Thornhill. Onlano
Levimer. Harn S
345 Ridley Boulevard.
Downsview. Ontano
M3H I L3 631-1778
Little. David R
99 Highland Lane.
Richmond Hill. Onuno

L4C3SI 884-1225

Lorimer. James E.
22 Shellamwood Trail
Agincoun, Onlano 2914579
Lu, Joel N.J.
1 A Oxford Road, G/F
Hong Kong 3-362886
MacMillan.JefferyT.
1 1920-100 Avenue, *403
Edmonton, Alberta
T5K05K
MacQuarrie, lain H
371 Billings Avenue,
Ottawa, Ontano
KIH5L4 733-1551
Maguire, Philip AT

R R #l,CatedonEasl,Onl2ri.

LON lEn519-«l-OI68
Mahabir, Colin D

896-6th Slreel East.
Owen Sound, Ontario
N4K IG8 519-376-3510
Middup, JohnR
53 Sandnngham Drive,
Toronto. Ontano
M5M3G4 485-51 52
Miklas. Gregory W,S.
Miklas. BnanD
Miklas. Paul R
30Cherry Blossom Lane.
Thornhill. Ontano

Gormley, Ontano 888-1209
Omstead. John E.
Omstead. Thomas L.
PO

Box 54. Lynn Dnve

I 907.:
?AshS
PO I
Ashcroft, B C
VOK IAO 604453-2436
Palaaos. Edward D
63HannaRoad,
Toronto, Onlano

L3T3B9
889-8778
Mills, James
A
I Simeon Coun
Willowdale, Onlano

M4G3M842.5-I486
Parkin, Dwayne Edward
2 Mane Courl
Thornhill, Onlano

M2K2N6 225-3969
Minialoff, Robert J5 Wi nlerbourne Coun
Isbngton, Ontano
M9A2EI 4784538
Minialoff, J. Martin
P.O. Box 301,

LIT 2G2 881-2235
Parker. Edwin G
432 Slow Road.

Kleinburg, Ontario
Minichello,
Angelo 239-2822
1 7976 Sutton Road.
Sharon. Ontario
LOG IVO 4784538
Mitchell. Ronald W.A
Mitchell. Bruce MM
23 Orion Crescent
Thornhill. Ontano
L4J1S2 8894200
Mitchell. Brian R
7131 Oxford Slreel.
Niagara Falls. Onlano
L2J IJ4 354-6695
Mollard. Wilbam A
1 1 Kings Lynn Road
Toronto. Ontano

Boxboro. Massachusetts I
U.S.A. 617-263-2074
Parr.
RobertCrescent,
W T.
39
Orkney
[sbngton, Ontario
Pastor,
Gary
G
M9A 2T4
233.5093
1 Feldbar Court,
Willowdale, Ontano
M2P1P6 4864)213
Palerson, Andrew ES
245 Dunvegan Road,
Toronto. Onlario
N5P2P3 486-0906
Pa,
Pel. York
Paul PC

M4N2E5489-5373
Peyer. Henry W
532 Sir Richards Road.

Oltawa, Onlano
KIS IZ8613.233-515
Si
Andrew's
College,
Aurora.
Onuno
L40 3H7 727-6800
Pilts, John D.
744 Kensington Towel
21 Dale Avenue
M4W 1K3 962-2598
Plaxton. Drew W
S Highland Lane.
Richmond t
L4C3SI884-:
Pound. Sluarl
Sharon. Ontario 478-»774
Prado. Javier
Refoma 930.
Mexico 10, D.F.
Mexico .5-20-71-09
Pratt. Robert J M
Kingview Farms.
R.R.#3. King. Ontario
LOO I KO 773-4555
de Premio Real. Luis
Cerrada de la Amargura 22.
San Angel
548-2657

.OF.

Me

P O Box 6220. Eastern Road
Nassau Bahamas 4- 1292
Pugh. Gregory L
Raane. Andrew E
Racine. Jeffrey S
Kingston 8. Jamaica. W.L
924-4186
Rampen. Edmond L
Rampcn. F J Chnslopher
1086 Burnamlhorpe Road Easi
Oakville.Ontano 845-0953
Reneau. Michael J
41 Ravensbourne Crescent.

Apt 108.
Moncton. New Brunswick 382-0689
Richardson. Douglas W
Gormley.Ontano7:
Richmond. Jeffrey V
104 Southdale Drive

. Pedrtgal San Angel.
0. Mexico 5-68-15-78
in. Timothy D.
Brampton. Ontario
L6W IC8 459-7864
Rodger. David F

Dnionville. Onuno
LOH 1 NO 887-5-527
10977 Jane Street.

8 Darlingbrook Crescent.
Islington. Ontario
M9A3H5 231-6290
Russel. Thane G
24 Southdale Drive.
M4rk ham. Onuno
L3PIJ7 294..5604
Bracebndge. Ontario
POB lOO 705-645-8846
Ryan. James A,
188 Princess Margaret Blvd.
IstioBton, Onlano
M«r2Z7 239-8353
Sadler. Robert C
Sadler. David B
90OldHillRuud
Toronto. Onlano
M8X I G8 233-2462
Sailnas. Guillermo
254 Risco. Pedregal
Mexico 20. D 1 ,
Mexico 568-16-71
Schmidt, Ronald A.

Masters

Jl Ni^rHalerrescenl

Willowdale. Ontano

TiJimo Ontano
M6M 2Z9 2484351
Scolt. Oeoffres C.R
208 Church Stieet,
Markham Onlano
L3P 2 M7 294-0700
Scott MarkR
P.O. Box 627

M2R ' L8 222-2848
Tiltman. Mark A
R.R.#2. Yonge Street.
Aurora. Onlano
L4G 3GS 773-M03
Vail, William J.
294 Woodland Court.
Newmarket Onlano

Kingston. Jamaica 924-1 147
Seay Paul R
c/oEssoSlandard Libvalnc
Marsa el Brega

L3Y 2J7 895-5966
Van Nostrand. John P
J5 Keele Street South.
P O Box 358.

P0.1oi 1 ihva
38^'
Xnnnli

King City. Robert
Onuno
Vaughan.

S^--"-^Markham.

^*^-:^CrL!aTA':i^292
Vincent. JR. Simon

Ontano 282-3600
Sheppey. Jeffrey C,
POBox23.
Aurora. Ontano
L4G 3HI 727-1937
Sheilds.WJ Mark
Grandv Road.
Coboc'onk,Ontano454-3306
Shinkle. MalhewL
1 S Rennie's Mill Road.
St Johns. Newfoundland
722-4841
Sifton. Clifford M.
Sifton. Michael G
R.R.#I.
Gormley, Ontario
LOH IG0297-2242
Sillcox. Scott L.
Grandview Fairtl
R R.#3. King. Ontano
LOG 1 KO 727-6584
Sjoblom, Teddy W
39 North Shore Drive.
Gilford. Ontano
LOL 1 RO 705-456-5820
Slessor. Dwighi J
826 Snglev Street.
Newmarket. Ontano
L3Y 1X7 895-7004
Smallwood. Steven J
12 Kennedy Street West.
Aurora. Ontano
L4C 2L4 727-M3 1
Smith. Edward A.
11222 Bayview Avenue.
Richmond Hill. Ontario
L4C 4X7 884-8366
Smithyes. John 1 .
Kyngeston
R,R.#l,King.Onuno
LOG 1 KO 833-6698
Solly. Frank L
Solty, Nicholas
R.R. #3. Cookstown. Ontano
LOL 1 LO 705-158-4406
Somervi lie, Robert K
51 Doner Street.
Alhslon. Ontano
LOM lAO 705435-7245
Sproat. George R.
R,R.#I,
Cameron. Ontario 705-887-3735
Sunborough.JackR.
l7l2MulberryStreet.
Sarnia. Ontano 519-542-2845
Stevens. Campbell A
R-R-#3.
King. Onlano 72743.54
Stewart. John D
10 Ridgefield Road.
Toronto. Onuno
M4N 3H8 481 -0331
Stewart. David S
31 Ravensbourne Crescent
Islington, Ontano
M9A 2 A9 239-1144
Stewart, Camwon M
9000BathurJtreet,
Thornhill, Ontano
L.3T4AI8fc-7904
SurBng. Walter J S
P O. Box 302,
Aurora, Ontano
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833-5882

Apt. 613,

Willowdale 223-8092
Buwell. I.
78 Devins Drive.

P.O. Box 5399
Chnton Creek.
Yukon Temtones.
YOB 1 £0 409-997-7.306
Walker. W.G Craig
1 22 Laurtnude Dnvc.

Aurora
Devereux,727-1268
B,G.
5 Cameron Avenue.

Don Mills. Onlano
N3A 3E5 449-4905
Wallace. Jamie S.
14 Blue Spruce Lane
Thornhill. Onlano 889-23.59
Wan. Dick K.
Pak On Building. I/F
105 Austin Road,
Kowloon. Hong Kong
Watford. Bruce R
Silver Stream Farms
P.O. Box 240.
Richmond Hill, Ontano
L4C 4 Y2 884- 1 679
Watson. Trevor C
7 Deerbank Trail.
Agincourt. Onuno
Ml W IV3 499-2484
Webb. Chnstopher P
104 Wild Bnat Way.
Willowdale. Ontano
M2J 2L4491-2484
Wei bnger. Gary C.
1 53 George Street.
Aurora, Onlirio
L4G 2S8 727-6242
While. BnanT
6Tottendge Road.
Islington. Ontano
M9A IZl 239-8667
Wiedemann. Randolph
22 Harnman Road.
Aurora. Ontano
L4G 2S8 727-6242
Wigslon. F. Guy
P.O. Box 284.
8290 BalhurstStreet.
Thornhill. Ontano
L3T 3N3 889-283 1
Wild. Bruce
19 Manaham Road.
West Hill. Ontario 284-6244
Wilhoyle. David E
Hope Town. Abaco.
Bahamas
Willoughby. C. Scott
38 Doncaster Avenue.
London. Ontano
N6G2A3 5IM7I-686I
Wilson. Donald
232 Woodmount Place.
Newmarket. Ontano
L3Y 1 R4 895-6175
Wnght. G, Edward
565 Sixth Street West.
Owen Sound. Ontano
N4K 3L2 519-376-6154
Yelovich, Craig A.
58 King Georges Road.
Toronto. Ontano
M8XIL723I-050I
Yeung,
Alexander WH
10 Po Shan
Hong
Kong Road.4/F, Fll IBS

76St Andrew'sCoui
Gibb. R.C727-2016
Aurora.
206 Dunforest.
Willowdale. 226-1941
Hamilton. J. H
SAC
727-1159
Harnson.T.E.
S.AC. 727-6102
Hemmings,
10 Lee Gate, A.D.
Aurora J.F727-2739
Hiltz.
SAC, 727-9213

S A C 727-5932

Aurora
727-9162
MacPherson.
L,C.
"Kilbanchor",
Poltagevi lie 939-2988
3220
Bavvicw
Meagher,
R.W Avenue.
Willowdale 226-0262
Mulchinock. JK.
SAC

i

K

Melico20,Dl, Mexico 548-42
Tang, Alex OS
THollaiil) Street,
KeilYiciMansion, ll/F, HalD

ezuela
cVolronMinesCo olVem
^IPao. Esud.,Bohv.,r.
VeitMuela
Young. Stephen R
20 Maplewood Avenue.
Guelpil. Ontano
12565
NIG LIA 519-822-2-349
Yu. PaulWL
5
-54B. lO/F. Broudwav
MeiFoisunChuen.
Kowloon, Hong Kong 3-72
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727-8153

SAC. 727-2416
SAC

727-6672

Siuart PL
S A.C 727-4089
769 Sutherland Ave nu4
Newmarket 89.5-1624
SWest.
A.C, G 727-4062
B.
Whitehead.
D G
SAC
727-6248

Maple, Onurio 832-2634
Young. Peter J
Young,
Mrs RH Michael
YoungD.

o
^

n

Froesc. W727-1 176
Aurora

Hong Kong, 2.33279
Young. John D,
19 Naylon Street,

i

L3Y2J8 895-6010
Stuart, Hugh P
Stuart. Neil A
769 Sutherland Avenue.
Newmarket. Ontario 895-1624
S/arka. Michael G,
21 Riverside Drive Weil.
Elmira. Ontano
NOB IRO 519-669-3982
Tatnm. Fredenco
Sanlal2

Kingsl„n6,J:imaica, 9377214
UnnvM.n. Pi.ulA
i
fi^Bev,laltK,.a.l.
Y

R P
SBedard.
A C. 727-.3045
58 Fairway Dove,

Yueng. DennisTK
94 Caine Road. 2/F. Rear Portio

L40 3H4 727- 1606
Sloddart, J Warren
299 Woodland, Court,
Newmarket, Ontano

KciVKd/Town.
Hong Kong H-4 862 70
Tate. H.Lawrence
3 Kinsale Avenue,

Ackerman. G.E

Workman,
DG
SAC
727-2138

m

BOY'S 727-9902
RISIDENCES
S.A.C.
Flavellerfouse 727-991 1
Fourth House 727-9939
Macdonald House 727.#«
Ramic> House

R R #3,kingCiiy.OnUTi
LOG IKO 833 51 85
f
i
1
1

Zu(*erman. Charles D.
370kl Yonge Street.
Willowdale. Ontano
M2PIP6486-02I3

Published by
Josten'i
Winnipeg.
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